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The Symmetrical List Processor SLIP; developed by Professor 
Joseph Weizenbaum of MIT, was implemented with considerable mod-
ifications and additions on the University of Cape Town com-
puter. 
A package to perform automated analytical differentiation 
(DERIV) was developed using SLIP. Basic simplification tech-
niques as well as convenient input and output routines were in-
cluded. The package was tested extensively and a rough compar-
ison drawn with the abilities of various compu'ter languages and 
programs which include the same facility as TIERIV. 
(vii) 
CHAPTER 1 
THE HISTORY & PROBLJ!;MS OF SYMBOLIC DIFFERBNTIATION BY COMPUTER 
1.0 Introduction. 
A brief history of automated symbolic manipulation with 
emphasis on differentiation procedures is followed by an ex-
position of the difficulties commonly encountered in this field, 
such as running out .of core space and the consistent ~epresen-
tation of algebraic expressions. 
...... 
1.1 History of Symbolic Manipulation. 
The. earliest· efforts were by Nolan (8) and Kahrimanian 
(9), who independently of one another (1953) wrote computer 
programs for performing differentiation. Because of severe res-
trictions imposed by the technology of the time, their routines 
were necessarily primitive. 
The programs mentioned above are described in some detail 
in (10). The algebraic expression to be differentiated has in 
(9) to be completely parenthesized and encoded in a ~-address 
code. This transformation begins with the innermost set of par-· 
entheses and works outward. The. resultant tabular form of the 
input expression thus has the simpler elementary functions· list-
ed first and then, following in sequence,· the more comrJlex ele-
mentary functions. The differentiation program operates on this 
tabular form of the expression and generates a similar form to 
represent the resultant derivative. The final tabular output 
has to be recombined by the user in order to obtain an analytic 
expression for the derivative •. 
Nolan's program (8) also requires encoding of the expres-
sion to be differentiated by the user. However, the transformat-
ion- into tabular form in this case is started at the outermost 
parenthesis-pair of the fully parenthesized input expression and 
is progressed inwardly. Upon input to the computer a simple 
differentiation operat6r is introduced. By recursive application 
of the elementary rules of differentiation this operato_r is ad-
vanced down throueh the lines of the tabular form of the input 
expression until it is finally eliminated. During this process 
the tabular form of the expression is transformed by the ele-
mentary rules or differentiation so that when the· differentiation 
(1) 
( 2) 
operator has been eliminated from the form, the resultant tab-
ular form represents the de.sired derivative. This must then be 
decoded by the user into an analytical form· of the de~ivative. 
Slagle (11) has written a LISP program using the differen-
tiation procedure described by Nolan as part of his SAINT auto-
matic integrator. 
Subsequent programs have been written using the same tech-
nique of differentiation with the refinement that the ehcoding 
of the mathematical expressions from the parenthesized linear . ' 
form into tabular form is done automatically prior to diff eren-
tiation and the inverse transformation before output. 
Hanson et al. (10) have a different approach. The expres-
sion in analytical form (with only necessary parentheses in-
cluded) is read into the program and converted into an inter-
nal form consisting of triples (left operand-operator-right 
operand), where the operators (including elementary functions 
of one argument represented as binary operators with dummy left 
operands) are ordered according to a precedence assigned to 
each of them. These triples are in effect equivalent to Polish 
prefix notation (see 3.1). The triple table for the derivative 
can then be built up by applying the differentiation rules for 
the various operators to the triples in sequence. This is then 
decoded into an output analytical form with only necessary par-
entheses included (possible since the precedence of the oper-
ators is known). This program was extended to get rid of redun~ 
dancies caused by multiplication by 1, addition of o.etc. Such 
extension was necessary to save ::?,tGrage space. The internally 
used triples are stored in matrix form in the computer. (10) 
includes flowcharts of the procedures used in this program. 
More recently list processing has been widely used for per-
forming symbolic manipulation. There are several programs writ-
ten in LISP which are specifically intended for differentiation, 
or include such a facility. A general algebraic language called 
REDUCE 2 (13) was developed by A. C. Hearn for use in quantum 
electrodynamics. SLIP was used by Lapidus and Goldstein (6) to 
develop an algebraic package (SYMBOLANG) which included differ-
entiation. Since SLIP was found to be slow, they intended re-
writing the system using a faster list processor. 
There are several other techniques which have been applied 
to symbolic differentiation. A syntax-directed compiler was 
( 3) 
used by Schorr (14). P. J. Smith (15) used arrays and pointers 
for differentiation, avoiding the necessity of using a list 
processor or recursion. Wengert (16) and Wilkins (17) have de-
veloped a semi-analytical technique for obtaining the derivative 
of an expression at a point. This is of limited usefulness. 
Most of the modern high-level languages used for symbolic 
manipulation incorporate differenti~tion as well. FORMAC, ( (18), 
(19) & (20) ), has this facility and since it also has formid-
able simplification techniques, it has the capability of out-
putting a derivative in a reasonably concise form. However, it 
has heavy core requirements, restricting the size and complex-
ity of expressions it can deal with considerably at most instal-
lations where it is used. 
Less general ·purpose languages can deal more efficiently 
with the core requirements of ·an automatic differentiator, e.g. 
REDUCE 2 (13). MATHLAB, also written in LISP is intended for use 
in 11 conversational mode" (21). ALAM (22), also LISP based, has 
differentiation facilities, as has the B-code system of Barton 
et al. (23). These two systems have been used extensively.in 
calculations in general relativity. (23) also provides a table 
(p. 39) comparing the time and core requirements of four alge-
braic manipulation systems, results which seem to indicate that 
for the program tested, B-code is faster and uses less core 
than the other systems in the comparison. Numerous other systems 
exist which have facilities for doing automatic differentiation. 
1.2 Problems Encountered in Automated Algebraic Maninulation . 
. The basic problems are the vast amounts of storage which 
are used by such ro~tine~ .in order to solve realistic problems, 
and the time consumed in the process. That the former problem 
should occur is clear if one considers for instance the expan- · 
sion of a product of two polynomials of n t~rms each, in which 
case as many as n2 terms are produced. In general, when expan'.""" 
sion of factored eipressions is attempted, .storage utilization 
tends to increase exponentially rather than linearly. Only·in 
some specialised cases can this be avoided. Differentiation 
also tends to expand expressions at a faster than linear rate. 
For instance tests carried out with the SLIP differentiator 
described in Chapter 3 indicate this clearly. 
The other problem is that symbolic manipulation is very 
mu.ch slower than numerical use of a computer. In (23) the table 
(4) 
mentioned above indicated times of the order of minutes taken 
to perform symbolic calculations. (23a) also illustrates the 
problems encountered clearly. 
The first of the above-mentioned problems is far more 
restrictive thaJ"!. the last. Hence si,mplif ication techniques are 
vital to any symbolic manipulation program. 'I'his vras realised 
early in the development of this field of computer science. 
Current trends seem to be to develop a mathematical theory of 
simplification for application in practice. Involved are the 
ide~s of zero equivalence ( (34), (28) ) , regular sirnplif ica-
tion algorithms and canonical forms (29) for simplifying alge-
braic expressions. J. Moses (24) discusses this in some detail. 
Automatic s~~plif ication has been developed considerably in 
FORMAC ( 19). 
Another attempt to reduce core and time restrictions is by 
restricting the class of algebraic expressions dealt with. 
ALTRAN (25) deals with rational functions~ G.· E. Collins has 
written a system called PM (26) for handling polynomials. W~ s. 
Bro~n's ALPAK system was mearit for truncated power series, poly-
nomials and rational functions. The computing times of several 
systems including PM are compared in (27). Collins and Brown, 
among others, have done theoretical work in polynomial algebra 
( {30) to (33) ) whi~h should pay~dividends i~ future algebraic 
manipulation systems. Extensions of the theoretical and practi-
cal innovations to other classes of functions are also likely. 
It is nevertheless improbable that the field of symbolic 
manipulation will ever be completely free of core and time in-
efficiencies, since such problems seem intrinsic to the very 
nature of this work. Technological advances such as faster cir-
. cuitry and laser based storage devices of enormous capacity 
should relieve some of the restrictions which are encountered 
in modern algebraic computer languages. 
CHAPTER 2 
THE S1-I\1METRICAL LIST PROCESSOR (SLIP)· 
2.0 Introduction. 
SLIP is a list processing system distinguished by the sym-
metry of its lists: each list element is linked to both its 
p~edecessor and its successor. In contras~ to most· other .list 
processors, SLIP is not an independent language but is intended 
to be imbedded in a general purpose higher lcinguage such as 
FORTRAN, in this case UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V (36). The original · 
version of SLIP was developed by Professor J. Neizenbaum at MIT. 
His paper on SLIP.(l) presents a complete documentation of the 
system, including a FORTRAN listing which is almost complete, 
and a statement of the underlying philosophy. Of particular 
·note is the method of reclaiming unneeded nodes of lists for 
reuse (see.2.2). 
· In addition to the FORTRAN functions and subroutines, some 
basic assembly language routines ("primitives") are required. 
These are of a basic nature inaccessible to FORTRAN since they 
manipulate' parts of words, extract the addresses of words and 
perform various other fundamental tasks. These primitives have 
to be implemented for each ins.tallation where SLIP is to be 
used. This is not difficult and this version of SLIP (hence-
forth referred to as U-SLIP) has its primitives coded in UNIVAC 
1108 ASSBMBLER (37). 
This approach to list processing has several advantages. 
The flexibility of ·FORTRAN is combined with the facility of 
manipulating list, structures. It is fairly easy to install SLIP, 
since the coding of the majority of routines is available in (1) 
and SLIP is well documented in (1) and (2). The FORTRAN routines 
are largely ma~hine independent, and the primitives upon' which. 
they are based a!e simple to code a~d debug once the linkage · 
from FORTRAN to ASSEMBLER is known for a particular machine. 
This allows radical· modifications of the node design of SLIP 
list.s with the only programming changes necessary being to the 
primitives. However, if the number· of words per node is changed, 
problems are encountered as was the case with U-SLIP. This is 
(5) 
(6) 
discussed below. Additional routines may be added to the SLIP 
11 library" by the user without much difficulty. 
Disadvantages of a system such as SLIP include ineff icien-
cies which a good compiler or interpreter may overcome. For 
instance, LISP is probably much faster in performing basic list 
processing operations than SLIP. 
SLIP has been implemented at several installations for use 
in symbolic manipulation of algebraic expressions, as well as 
in other areas ( ( 4) to (7) ) • An article by D. K. Smith (2) 
was found very useful in clearing up· some matters dealt with 
only briefly in (1). It also includes excellent examples of the 
use of SLIP. 
U-SLIP differs in several respects from Weizenbaum's orig-
inal veision (h~nceforth referred io as W-SLIP). It corresponds 
more closely to the official UNIVAC-supported SLIP package (3), 
known as XS-SLIP. However, it differs from this as well and 
hence a full description of U-SLIP is included below. 
1 The SLIP routines operate primarily by side-effects, i.e. 
when used as functions, the function value is less important 
than the operations performed by the routine in obtaining the 
value. The subroutines are invoked by a FORTRAN CALL statement 
whereas the functions may be invoked this way or in the noi~mal­
ly used manner, but not by both methods for a particular 
function in the same FORTRAN program. 
The nodes of U-SLIP have had to be rearranged from those 
of VI-SLIP since the latter was able to use the partial word 
features of an IBM 7090 computer. The UNIVAC 1108 has different 
partial word features, being a 36-bit word machine. AU-SLIP 
node uses three memory words rather than two. Though this means 
tha~ 50% more core is utilized, more information can now be 
stored per node, vital to the SLIP ~ifferentiator (see Chap. 3). 
',\'· 
This change of node-size from W-SLIP meant that many changes 
had to be made to FORTRAN routines listed in (1), many of a 
decidedly tricky nature, and unfortunately much time was spent 
in debugging U-SLIP. More primitives had to be written to access 
the additional fields of a node made available by the larger 
n.ode size. 
The routines of U-SLIP were grouped into several subprog-
rams with multiple entry points for efficiency in creating a 
program library. The grouping was effected in such a way that 
( 7) 
no routine calls another (directly or indirectly) which resides 
in the same group. This was necessitated b;y FORTRAN V compiler 
restrictions. The ASSEMBLER primitives reside in two separate 
subprograms, with multiple entry points. Included are the basic 
primitives required to access the various fields of a node as 
well as the linkages necessary to ·implement SLIP-recursion (see 
2.3.2.6), some character, bit and logical operations and vari-
ous diagnostic aid~. 
The input/output routines implemented in U-SLIP are those 
of W-SLIP and not the XS-SLIP routines mentioned in (3). 
2.1 SLIP Data Structure. 
The most notable characteristic of SLIP as a list proces-
sor is the symmetry of its lists. Since the linking of list 
elements is done in both the.forward and backward directions, 
lists do not have a pref erred orientation. The last element is 
as easily obtained as the first. 
The basic unit of storage in U-SLIP is the cell consisting 
of three consecutive memory words; each cell is divided up into 
various fields, according to the function of the particular 
cell (node). The ID-field,, occupying the leftmost six bits (Sl) 
of the second word of a cell distinguishes between the various 
SLIP cell-types. 
ID = 0: datum cell. The datum is not interpreted as the 
name of a list (name-format is explained below). 
ID = 1: datum cell in which the data is interpreted as the 
name of a list. 
In= 2: cell is the header of a list (unique to the list). 
ID= 3: cell is the reader of a list (see 2.3.2.4). 
In addition to these cells, there are description list (DL) dat-
um cells which do not have an ID-field (see 2.3.2.5). 
Figures 1 & 2 indicate the partial word features of a 36-
bi t 1108 computer word (with the various part"ial word designat-
ors), and a diagrammatic outline of the division of U-SLIP cells 
into fields, which are identified in most cases by meo.ns of. the 
names of the functions used to ref ere.nce the values stored in 
them. 
The ·1108 computer uses a 6-bit code ( 11 fielddata 11 ) for 
alphanumeric and special symbols and hence one computex word 
. ' 
can hold a maximum of six f ielddata characters. Thus· the· datum 
of a U-SLIP cell can hold six symbolic characters, or integer 
( 8) 
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or real numbers. 
The LNKL and LNKR fields store the addresses of the pre-
ceding and succeeding cells on a.list. All cells except those 
used as readers are part of a unique list, either created by 
the user o~ the "list of available space" (AVAIL) which is main-
tained by the SLIP system. The LNKL field is not always used. 
AVAIL itself is only linked in the forward (downward, left-to-
right) direction. Reader cells are also only linked ·in the 
forward direction, and here.the Hl field of word 1 of a node is 
used to contain the address of the cell to which the reader is 
currently pointing (LPNTR). "This is as in W-SLIP. In cpntrast 
to W-SLIP, description (attribute-value) lists do not occupy 
two nodes, but utilizing the extra space available in a U-SLIP 
node, the attribute is stored in word 2 and the corresponding 
valu~ in word 3. (XS-SLIP allows both forms of DL). Since there 
is thus no space for an ID-field, the LNKL field has the. neg-
ative value of the address in a datum cell of a DL to distin-
guish it from the header cell of the DL which has the link-
address in LNKL positive. 
The ID-field of all other types of cell is stored in Sl of 
word 2. For cells with an ID of O, 1 or 2, bits 7 to 12 (S2) 
contain a "mark" field (MRK) and bi ts 13 to 18 (S3) a "flag" 
\ 
(FLG). In W-SLIP only header cells contain a mark field to 
which U-SLIP header cell MRK fields are exactly equivalent. 
Whenever the mark of a lis! is referred to, the MRK field of 
its header is meant. The U-SLIP FLG field has no equivalent 
in W-SLIP ., 
For cells with ID = 0 (datum cells) there are two datum 
fields. The entire third word of such a cell is reserved for 
data. This corresponds to the datum field in W-SLIP. An addit-
ional half-word of data may b.e stored in H2 of word 2 of a 
datum cell (ID= 0 or 1). This is the HAF field (see fig. 2) 
and has no equivalent in W-SLIP. 
Sublist cells (ID = 1) are arranged similarly to the datum 
cell except that while the HAF field may contain a datum, the 
third word is occupied by a list-name in name format (see below). 
Header cells (ID= 2) contain a level (reference) counter 
in the_LCNTR field (H2 of word 3) and the address of the header 
of a DL attached to the list in the DL field (Hl of word 3). 
The HAF & FLG fields may contain user data as they are not used 
(10) 
by the system. DL contains zero if a list has no DL attached. 
The MRK field can be used by certain functions includea in SLIP. 
Since each list has a unique header cell, lists may be 
referenced unambiguously by the address of the first word of the 
header cell. This is usually put into some data word in the 
program in name-format. This data word (FORTRAN variable) is 
then known as the name of the lis·t.· Name-format means that the 
address of the header of the list ref erred to occurs in both Hl 
and H2 of the word, e.g. if a list is created by the SLIP state-
ment: IONE = LIST(9) 
and the address of the header cell of this list, taken from 
~VAIL, is 0461578 then the variable IONE will contain the fol-
lowing: 046157046157 8 
and at any time that the list is referenced in a program (either 
by IONE occurring as a function argument or if it is the datum 
in a sublist cell with ID = 1), the system will check whether 
such a list indeed exists and reference it. Similarly by simple 
assignment the name of the list may be transferred to some other 
variable in a SLIP program and yet remain a valid name of 'the 
same list. 
A list A is said to be a sublist of another list B if the 
name of A appears as a datum in a sublist cell on B. A is a list 
in its own right however. Any list may occur as a sublist of 
another list. A tree may be represented simply using sublist 
nodes to point to branching-off subtrees. Common sublists are 
allowed. Thus a list appearing only once in memory may simul-
taneously be referenced as a sublist by several list structures, 
or several times by the same list structure. Figure 3 gives an 
example of a U-SLIP list structure with a reader referencing it. 
Figure 4 indicates an empty list .. 
2.2 Storage Allocation and Reclamation. 
SLIP assigns storage dynamically using the list of avail-
able space, AVAIL, which is created by the SLIP initialisation 
routine acting upon a block of storage provided by the user. 
This is divided up into groups of 3 consecutive words and the 
whole structure linked in a forward direction. 
Whenever a cell is required, the top cell of AVAIL is 
retrieved and the quasi-name of AVAIL, AV.SL, which contains the 
addresses of the upper and lower limit cells of AVAIL in its 
Hl and H2 fields, is accordingly changed. When a cell is no 
(11) 
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( 12) 
longer required it is returned to the bottom of AVAIL, and AVSL 
is again altered. When it is required to delete a whole list, 
the symmetrical structure of SLIP is shown to advantage since 
this operation is independent of the length of the list to be 
deleted. The list is returned to AVAIL as a block, the top of 
the list linked to the bottom of AVAIL, and AVSL pointing to the 
bottom of the returned list. Hence only 3 links need be changed. 
In such a dynamic storage allocation system, efficient use 
of space requires that space no longer needed be promptly re-
turned to AVAIL. In some list processors (e.g. LISP) this is 
done entirely by system "garbage collection", a search of mem-
ory for data not referenced. In other systems reclamation is 
left to the user. In SLIP responsibility is shared between the 
system and the user. The essential concept is that of a refer-
ence count (stored in the LCNTR field of a list header). This 
keeps count of the number of times a given list occurs as a sub-
list in a progr;:lm. This count is automatically. maintained by 
the system which increases it when the name of a list is stored 
on some other list and decreases it when the name is removed or 
such a containing list is itself erased. Hence the criterion 
for erasing a list is that whenever the reference count (RC) is 
decreased to zero, the list is not referenced and may be erased. 
So long as the RC remains positive, the list is in active use 
and must be preserv~d. Fac.ilities are also provided for a user 
to prevent a list from being erased by giving it an initial RC 
of 1. Such a list may only be erased by explicit programmer 
intervention. A routine exists to accomplish this. 
The above requires the system to maintain RC's dynamically. 
It is simple to de6ide when to increase a RC as every datum 
placed on a list is checked to determine if it is in fact the 
name of a list. In such a case the RC of the list is incremented 
by 1. Decrementing is more difficult. Since all routines re-
moving or replacing the contents of a cell dp so by returning 
the cell to AVAIL, SLIP is able to postpone decrementing until 
the cell containing the name is removed from AVAIL by the rou-. . 
tine NUCELL. The cell could not have been required before then. 
NUCELL examines each cell as it is taken from AVAIL. If it. is a 
list-name, the list referred to has its RC decremented and if 
the new RC is zero, the list is erased and returned to AVAIL. 
This def erred erasure approach is fundamental to the philosophy 
(13) 
of SLIP, having the intention of speeding up list processing. 
While· it may be contended that this· procedure is space waste-
ful (a more critical factor than speed in algebraic manipulation 
by computer), the argument is irrelevant as can be seen by what 
follows. Deferred erasure means that some list inaccessible to 
a program (i.e. with RC = 0) may remain unattached to AVAIL 
until the node referencitig it (which has alr~ady been-returned 
to AVAIL) is encountered there. But if such a node is found 
on AVAIL, the inaccessible list could not yet have been required 
anyway because there is still.at least one node in AVAIL for 
use by the program, and since when the node refers to an inac-
cessible list the latter is immediately returned to AVAIL, 
further storage is again available. 
2.3 The SLIP R6utines. 
2.3.1 The Primitives. 
Although the primitives have been coded in assembly lang-
uage, the user calls them exactly as if they were FORTRAN func-
tions or subroutines. Those primitives which do not return a 
value are to be treated as subroutines only. 
Note: In what follows, references to cells occur in two 
ways. If a cell reference is written as "A", variable A con-
- tains the address of a cell on which the function is to act. If· 
the reference is to "CELL", the function acts on variable CELL 
directly. An asterisk on the left of a function-definition below 








These two routines are identical, the dup-
lication existing only to avoid FORTRAN 
real-integer naming conventions which could 
cause automatic conversion of variables 
according to FORTRAN naming rule.s. For 
instance, V=IN:HALT(J) where Vis automatic-
, .~:· 
ally typed REAL (unless this rule is over-
written) should be replaced by V=CONT(J). 
value: The contents of the cell whose ad-
dress is stored in A. 
value: The machine address of variable CELL. 
value: The LNKL (LNKR) field of CELL, re-
turned in integer form. 
value: The absolute value of LNKL of CELL. 






















SETD3 (Nl ,N2, ... , 
N8,CELL) 





address is in A, in integer format. It 
accesses Sl of address (A)+l where the 
brackets denote "the contents of variable 
A". 
value: The mark field of (A) ' i.e. S2 of 
(A)+l. 
value: The flag field of (A) ' i.e. S3 of 
(A)+i. 
value: The half-datum field of (A), i.e. 
H2 of (A) +l.· 
This function stores D in MRK of (A). 
value: A. 
This stores D in FLG of (A). 
value: A. 
This stores.Din HAF of (A). 
value: A. 
This stores X in variable Y. It is equi-
valent to FORTRAN assignment, except that 
automatic type conversion is avoided. 
value: (X). 
The contents of X are stored in address (Y). 
value: (X) ~· 
This subroutine stores Nl, N2, N3 in the 
ID, LNKL, LNKR fields of CELL res pee ti vely .. 
If any of them are -1, the corresponding 
field of CELL is not changed from its 
previous value. 
As SETDIR except that the cell into which 
the values are stored has address (A). 
This is an expanded version of SETDIR in 
which Nl to N8 are stored respectively in 
the LNKL, LNKR, ID, MRK, FLG, HAF, DL and 
LCNTR fields of CELL. If any of them are -1 
the value originally in the corresponding 
field of the cell remains unchanged. 
An expanded version of SETIND, similar to 
SETD3, except that the cell referenced has 
address (A). 
These routines exist solely to circumvent 










Subroutines to switch on (off) the 1108 
ASSEMBLER trace routine SNOOPY. ~' 
A subroutine to invoke UNIVAC 1108 ·"walk-
back" which exits a program in error mode 
if it is encountered. It is used when SLIP 
errors occur. A printout occurs of the 
. . 
· FORTRAN program sequence numbers of ref-
erences to an inner subroutine in the hier-
archy of calls, all. the way back to the 
main program, before exiting the program. 
Example: If the main program calls sub-
routine A (at sequenc~ no.· 190) which in 
turn calls function B (at sequerice no. 212) 
and· "CALL WLKBCK(3)" is encountered in B, 
the walkback printout would be:-
ERROR EXIT IN B ROUTINE 
B CALLED AT SEQUENCE NO 212 OF A 
A CALLED AT SEQUENCE NO 190 OF MAIN PROGRAM 
In the call, argument.ARG must be the num-
ber of argume.nts of the routine within 
which walkback is invoked. 







value: The contents of variable DATUM ring-
shifted to the left to remove ·leading 
blanks. 
value: The field from S specified by MASK 
(1-bits set fo~ the relevant field, O's 
otherwise), shifted right once for each 
trailing zero bit in MASK .. Shifting intro-
duces leading zero bits. 
The value, (DATUM) , is shifted left one e 
for each trailing zero bit {n MASK.and then 
placed into the field of DES~ specified by 
MASK (1-bits set for the relevant field). 
value: New contents of DEST. 
The contents of DEST are shifted left N 
bits, introducing trailing zero bits. The 
N rightmost bits of bATUM are inserted in~o 
(16) 
the vacated positions. 
value: New contents of DEST. 
2.3.2 .The FORTRAN Routines. 
2.3.2.l Storage Allocation .. 
INITAS(SPACE,N) The initialisation routine. SPACE is an 
array of at least N words. AVAIL is created 
by for~ard linking words of SPACE.to form. 
N/3 ~-word cells. The last cell of AVAIL 
alwa'ys has a zero LNKR field for recognis-
ing when AVAIL is exhausted. The public 
lists W(l) to V/(100) (the names of the 
lists are stored in array W: see below) are 




* · LSPACE. 
. RC = 4095 (7777 8 ) to ensure they· are not . 
erased. The ·natnes of W(i) as well as AVSL 
.Csee 2.2) are stored in a named COMAJON, :: 
SLIP, so that any program which is to use 
the public lists must include the stateme~t 
COMMON /SLIP/ W(lOO) 
· The first executable statement of any pro-
gram written in SLIP should be: 
CALL INITAS(SPACE,N) 
The RC of list L is reduced by 1 and if 
the new value is zero, Lis returned to 
AVAIL. 
value·: The new RC-value .. 
A cell is taken from the top of AVAIL·. If . 
none are availabl~ the program is termi-
nated by an ~rror message and walkback. 
DUMMY is a dummy argument. 
value: The address of the new cell obtained. 
The ciell the address of which is in.A is 
placed on the bottom of AVAIL. 
This subroutine counts the number of nodes 
of AVAIL and prints it. It is useful to 
determine core utilization at·any point.in 
a U-SLIP proeram, but should be used spar-
ingly since it has to traverse every node 
of AVAIL individually and is thus very 
slovv. 
(17) 
2.3.2.2 Data Manipulation and Testi~_Boutine~ 
LIST(L) An empty list is created. If L is the lit-
eral 9, LCNTR is initially zero. Otherwise 
LCNTR is 1 and the name of the created 
list is place~ in L. 
NEWBOT(D,L)'"\. 
NEWTOP(D ,1) J.· 
NXTLFT(D,C)} 
NXTRGT(D,C) 
value: Name of the created list. 
A cell containing the datum D is inserted 
immediately above (below) the header of 
list L. 
value: Address of new cell taken from AVAIL. 
A cell containing datum D is inserted to 
the left (right) of the cell whose address 
is in C. 
value: Address of the new cell taken from 
AVAIL. 
Note: Calls on these functions may be embedded because of 
the values they return, e. g. 
ITEM= NXTRGT(Dl,NXTRGT(D2,NEWBOT(LB,LA))) 
SUBST(D,C) 
. SUBSTP(D ,L)} 
SUBSBT(D,L) 
The datum D replaces the datum in the cell 
whose address is in C. 
value: The previous datum . 
The datum D replaces the datum a.t the top 
(bottom) of ,_,li.st L. 
value: The previous datum. 
The above three substitution routines operate by returning 
the old cell to AVAIL and obtaining a new one with the desired 
datum. This is of no concern to a user unless a reader or seq-. 
uencer is pointing to the old cell, in which case STRIND should 





List L is copied and left unchanged. The 
copy contains the same data and structure 
as does L. 
value: The name of the new copy. 
C contains the address of a ~ell on list L. 
L is split, with all the cells on the left 
(right) of C (inclusive) placed on a new 
list, while its remaining cells are left 
in L. 
value: Name of the new list created. 

















inserted to the left (right) of the cell. 
whose address is C. L is made into an empty 
list. 
value: L. 
The bottom (top) cell on list L is returned 
to AVAIL. 
value: Datum on the removed cell. 
' The cell whose address is in C is returned 
to AVAIL. An attempt to delete a_ list head-
er this way fails, resulting in an error 
message and return of the value 0.0. 
value: The datum in th·e removed cell C. 
List L is made into an empty list and all 
its cells (excluding the header) are return-
ed to AVAIL. 
value: L. 
value: Datum stored in the bottom (top) 
cell of list L. 
value: 0 if X is a list-name, -1 otherwise. 
value: 0 if list L is empty, -1 otherwise. 
value: 0.0 if A=B, -1.0 otherwise. 
This checks whether list L exists and .if 
not an error message is printed artd walk-
back. invoked. The system routines use this 
function constantly to ascertain whether 
lists are st~ll in existence at any stage 
of a program. 
value: L. 
value: 0 if list structures LA and LB are 
equal, -1 otherwise. Two list structures 
are equ,al only if all data are identical 
and the same sublists are ref erretl to in 
the same relative positions of the struc-
tures. 
value: The mark of list L (see 2.1). 
The mark of list L is set to M. 
value: L. 
The mark of li~t L and all its sublists is 





MADNTP(L ,N) . 
(19) 
value: The machine address of the cell to 
the left (right) of the cell whose address 
is in variable C. 
value: Machine address of the N-th cell 
from the bottom (top) of }ist L. 
2.3.2.3 Sequencing Mechanism. 
After creating a list structure one may wish to process 
its elements sequentially. A sequencer (sequence reader) assumes 
the housekeeping burden in this task. A sequencer is a pointer 
containing the address of some cell in a list. It occupies only 
one machine address (a variable in a user program) rather than 
a node from AVAIL. 'It is not necessarily something unique and 
several may be operative simultaneously, even on the same list. 
The utility of a sequencer arises from routines designated 
to advance it to point to the next cell of a list, either to 
the left or the r~ht. The mode of the advance may be linear 
(in the same list), .or structural (possible descent into some 
referenced sublist). Information about the next cell is pro-
vided by use of a flag, a user-provided variable. 
SEQRDR(L) A sequencer is created, pointing initially 





value: The address of the header of L. 
The sequencer S is linearly advanced to 
the next cell to the left (right) of the 
cell to which the sequencer is pointing. 
The flag F is set to +l if the new cell is 
a header, 0 if it is a list-name and -1 
otherwise. 
value: Datum stored in the new cell. The· 
'flag can be tested by the user to decide 
on a course of action. 
The sequencer S is structurally advanced 
to the next cell to the left (right) of 
the cell to which the sequencer is point-
ing. Thus if S initially points to a cell 
containing a list-name, the next cell S 
will point to is the bottom (top) of the 
list of which it encountered the name 
(unless that in turn contains· a name). 
value: Datum stor~d in t_b:e new cell finally 
(2 0) 
encountered. The flag F is used as with 
linear advances. A sequencer cannot ascend 
back into an outer list after it has made 
a structural advance into a referenced in-
ner one. 
2.3.2.4 Readers and Advance Routines. 
Often it is necessary to be able to trace through a list 
structure descending into a sublist and ascending back into the 
original list whenever appropriate. Sequencers, as stated in 
2.3.2.3, cannot ascend back into a higher level, since they can-
not retain historical information of their advances. A reader 
is a generalisation of the sequencer concept, consisting of a 
pointer with a memory which is in effect a pushdown stack of 
pointers with only the top one active at a given time. ~he others 
store the previous ·pointers and when popped up, can ascend back 
into an outer list at the position where the reader descended 
into the sublist, once the sublist has been traversed. 
A reader consists of cells taken from AVAIL. The address 
of the top of the reader stack (the active reader cell) is known 
as the name of the reader. A.reader has fields as indicated in 
figure 2. (See also 2.1). LPNTR is the address of the cell cur-
rently pointed to. LOFRDR is the address of the header of the 
list currently being traced and LCNTR is a level counter show-
ing how "deep" the reader is in the list structure (i.e. how 
many times the reader has descended into sublists). The LNKR 
field links the reader stack in the forward direction, the bot-
tom cell having an LNKR field of value O. 
When a reader is initially created for a list, LPNTR and 
LOFRDR are given the address of the header of the list and 
LCNTR and LNKR set to zero. If an advance (see below) causes 
the reader to descend into a sublist, a new cell is taken from 
AVAIL and linked to the currently·'" active reader cell. LPNTR and 
LOFRDR of the active cell will now refer to the sublist and 
LCNTR be increased by 1. This continues until the header of the 
sublist is reached, which implies that all cells .on .the sublist 
have been processed. Then the new cell is returned to AVAIL and 
~he old LPNTR, LOFRDR and LCNTR fields are restored. 
The mechanism for keeping track of the reader is thus sys-
tem provided. The user need only create a reader and then use 
the advance routQnes, similar to those of a sequencer, except 
(21) 
that the user requests searching for a target (certain kind of 
cell). The possible targets are:-
element (E) ID = 0 
. name (N) : ID - 1 
word (W) : ID = 0 or l·. 
By specifying the mode (linear or ~tructural), target (element, 
name or word) and the direction (left or right), there are 12 
possible advances, the name of the advance routine suggesting 
its action. For example, ADVLER is the routine for advancing 
linearly ~lement £ight. 
LRDROV(L) A reader of list L is created, initially 















value: Name of the reader. 
The reader R 'is advanced in the indicated 
direction, searching for a cell of the type 
~ specified by the target. Since these are 
linear advances, descent into sublists does 
not take place. If the header is encounter-
ed before the target is found, the search 
stops with flag F nonzero. If the target 
is found, F is set to zero . 
. value: If the target is found, the datum in 
·the cell found is delivered, otherwise o. 
The reader R is advanced in the indicated 
direction searching for a cell of the type 
specified by the target. The search is 
structural so that until the target is 
found, any list-name will cause the reader 
to descend into the sublist and continue 
·the search. Recognition of the header of 
the main list stops the search, while any 
other header causes the reader to ascend 
in the list structure and continue the 
search. The flag F is made non-zero ·if the 
target is not found, zero if it is. 
value: As above. 
.value: The name of the list currently being 
traced by the reader R. 
value: The address of the cell to which the 









value: The level counter of reader R. 
value: The datum in the cell to which the 
reader R is currently pointing. 
The reader R is made to point to the header 
of the current list. 
value: R. 
Reader R ascends in the list structure 
until it is pointing to the cell in the 
, main list from which it last descended. 
Nothing happens if R is already pointing 
into the main list. 
value: R. 
As above, except that R ascends only one 
level. 
value: R. 
The read~r R, including its associated 
linking cells- is copied .. This gives two 
readers of the same list which can be ad-
vanced ·independently. 
value: Name of the copy of R. 
The reader R, including its associated 
linking cells is returned to· AVAIL.· 
value: Level counter of R. 
ADVLL, ADVLR, ADVSL and ADVSR are internal SLIP routines 
used by the advance functions and are of no concern to a user. 
They are merely ·separated from the latter routines to av:oid a 
three-fold duplication of coding. 
LSTPRO(D,R) .This routine searches through a reader· 
LPURGE(L) 
stack for a LOFRDR reference to datum D, 
a list-name, i.e. it seeks to find whether 
the reader has already traversed into D 
at some stage. This routine is used by 
LPURGE (see below). 
value: 0 if R has traversed through list D 
previously, -1 otherwise. 
A reader is appointed for list L. It then 
searches structurally through the list 
structure, removing all references to all. 
sublists except the latest reference to 
each of them. 
( 2 3) 
value: The number of cells deleted from L. 
The above two routines are not documented in (1) or (2) 
·.\:-
although FORTRAN listings of them are included in (1). Their 
use appears not to he of general interest. 
2.3.2.5 Description (Attribute-Value) Lists. 
A description list (DL) may be associated with any list. 
It is composed of cells linked together symmetrically but with 
the LNKL field address stored negatively. Word 2 of each cell 
is said to contain an attribute; word 3 the corresponding value. 
Such a list is not a sublist, since its name does not appear 
as a datum on the host list. Instead its address is stored in 
the DL field of the header node of the host list. DL's cannot 
be manipulated by advance routines. 
NEWVAL(AT,VAL,L) The DL of list L is searched for the .at-
tribute AT. If found, the corresponding 
value is replaced· by VAL. If not found, 
AT and VAL are added at the bottom of the 
DL. If no DL exists, one is created con-






value: The old value of AT if one exists, 
zero otherwise. 
The DL of list L is searched for the at-
tribute AT. If no DL exists, an error 
indication is given, printed out by the 
subroutine DERROR(L). 
value: The value corresponding to AT if AT 
is found, zero otherwise. 
value: The address of the header of the DL 
of list L, if one exists, 0 otherwise. 
The list LA (which must already have been 
created) is made the DL of list LB, re-
placing any previous DL. 
value: LB. 
The DL of list L is £earched for the at-
tribute AT. If found, AT and its corres-
ponding value are removed. 
value: Old value corresponding to AT if AT 
was found, zero otherwise. 
value: Machine address of ~ttribute AT on 
DL of list L if it exists, -1 otherwise. 
(24) 
MTDLST(L) The DL of list L, if it exists, is made 
into an empty list. 
value: L. 
LISTAV(AT,VAL,L) If a DL of list L does not exist, one is 
created. AT and its corresponding value 
VAL are stored at the bottom of the DL, 
without a search for AT in the DL nodes 
already extant. (Compare NEWVAL above.) 
Examples where DL' s are used are given in (2). 
2.3.2.6 Recursion. 
A subterfuge must be resorted to in SLIP in order to per-
mit recursion in a FORTRAN program. Each block of programming 
to be entered recursively must begin with a uniquely labelled 
statement. In W-SLIP this label is assigned to a unique vari~ 
able using the ASSIGN statement. In U-SLIP this has been avoid--
ed since the compiler objected to ASSIGN variables being used 
in any way except in GOTO statements. Instead the FORTRAN V 
technique of putting the statement label, prefixed with a dol-
lar sign, as an argument in.a function call was used. 
SLIP-recursion uses a pushdown list of return addresses. 
The routine VISIT initiates the recursion by storing the address 
of the next instruction in sequence and then branching to the 
statement label specified as an argument. The routine TERM ter-
minates the recursion at the end of the block of statements 
entered recursively by a transfer to the address stored in the 
top of the pushdown list. 
The public lists W(l) to W(lOO) (see 2.3.2.1) are useful 
for transmitting arguments and saving local variables .. In U-
SLIP the list used for return addresses is in fact an addit-
ional public list W(lOl). 
There is no difference between W(i) and user defined lists, 
except that the former are predefined and have LCNTR=4095 to 
ensure that they are not inadvertently erased· during a program 
by the storage reclamation mechanism. 
A description of VISIT and TERM, which were hand-coded in 
assembly language follows. 
VISIT($j,X) This function picks up the return address 




has 1108 ASSEMBLER equivalent:-
LMJ Xll,PARMT2 
+ ( 3) 
+ (4) 
+ walkback word 
SA AO ,ARG2 
(1) LMJ Xll,VISIT 
(2) J lOL 
ARG2 + 0 
+ walkback word 
(3) SA AO,DUMY 
(25) 
When statement (1) has been execut~d, reg-
ister Xll contains the address of statement 
(2) in its H2 field (see fig. 1). Since the 
number of arguments (represented by the 3 
statements after (1) ) are fixed, the re-
turn address can be determined by storing 
H2 of Xll on the pushdown list, and upon 
return from the relevant recursion adding 
3 to this value and jumping to the result-
ing return address, in this case statement 
(3), which corresponds to the assignment 
part of the FORTRAN statement above. In 
statement (2), lOL is the label attached 
to the first ASSEMBLER statement of those 
generated by the FORTRAN statement labelled 
10. The first argument of VISIT, j, is the 
label attached to the first of the block. 
of statements to be entered recursively. 
The second argument, X, is not used in the 
VISIT function, but as can be seen in the 
example abov·~, is useful for saving vari-
ables before the recursion takes place. 
(See PARMT2 below). If PARMT2 or PARMTN 
are not used, the second argument serves 
no purpose but should still occur, e.g. as 
follows:-
QONE=VISIT($358,-l) 
After the address of the current statement 
has been determined by VISIT, it is stored 
.(26) 
on top of W(lOl) and control is trans~ 
f erred to .the statement of which the label 
is the first argument of a call on VISIT. 
The current level of recursion is ascended from by the use 
of the following routine:-
TERM(V ,X) The address stored at the top of W(lOl) is 
popped up and retained by the rou~ine. The 
first parameter V is inserted into accum-
ulator register AO, which is used by · 
FORTRAN V to carry over the value of a func-




it. See example above under VISIT. In that 
example TERM return~ control to statement 
(3), and Vis returned as the value of the 
corresponding VISIT function which trans-
ferred control to the block of coding ter-
minated by the current call on TERM. Hence 
DUMY has the same value as V. The second 
argument, X, is dummy (cf. VISIT above). 
It is included for an optional call on the 
RESTOR function (see beloyv) to pop up the 
values saved on the W(i) when recursion was 
entered at the corresponding VISIT function. 
Control is transferred to the address ob-
tained by popping up W(lOl) and adding 3 
to it (see description of VISIT above). 
The first N public lists, W(l) to W(N) 
have their top values again pushed down 
onto them. 
The first N public lists are popped up. 
A is pushed down onto W(l), B onto W(2). 
value: A. 
"" Since the FORTRAN V compiler does not.allow a variable 
number of arguments in a function call, the W-SLIP version of 
PARMTN (see (2), p.407), with variable N arguments had to be 
revised as follows:-
* PARMTN(V,N) V is an array, dimension.N which contains 




2.3.2.7 Input/Output Routines. 
These are relatively ~ndeveloped in W-S1IP, and not with-
out good reason, since not only is FORTRAN I/O available to the 
user, but I/O routines are highly machine dependent. Word sizes 
of computers va,ry widely and the _representation of alphanumeric 
data changes as well. For instance, the RD1STA routine (see be-
low) required a major overhaul of the W-SLIP version for inclu-
sion in U-SLIP. Three I/O routines are available in U-SLIP. 
* LSTRCE(L,NAME,N) This subroutine prints out in sequence all 





ered. Although it cannot print mo.re than 
one linear list at a time and omits to list 
any sublists referred to in 1, it was found 
to be useful as a diagnostic aid. NAME is 
a Hollerith name of at most six characters 
which is included in the heading of. the 
printout of 1. The first two wor~s of the 
' nodes of L are printed in octal format. The 
same applies to the third word of header 
and sublist nodes. If argument N of the 
routine is 0, all remaining datum words are 
printed in octal format, whereas if N is 1 
f ielddata ("A") format is used. 
This function reads a list structure 
punched on data cards. Each list and sub-
list is enclosed in parentheses with ele-
ments separated by blanks (one or more). 
The data are stored in f ielddata form (see 
2 .1) , 6 characters to a datum word of a 
node. Any datum with fewer t_han 6 charac-. 
ters is left justified and the waste space. 
blank-filled. Only the first 72 card col-
umns are read and if the end of the list 
structure (indicated by the mate. of the 
initial left· p~renthesis) has not been ..•. 
found by then, another card is read. Cards 
are printed as soon as they are read . 
value: Name of the list created. 
A subroutine to print a list structure L, 
one element per line. The format of the 
(28) 
data is 114 if N=l (integers), A6 if N=2 
(alphanumeric data) and Fl0.4 if N=3 (real 
numbers). The beginning and end of sublists 
~ · are indicate·d by messages and by indenta-:0. 
tion. 
Examples of the use of SLIP are given in (1) and (2). 
Further illustrations are provided by the source listing of 
SLIP itself, especially of the higher lev~l routines, e.g. 
LSSCPY and LSTEQL, which use SLIP-recursion, and RDLSTA where 
bit and string manipulation primitives are used to advantage. 
The full source listing of the routines of U-SLIP may be found 
in Appendix A. 
The AND.and OR functions of W-SLIP are ~ot provided in U-
SLIP since they are available, together with several other 
logical functions, in FORTRAN V. 
CHAPTER 3 
DERIV, A SYMBOLIC DIFFERENTIATION PACKAGE 
l.:_0 Introduction. 
A set of routines written in U-SLIP for performing analy-
tical differentiation by computer is described below. Input and 
ou~put routines are included, having useful features_ . such as 
I/O of expressions in a notation a~ close as possible to math-
·.v. 
ematical conventions. The system is designed to be expanded in 
scope, and simplification of derivatives is attempted to acer-
tain extent. 
3.1 Trees, Polish Notation and Algebraic Expressions. 
A tree is defined as a finite set of nodes such that: 
(i) there is one specially designated node called the root T; 
(ii) the remaining nodes are partitioned into m (~ O) disjoint 
sets T1 , T2 , ... , Tm where each of these sets is in turn 
a tree. A single node is also a tree. 
A terminal node comes at the end of a branch of a tree, 
whereas a branch node is one that is not a terminal node. The 
degree of a node is the number of branches extending from it. 
A binary tree has all its branch nodes of degree 2. A tree may· 
be represented diagrammatically as in figure 5. 
Any algebraic formula may be represented by a tree, ter-
minal nodes being operands and branch~nodes of degree n rep-
resenting n-ary operators. Functions of n arguments may be re--. 
garded as n-ary operators, operands as nullary operators. All 
the elementary functions and operators commonly used in alge-
bra and trigonometry are either unary or binary. If a null-
operand (here represented by the symbol£, in the DERIV system 
by the cross-hatch or number sign, to use the ASCII term for it) 
is introduced, the unary operators can be represented as binary, 
so that only binary trees need be.considered here for the rep-
resentation of elementary algebraic expressions. P. Wegner con-
siders operators of generalised degree ( (35), p.240), .and in 
fact a very powerful differentiation routine may be based on 
this concept. 
Figure 6 shows the tree representations of several algebra-
ic expressions. Note that trees are parenthesis-r'ree and the 
(29) 
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precedence of the operators of an algebraic expression is clear 
from the tree structure which represents it. 
By traversing binary trees in the three possible manners, 
three different methods of representing an algebraic expression 
linearly can be generated. 
By traversing such a tree, visiting the root at any stage, 
then lts lett gubtree and then its right subtree until all 
nodes have been visited (preorder traversal), Polish prefix 
notation is generated. The examples of figure 6 give the fol-
lowing results: 
x + x y - x 2 x y 
SIN £ I x LN £ x 
+ u + x w I x y z 
It may be observed that an operator always precedes its left and 
right- operands (be they single ·variables or expressions). 
Traversing a tree in the order left subtree - root·- right 
subtree (postorder traversal) leads to the method usually em-
ployed for writing mathematical expressions (after necessary 
parentheses have been inserted to preserve the precedence of the 
operators of the expression). This is known as infix notation. 
The third possibility for tree traversal (left subtree ~ 
right subtree - root) .known as endorder traversal, leads to re-
verse Polish (Polish suffix, postfix) notation. The examples 
of fig. 6 are again used for illustration. 
x y + 2 x x y - x 
£ x £ x LN I SIN 
u w x y I x z + + 
Here an operand is always preceded by its two operands. Polish 
suffix notation is well known to compiler writers since it is 
the most convenient way of evaluating expressions, using a push-
down stack. It is also simple to convert inf ix expressions to 
their Polish suffix counterpart by using a stack to push down 
operators while carrying across operands to the converted ex-
pressions. Operators are popped off the top of the stack if the 
precedence of art operator about to go into the stack.is less 
than or_ equal to (see note below) those at the top of the stack, 
otherwise the operator is stacked immediately. The precedences 
are preassigned· to all the possible operators. 'The algorithm 
for converting inf ix to Polish pref ix notation is similar (see 
3.3.3). This form of Polish notation, rather than reverse 
( 32) 
Polish is used in DERIV (see 3.3). Flowcharts for performing 
the two conversion algorithms are included (figures 7 & 8). 
Note: Consider an example of the conversion from infix 
to reverse Polish notation, say A+ B.- C. There are two equal-
ly valid reverse Polish representations of this, AB+ C - and 
A B C - +. Which is used depends on whether the order of evalu-
ation of the operators of an expr~ssiori is to be right-to-left 
or the opposite. The flowchart in fig. 7 produces the first 
form. If the second were required, operators would be popped off 
the stack if the precedence of an operator about to go into the 
stack had a precedence strictly less than those at the top of 
the stack. A simil~r dual.i ty exists in the Polish pref ix rep-
resentation of algebraic expressions (see 3.3.3). Note as well 
. that the precedences assigned the. binary operators in fig .. 7 
are unique so that the case of ·equal precedences only arises 
when, for example, an expression has several terms or factors. ' . . To convert an express ion fr'om Polish pref ix to inf ix form 
is more difficult than the reverse. In fig. 9 a recursive 
method for accomplishing this is flowcharted, since it is used 
by the output routine of the differentiator. 
3.2 The SLIP Differentiation Package, DERIV.· 
As mentioned in .3.1, an input expression in infix form is 
translated to Polish prefix notation and then differentiated, 
whereupon the derivative may be translated back to inf ix nota-
tion and output. 
The usefulness of Polish pref ix notation is that the exp-
ression may be scanned from the left, and depending on whether 
the nodes encountered are operands or operators, appropriate 
action can easily be taken in building up a derivative. Since 
an operator is always encountered before its two operands, the 
differentiation routine can immediately decide what diff erenti-
at ion rule to apply, represented by a module in the routine. At 
each step in the recursive routine the left and right operands 
of the operator are delineated. The routine considers them as 
the appropriate rule requires. If they are to be copied to the 
derivative this is done and if differentiation is required, the 
operand is examined recursively to see whether it is a single 
variable or a subexpression. The derivative is built up linear-
ly from the left, also in Polish prefix notation. 
The allowable operators and functions are the usual unary 
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and binary operators (+, -, X, /and exponentiation) as well as 
the natural and common logarithm functions, the trigonometric 
and hyperbolic functions and all their inverse functions. Func-
tions o~ more than one argument are not representable in this 
implementation for binary operators. To cope with the derivative 
of the arcsecant amongst other discontinuous functions, the 
operator MOD, representing the absolute value of an operand, is 
included in the system, but any attempt to differentiate an ex-
pression which includes MOD results .in error termination. The 
system must exclude discontinuous functions where they cannot 
be conveniently and consistently represented in a notational 
sense. 
The expressions in DERIV are represE?nted as syml!letrical, 
linear SLIP lists, each node containing either a single oper-
and or an operator in its datum plus necessary auxiliary infor-
mation in the other fields of each node. Sublists are used but 
not in the usual SLIP sense (see Chap. 2). They are used for 
representing subexpressions of an expression, an artifice for 
reducing storage and time requirements in DERIV. For instance, 
the expression 
A = cos2 x + cos 4 x + cos 6 x 
is more economically r~pre~ented by computer as two expressions: 
2 . 4 6 
Y = cos x and A =· Y + Y + Y 
Description lists. (see 2. 3. 2. 5) have been used in DERIV to 
keep count of which derivati,ve of an expression is with respect 
to which variable~ Expressions may be deleted by the system if 
no longer accessible or by a user program if not required any 
more. One list common to all expressions in a DERIV program was 
required to correlate the addresses and internal alphabetic 
names (henceforth called tags) of all list-expressions current-
ly in existence in the program. Tags are necessary because of 
the need to identify subexpressions (already in existence in the 
DERIV system) refe':renced by a new expression which is read into 
DERIV as a data card. 
One SLIP feature not used to advantage is the reader and 
sequencer. These are unnecessary since DERIV lists are always 
linear and it is more convenient to use pointers in the expres~ 
sions. Where subexpressions are used, they should be differen-
tiated before the expression referencing them. The tags of the 
derivatives of the subexpressions then replace references to the 
( 37) 
subexpressions in the derivative of the m~in expression where 
necessary. Thus the need for a reader traversing a .1ist struc-
ture and differentiating as it goes along is precluded. This 
technique would be less economical time- and. storage-wise than 
the method described before. Subexpression tags on a list are 
regarded as special operand nodes. 
The public lists of SLIP are used to advantage· in DERIV. 
Not only are they necessary for the recursive routines of the 
package, but W(lOO) is used as the tag-list address "collator 
list", instead of the DL mechanism. W(99) is used for saving 
variables in the recursive routines, and as a stack for the 
conversion of lists from ·infix to Polish notation. Thus only 
the first 98 public_ lists are available to a user program. 
Higher order derivatives are easily obtained, as the ·der-
ivative function, ALGDIF (see 3.3), delivers as its value the 
list-name of the derivative formed. Thus function calls may be 
nested .. It was necessary to restrict the routine to only one 
differentiation at a time since a variable number of arg~~ents 
is not allowed in FORTRAN V. Similarly, partial differentiation 
with respect to various variables is allowed, since variables 
and alphabetic constants are represented internally in the same 
way. For instance, if the second derivative of expression Lis 
required, first with respect to X and then~' the following 
function call may be used: 
DLYX=ALGDIF(ALGDIF(L, 'X', 'DLX'), 'Y', 'DLYX') 
Since a reference to a subexpression is represented by put-
ting the tag of the subexpression in the relevant node, differ-
entiation with respect to an expression is possible, provided 
that the subexpression be def i~ed first. The subexpression ref-
erence is reprepented almost exactly as are variables and con-
stants. 
In figure 10 .the layout of nodes in DERIV is indicated in 
detail. Note that the basic layout has not changed from U-SLIP, 
and only fields unu·sed by the list processor are used by DERIV. 
,. 
1 The description list of an expression is pointed to by the 
address in the DL field of the list header. A DL is only created 
if .~he expression is differentiated at least once. The attribute 
field of a DL node contains the variable of differentiation and 
the value field the address of the header of the derivative 
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tory of differentiation of an expression is known. The collator 
list and DL's attached to express:i,.ons perform all the "book-
keeping" that DERIV requires. 
The layouts of subexpression and datum, nodes are similar. 
In the former ID is O, CODE is 4 (denoting an alphabetic vari-
able), PREC is O and TAG has the tag associated with the subex-
pression referenced. SUBEX is the pointer to the header node of 
the subexpression (cf. description of a daturn cell). 
In a datum cell it is necessary to distinguish between 
·operators and operands of four types: real and integer numbers, 
reserved words (e.g. PI, E, and I as used for the corresponding· 
mathematical constants) and alphanumeric variables. The dis-
tinction is maintained by the value in the CODE field which is 
O, 1, 2, 3 and 4 for operators, integers, real numbers, reser-
ved symbols and variables respectively. User constants and vari-
ables are represented in the same way since only the datum with 
respect to which differentiation takes place is a variable, all 
the other alphanumeric variables being treated as constants. 
The PREC field is 0 except when CODE=O, in which case it con-
tains the precedence ordering of the operator in the relevant 
datum field. Table 1 gives a list of the operators allowed in 
the differentiator, their mnemonics and the precedences assign-
ed them. Note that exponentiation is denoted by 11 ! 11 in DERIV. 
The datum field contains ~n integer if CODE=l, a real number if 
CODE=·2 and in all other cases at most 6 f ielddata characters, 
representing the datum alphanumerically. If the narrie has f~wer 
than 6 characters, it is left justified and the remaining char-
acters represented as blanks. 
A collator list node uses only the LADRS and TAG fields, 
th~ former· field storing the pointer to the header node of the 
expression identified by the tag stored in the latter field. As 
explained above, this is necessary for convenient I/O where 
expressions refer to subexpressions. 
Note: In table·l it can be.seen that parentheses are treat-
ed as operators by DERIV. T~ese only occur in the infix lists 
used for I/O. Three forms of parenthesis (round, square and 
broken) are allowed for convenience. 
Further discussion is delayed until the routines have been 
described. 
Operator DER IV Precedence 
Mnemonic level 
* ( '[, < ( 2 
* 
.. 
) 'J' ) ) 1 
+ + . 3 
- - 4 
x * 5 
division I 6 
exponentiation I 7 
naturai logarithm .LN 8 
common logarithm LOG 8 
sine SIN 8 
cosine cos 8 
tangent TAN 8 
cotangent COT 8 
secant SEC 8 
''I! cosecant csc 8 
arcsine ASIN 8 
arc cosine ACOS 8 
arctangent ATAN 8 
arc cotangent ACOT 8 
arc secant ASEC 8 
arccosecant ACSC 8 
absolute value MOD 8 
hyperbolic sine SINH 8 
h. cosine GOSH 8 
h. tangent TANH 8 
h. cotangent GOTH 8 
h. secant SEGH 8 
h. cosecant GSGH 8 
inverse h. sine ASINH 8 
inv. h. cosine ACOSH 8 
inv. h. tangent ATANH 8 
inv. h. secant ASEGH 8 
inv. h. cosecant · AGSGH 8 
inv. h. cotangent ACOTH 8 
Table 1. The Operators Allowed in the DERIV system. 
* (See end of section 3.2). 
(40) 
(41) 
Expression Derivative of Expression Polish Pref ix Ordering I 
I 
I 
Constant 0 0 
Variable 1 l· 
A + B A' + B' + A' B' 
+ A + A I A' 
A - B A' - B' - A' B' 
- A - A' - £ A' 
A -)(· B A' * B + B' * A + * A' B * B' A 
A I B (A I -)(· B - B' * A)./ ' I - * A' B * B' A ! B 2 
B ! 2 
A ! B B * A ! (B - 1) * A I + A + -)(· B * ! A - B 1 A' * 
! B ·)(- LN A * B' ! A B ·X· LN £ A B' 
LN A (1 I A) ·X· A' 1<- I 1 A A' 
LOG A LOG E * (1 I A) * A' ·lt- LOG£ E * I 1 A A I 
SIN A cos A * A' * cos £ A A' 
cos A - SIN A * A' 1(· - £ SIN £ A A' 
TAN A (SEC A) I 2 * A' * ! SEC (' A 2 A' ,,.., 
COT A - (CSC A) ! 2 * A' 
.,,, - £ ! csc £ A 2 A' 
SEC A SEC A * TAN A * A' * SEC £ A * TAN £ A A' 
csc A ~ csc A * COT A * A' - £~csc £ A *·:COT £.A.A' 
ASIN A (1 I (1 - A ! 2) ! i) * * I 1 ! - 1 ! A 2 1 A' ·2 
A' 
ACOS A - (1 / (1 - A ! 2) ! i) - £ * I 1 ! - 1 ! A 2 1 2 
* A' A' 
ATAN A 1 I (1 +A ! 2 ) * A' * I 1 + 1 ! A 2 A' 
ACOT A - 1 I (1 + A ! 2) ·lt- A' - f? °"' * I 1 + 1 .! A 2 A' 
ASEC A 1 I (MOD A * (A ! 2 .. c- ·l) * I 1 * MOD f' A ! - ! A ,,.., 
! ..:L * A' 2 1 .l. A' 2 2 
ACSC A - 1 I (MOD A -* (A ! 2 - * I 1 * MOD £ A ! - ! A 
1) I .1. * A' ·2 1 J. A' 2 2 
Table 2. Differentiation Rules as Used in DERIV. (See also Table 1) 
(continued overleaf) 
A & B represent expressions, A' & B' their derivatives. £ repre-
sents the null operand used to convert unary operators to binary. 
( 42) 
Expression Derivative of Expression Polish Pref ix Ordering 
SINH A COSH A *'A' -)(· COSH £ A A' 
COSH A SINH A * A' -)(- SINH £ A A' 
TANH A SECH A ! 2 * A' * ! SECH £ A 2 A' 
COTH A - CSCH A ! 2 * A' - £ -)(· ! CSCH D A 2 A' w 
SECH A - SECH A * TANH A *A' - £ * SECH £ A * TANH D ,,.,, 
A A' 
CSCH A - CSCH A * COTH A * A' - £ * CSCH ,';' A * COTH D O.; <);, 
A A' 
ASINH A 1 I (A ! 2 + 1) ! l * A' * I 1 ! + I A 2 1 1 A' 2 2· 
ACOSH A + 1 I (A ! 2 1) ! 1 * + £ * I 1 1 - ! A 2 1 t - 2 
A' A' 
ATANH A 1 I (1 - A ! 2 ) ·it- A' * I 1 - 1 ! A 2 A' 
ACOTH A - 1 I (A ! 2 - 1) * A' - £ * I 1 .- 1 A 2 1 A' 
ASE CH A - 1 I A * (1 - A ! 2) ! - f' CJ.J * I 1 * A I - 1 ! A 
l * A' 2 t A' ·2 
ACSCH A - 1 I (MOD A ·lt- (1 + .A I D * I 1 * MOD f' A ! + - a:., OoJ 
2) ! i) * A' 1 ! A 2 _1_ A' 2 
Table 2. Differentiation Rules as Used in DERIV. (continued) 
(See note on previous page). 
( 43) 
3.3 The Routines in DERIV. 
Thes~ routines fall into two groups, the differentiation 
routine and its ancillary functions~ and the· routines .used for 
input/output. There are FORTRAN listings of the routines in 
Appendix B. Flowcharts of some routines are also provided (see 
Appendix C). 
3.3.1 Differentiation. 
ALGDIF(L,VAR,TAG) List L is differentiated with respect to 
variable YAR (in Hollerith form) and the 
tag TAG (also 
0
in Hollerith form) is attach-
ed to the derivative list, the name. of 
which is delivered as the value of the 
function. ALGDIF is discussed in greater 
detail in 3.3.2. 
Note: It is necessary in DERIV to distinguish carefully 
between a list-name (expression-name) and a tag. The former is 
the name .of the list in SLIP name-format (see Chap. 2) whereas 
the tag is for alphabetic identification of the expression-
lists of DERIV. 
NDIF(NU,ND,VAR) This function is used by ALGDIF. NU con~ 
tains the address of. a.node on the input 
list, i.e. it is a pointer to such a node. 
ND is a pointer to the bottom of the der-
ivative list which is being built up. VAR 
is the variable of differentiation as in 
ALGDIF. The latter calls NDIF when the 
operand to be .differentiated at any stage 
•,\·. 
is not an expression, but of unit length. 
If the operand in the datum field of NU 
is VAR, a new cell is taken from AVAIL 
and added to the right of the cell pointed 
to by ND on the derivative list. It has 
a datum 1. If the datum of NU is not VAR, 
0 is delivered in the datum field of the 
new derivative node, unless one of two 
other possibilities occurs. If the datum 
is the null operand, the derivative node 
·contains the null operand as well. If NU 
contains a pointer to a subexpressio~ 









For simplicity consider the expression E~ 
its derivative being DE. E references sub-
. expression S which should already have been 
differentiated with respect to VAR to yield 
expressipn DS. Since NU (on E) points to 
S, the DL of list S is search~d for the 
pointer to DS. If it is not found, a warn-
ing is printed and a datum of 0 returned 
in the derivative node. Otherwise the poin-
ter to DS is compared with those of the 
collator list in search for the· tag of DS. 
If it is not found on W(lOO) there is an 
error in the system and walkback occurs. 
Otherwise the tag of DS is placed in the 
new cell to th~ right of ND in DE. and the 
SUBEX field of the new.cell contains a 
pointer to DS. 
value: The address of the cell taken from 
AVAIL for the new node on DE. 
value: The CODE field of the cell whose 
address is in A. 
value: The DATUM field of the cell whose 
address is·in A. 
value: The PREC field of the cell whose 
address is in A. 
A new cell to the right of the node whose 
address is in A is created from AVAIL, 
with Nl to N3 in its CODE, PREC and DATUM 
fields respectively. If Nl or N2 are -1, 
these fields remain as they were in the 
cell when it was taken from AVAIL. 
value: Address of the new cell. 
This routine, given the address of the 
starting node of some operand within the 
list (NB), returns the address of the last 
node in the operand (NE) and the total 
number of nodes in the operand (L). The 
list on which this routine is used must be 
in Polish prefix notation, where' an oper-





the operator beginning at NB starts with 
an operand cell, it is of unit length and 
NE=NB. If the operand is an expre9sion the 
first node of the expression must contain 
an operator. This in turn has two operands, 
possibly themselves expressions. HANDLE 
scans from the left starting at NB. Init-
ially it requires -0ne operand (for the 
operator whose operqnd is to be delineated 
by the routine). For every operator en-
countered, an additional operand is re-
quired. The scan continues until the num-
ber of operators encountered is 1 less 
than the number of operand cells. In this 
case the full operand is delineated by NB 
and NE, and L contains the number of nodes 
scanned. 
The expression of list-name LST is tested 
for correct Polish pref ix ordering. LST is 
scanned rightwards node by node, and at 
any stage the number of operators already 
encountered must be at least one less than 
the number of operand nodes, or the ex-
pression is misf ormed. When all the nodes 
have been scanned, the number of operators 
must be exactly one less than the number 
of operand nodes. 
value: 0 if the expression LST is syntact~ 
ically correct, -1 otherwise~ 
The operand starting at the node whose 
address is in NU and whose length i~ L is 
copied to the right of the node whose ad-
dress is in ND. Cells are taken.from AVAIL 
. for this purpose. 
value: Address of the last cell inserted to 
the right of ND. 
Two operands whose starting addresses are 
stored in IP (an array dimensioned 2) and 
whose lengths are stored in array LS (also 
dimensioned 2) are compared. If they have 
IRALEX(L) 
(46) 
identical content (i.e. all the DERIV 
fields of corresponding nodes.are identi-
cal) and the nodes of each operand occur 
in the same order and the operands are of 
the same length, then the value of this 
function is O, otherwise ~1. 
This is similar to IRALST (see Chap. 2) 
except that before the list whose name is 
Lis restored to AVAIL, the collator list. 
is searched for the tag of list L, which 
is then removed as well. If a DL is at-
tached to L, then this is deleted as well. 
value: LCNTR field of iist L. 
Note: Since ~he tag of the list is removed, this list can-
not be referenced any more, as lists usually can be when re-
stored to AVAIL with a LCNTR=l or more. Lists created for in-
put of expressions by READEX (see 3.3.3) are thus created with 
an initial LCNTR of 1 to prevent erasure by the system. IRALEX 
should only be used when an expression can no longer be refer-
enced by a user program, either directly or indirectly; as a 
subexpression of any other lists. IRALEX is useful for incre-
menting AVAIL when some large expression to be differentiated 
makes heavy demands for new nodes and there is a danger of 
AVAIL be·ing exhausted. 
3.3.2 The Differentiation Function ALGDIF. 
3.3.2.1 Description. 
On entry into ALGDIF a list is created to hold the der-
ivative. The tag intended for.this list, the third argument of 
the function, is placed on the collator list together with the 
header address of the derivative list, unless the tag is al-
ready on W(lOO), in which case the LAbRS field of the node of 
W(lOO) of which the tag is in the TAG field is overwritten with 
the header address of the newly created derivative list. This 
address is also· pla~ed on the DL of the list, as the value of 
the attribute VAR (see 3.3.1). If no DL existed, one is created 
by the ·system. If VAR already occurred on the DL, the c orres-
ponding value is overwritten and replaced by the new header ad-
dress. The list L .input to ALGDIF is .then scanned from the left. 
If the node is an operand, NDIF (see 3.3.1) takes care of its 
derivative and the process is finished since the input list 
',\', 
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consisted of only one node. Otherwise the routine is fully re-
cursive. For every operator encountered, one of the entry 
points for the differentiation rules (represented by modules 
in ALGDIF) is proceeded to. If an operand is in turn to be dif-
ferentiated within one of the rules, the necessary parameters 
are saved by being pushed down on W(99), used as a stack. The 
beginning of the routine is then recursively reentered. Oper-
ands of single length are dealt with by NDIF. At the end of all 
the modules (including that for single operands), the then cur-
rent level of recursion is terminated and control returned to 
the outer rule which had been interrupted for deeper level 
differentiation. The derivative list is built up from the left 
in Polish pref ix notation, according to the differentiation 
rules (see Table 2). 
3.3.2.2 Simplification. 
The necessity for simplification of some form or another 
is vital to any algebraic computer package. 
In DERIV simplification could be introduced in two forms. 
One possibility is to scan expressions before and after dif-
ferentiation to eliminate redundancies and to attempt factori-
zation. This technique has formidable advantages in canonical 
form representation and the performance of arithmetic on a der-
ivative list to shorten it. 
The second form involves various contingencies in· the 
differentiation rules themselves to prevent redundant nodes 
being formed in the derivative list. The ideal approach would 
have been to combine both forms in DERIV but since the first 
approach' would consume large amounts of core and time because 
of the intricate programming involved, and many of the problems 
have not been solved in general to date, ·only contingency sim-
plification has been introduced in ALGDIF. An added disadvan-
tage of the first type on its· own is that a derivative would 
grow to its full unsimplified length before the introduction of 
simplification. 
Zero equivalence recognition occurs only in a residual 
form for some of the basic operators. Certainly DERIV is unable 
to recognise that since sin2 (x + y) + cos 2 (x. + y) = 1, its 
derivative is zero. However if any of the unary functions have 
operands of single length which are not the variable of differ-
entiation, zero is immediately produced instead of the full 
(48) 
expansion of the derivative rule. 
Fairly complex simplification is carried out for the bin-
ary operators. Flowcharts of this simplification are shown in 
figures 11 through 15 below. When the operands of an operator 
have at any stage in the procedure been determined, the cat-
ego}y (!CAT) into which each operand falls is ascertained: 1 if 
it is of unit length and its datum not the variable of differ-
entiation, 2 if it is of length 1 and this variable and ICAT=3 
if the operand is an expression including further operators. 
This assists in determining what action to take in the differ-
entiation modules, for instance if in the"+" rule both oper-
ands are of category 2 and the variable is X, the output to the 
derivative list is "* 2 X". 
No attempt is made in DERIV to represent all expressions 
in some canonical form, except at a very basic level in some 
modules, as can be seen from the example above. For example the 
"-"module uses IEQOPD to determine if the two operands, both 
of ·category 3, are exactly equal, in which case time and storage 
can be saved by the derivative be.i:rig O. However, if the two 
operands are exactly equal except that they are rearranged 
slightly, e.g. operands within them interchanged, the IEQOPD 
test will fail and the full differentiation procedure has to 
be undergone for that phase of the process. 
Because the contingency simplification is not very 
sophisticated, the derivatives produced remain to a large ex-
tent unsimplified and are not always aesthetically pleasing. 
Nevertheless it succeeds in reducing the core and time require-
ments of a DERIV program considerably. The implementation of 
DERIV at UCT has fairly wide capabilities because a fast-access· 
memory of 65K words is available (see 3. 6 & 3. 7 below). 
3.3.3 Input/Output Routines in DERIV. 
The purpose of such routines is t9 simplify matters for a 
user since I/O may be performed using inf ix ordered expressions. 
Though the notation .used is similar to that usually employed in 
mathematics, the mnemonics for some of the allowable functions 
necessarily differ from mathematical practice (see Table 1). 
Furthermore, what looks like an equation or function that is 
input is in fact an assignment of the expression on the right 
hand side of ii=" to the list-tag on the left. Round, broken and 
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though their internal representation is the same. Since square 
brackets do not occur in the EBCDIC input code, their use is 
limited to input devices using ASCII or Hollerith codes. 
Expressions to be output are also printed in semi~mc.tj 
matical notation, parenthesizing of subexpressions to any depth 
. . 
being alt~rnately broken and round in an attempt to simplify 
reading the expressions. 
References to subexpressions separately input are by their 
tags, preceded by a dollar sign. This is applicable to input 
an& output. 
The I/O routines are as follows: 
PREORD(LIN,LOUT) This subroutine is used by READEX (see be-
low) to convert an infix expression rep-
resented by list LIN to a Polish pref ix 
ordered one in a list LOUT created by the 
routine. The algorithm has been adapted 
from that shown in the flowchart of fig. 8 
(see 3.1), except that instead of contigu-
ous addresses, lists are used. LIN is 
first bounded at the top and bottom by 
opening and closing parenthesis nodes re-
spectively and is then scanned from the 
right left~~rds. Operator nodes (including 
closing parentheses) are pushed onto a 
stack while operand nodes are inserted at 
the top of LOUT (i.e. the prefix list is 
built up from the right). Before any oper-
ator node is pushed onto the temporary 
stack, W.(99), any operator nodes of lower 
or equal precedence (see note below) to it 
at the top of W(99) are popped up and in-
serted at the front of LOUT. Right paren~. 
theses are not popped up onto LOUT and the. 
only way of ridding W(99) of them is by 
encountering a left parenthesis. Both are 
then discarded and the process continued. 
Termination of the process occurs when the 
outermost parenthesis pair, inserted into. 
the list, meet. LIN is not deleted and only 
the parenthesis nodes inserted initially 
. . 
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at its top and bottom are removed before 
return from the routine. 
Note: Because the precedences of operators in the aleor-
ithm have been assigned uniquely except to the unary functions 
(see fig. 8 and Table 1), the case of equal precedences in pop-
ping up W(99) only arises where for instance, the input expres-
sion was x· +1 y +2 z or x - 1 y - 2 z. As stated in 3.1, there 
are two possible :t;,olish representations for such an expression. 
' . 
In the case of prefix notation, the first expression above 
yields either +2 +1 x y z or +1 x +2 y z. Including the equality 
case in popping up the stack leads to the first form and ex-
cluding it to the second form, the opposite being true in the 
reverse Polish algorithm. In DERIV the first form is more con-
venient since the routine for conversion of pref ix expressions 
back to inf ix notation (INFORD) in effect scans rightwards 
rather than leftwards because of its recursive nature (see be-
low). If the second form of prefix representation of an expres-
sion were used, INFORD would parenthesize the infix expressions 
it produces incorrectly. 
INFC?BD{-LIN-,-L~UT) A list LIN representing an expression in 
Polish pref ix ordering is converted to a 
. list LOUT, created in the subroutine, 
which contains an inf ix ordered expres's ion 
with any necessary parenthesis nodes in-
serted. The algorithm used is that of fig-
ure 9 (see 3.1), except that lists rather 
than contiguous addresses are manipulated 
here. The algorithm is recursive since the 
only other method of conversion was found 
to be difficult to program in general. 
This subroutine always inserts' new nodes 
on LOUT. at the back, thus building up the 
inf ix expression from left to right. The 
algorithm also recognises when it is nec-
essary to insert parentheses around some 
operand on the output list, thus avoiding 
much extraneous parenthesizing. The.struc-
ture of_ the Polish pref ix list is such that 
if the current' operator has a prece~ence 
less than that of the outer operator of 
which this operator (together with its 
READEX(IPRT) 
. (56) 
operands) is an· operand, parenthesizing is 
required for this operand. For example 
consider -x- z + x y, pref ix for z * (x + y). 
The left operand of* is z, th~ right oper-
and + x y. Because * has higher precedence 
than +, it is necessary in the infix ex-
pression' that the right operand of *be 
parenthesized. Since INFORD is recursive, 
it is wasteful of storage(see 3.6). 
A mathematical expression is read off the 
first 78 columns of a data card. If the 
expression has to b.e continued to a fur-
ther data card, a non-blank character 
should appear in c.olumn 80. Any number of 
data cards may thus be used to represent 
an expression. The first 78 columns of 
each card are read into a Hollerith buf-
fer of 13 words of 6 characters each. The 
buff er is then scanned character by char-
acter from the left, until either the end 
of the card is reached (in which case if 
the continuat.ion character is set another 
card is read and if not the scan is fin-
ished) or the terminator character "@" is 
encountered, in which case the expression 
has been completely scanned and anything 
else on the card including a continuation 
character is ignored. The @ was included 
in READEX to eliminate the necessity of 
scanning redundant blanks following the 
end of an expression. If the argument IPRT 
is literal 9 each card image read to rep-
resent the expression being input is 
printed in the same format. If IPRT.is any-
thing else, the card images are not printed. 
Variable names (including those of tags of 
subexpressions referenced and that of the 
.expression being input) may contain up to 
6 characters, either alphabetic or numeric, 
as long as the first character is one of 
( 57) 
the former~ Variables of length more than 
6 characters are truncated to 6 and a warn-
.ing message is printed. This is valuable 
in case a mistake was made by the user and 
some operator omitted from the expression 
Csee 3.4). Integers and real nu~bers are . ' 
recognised a·nd must have the same syntax 
as in FORTRAN. In other words if a number 
contains a decimal point it is represented 
as real, otherwise as an integer. Numbers · 
may have up to 18 characters in them. If 
this number is exceeded an error mes·sage 
results. Figure 16 shows a flowchart in-
dicating how variables are recognised. Two 
examples of typical input expressions fol-
low: FNX=A ~ X!2 + B*X +C@ 
T=2./($0NE - 3.0*VAR! 2)-SIN<.2*PI*$ZERO). 
Until an °=" is encountered, a variable 
(read in character by character) is regard-
ed as the tag of the list being read in. 
When the "=". is read the tag is left jus-
tified and stored in a temporary variable~ 
The scan then continues to the right of the 
"=". The delimiters of variables recognised. 
by READEX are the first 7 entries in Table 
1 (see 3.2), as well as a blank,$ and@. 
When a delimiter is encountered any vari-
able which has been built up in the temp-
orary variable buff er (TVB) as the scan 
proceeded is. interpreted and output to a 
temporary list which will eventually hdld 
the inf ix expression. The interpr~tation 
phase is as follows: 
If $ had been encountered imm~diately be-
fore the variable, a subexpression node is 
created, referring to the list of which 
the variable is a tag. If no .. such tag is 
found on the collato,r list, an error ter-
mination results. If the variable is rec-
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operator node is added to the infix list, 
preceded by a node with the null operand, 
"£", if the operator is unary. If it is 
recognised as a reserved constant (e.g. PI) 
then the appropriat~ node is created. If 
the variable is a number it is converted 
to the relevant internal representation 
(integer or real) and a node added to the 
list. In all other cases an ordinary vari-
able node is created. 
When the variable has been added to the 
infi~ list the delimiter is dealt with. 
Parentheses are added to the list as oper-
ators, operator-delimiters result in the 
creation of operator nodes and blanks 
result in immediate continuation of the 
scan. If an@ is encountered, the scan is 
terminated and anything still in the TVB 
is added to the inf ix list. A $ resuits in 
the setting of a switch to indicate a fol-
lowing tag, the TVB is emptied to the list 
and the following tag variable scanned. 
During.the scan counters total up all the 
variables, operators and left and· right 
parentheses found. Upon termination of the 
scan, there are syntactical checks that 
the left and right parentheses balance one 
another and that the number of operators 
in the list is exactly one greater than 
the number of operands. PREORD is then 
called to convert the inf ix list to Polish 
prefix ordering, after which the input 
list is deleted. The tag of the input ex-
pression is then compared with those al-
ready on the collator list. If it is there, 
the new list's header address replaces that 
in the relevant cell of W(lOO). Otherwise 
a new node is added to W(lOO). 
value: The name of the Polish prefix list 
with the input expression. 
PRNTEX(L,IDEL) 
(60) 
The expression in list 1 is checked for 
Polish pref ix ordering using ISYNTX (see 
above) and then converted to infix order 
and printed in "mathematical" notation. If 
IDEL is 9, 1 is retained by the system, 
otherwise it is deleted after conversion 
to infix· ordering (using INFORD). The col-
lator list is searc~ed for the tag cor-
responding to the aQdress of list 1. If 
not found, an error message is printed and 
walkback invoked. Otherwise the tag and "=" 
are added as two .operand nodes at the top 
of the inf ix list. This l·ist is then read 
node by node and the datum of each node is 
added to the ~rint buffer of 21 Hollerith 
words of 6 characters each (126 print pos-
itions). All unnecessary blanks in a datum 
are compressed out of the print image and. 
extra blanks are only inserted where ab-
solutely necessary. Null operands of unary 
operators are omitted from the print buf-
fer. Numbers .are translated into Hollerith. 
characters before insertion in the print 
buffer. Nested parenthesis pairs are al-
ternately broken and round to simplify 
reading the output expression. 'When the 
print buffer is full, it is printed, re-
initialised to blanks and the node-scan 
continued. If a variable or operator is 
not able to fit onto the remainder of a 
line, the line is output with blanks iri the 
vacant positions at the end of the print 
buffer. The datum is then inserted at the 
beginning of the fresh print buffer. 
3.4 Design Philosophy of DERIV. 
DERIV was designed with general use in mind. Provision has 
been made for extension of the system so as to differentiate 
additional functions .. Furthermore, extensive error checking is 
undertaken within DERIV to prevent input errors. 
Further differentiation rules may be added to ALGDIF with 
(61) 
ease, since not more. than five statements in ALGDIF and READEZ 
have to be changed. The operator table has been dimensioned to 
allow 40 functions. More reserved symbols may occur in the rl~s­
erved word table as well. This requires two changes in the pro-
gramming of the routines. Functions for more specialised pur-
poses .may be added to DERIV with ease since it is based ori 
FORTRAN and SLIP. 
The error checks of READEX are fairly comprehensive and 
should guard against misformed expressions entering the system. 
There are checks that illegal symbols are not input, that more 
than one decimal point does ·not occur in a number, tha.t a vari-
able or number is not too long for the temporary variable buf-
fer, that the left and right p~rentheses balance in an expres-
sion and that operands or operators are not missing. There is 
also a check that a subexpression not yet defined is not enter-
ed in an expression. 
It is not possible to ensure that the error messages are 
always comprehensible to the user. A situation may aris~ where 
an expression has a.mistake which is detected by the system 
but misinterpreted. For instance, if the user has omitted the 
tag name and "=" of an input expression, the first 6 characters 
will be read, after which a warning that a variable has more 
\ 
than 6 characters is printed. The remainder of the expression 
until the terminator is ignored. It has been attempted to make 
the error messages more understandable by printing the offend-
ing variable, number, character or tag with the message. Not all 
the errors lead to walkback termination of the program. This is 
done only where absolutely necessary, e.g. if the expression is 
misf ormed. Too many diagnostic messages were thought to be un-
necessary and a nuisance, so their number was kept to a mini-
mum. The walkback termination is of great use as it locates the 
exact place in the program where the error occurred. This is an 
improvement on the use of a FORTRAN STOP statement which leads 
to the normal termination of a program without the exact loc-
ation of a fault. 
Perhaps the most difficult decision which had to be made 
was how much responsibility to leave to the user and how much 
to DERIV. The choice of deleting expressions is left entirely 
to users since they may have to cope with core shortage in at-
tempting to differentiate large expressions. However, retrieval 
( 62) 
of temporary list~ used to store input and output inf ix expres-
sions and of nodes used by pushdown stacks is part of the SLIP 
garbage reclamation scheme. 
Storage limitations are the reason why READEX, ALGDIF and 
PRNTEX were programmed separately as vrnll. The. user has control 
over when he performs the various operations rather than auto-
matic I/O by ALGDIF. The user alsd has the option of inputting 
expressions in sections using the subexpression mechanism to 
save storage and time. The dynamic use of storage may mean that 
a program which runs out of core may execute successfully if 
rearranged slightly. The bookkeeping required to correlate list 
names and expressio.n tags. as well as to identify derivatives of 
an eipression with respect to different variables is done enti-
rely by DERIV. However, the user has the responsibility· of id-
entifying expressions adequately by means of tags. If they are 
not assigned uniquely to expressions, overwriting of the col-
~ 
later list and DL nodes may cause trouble, particularly if 
complicated partial differentiation is performed. 
Care also has to be taken that expressions are not delet-
ed until they are definitely no longer required by a program. 
In addition, any sublists referenced by an expression should be 
differentiated with respect to the variable of differentiation 
before the expression itself is, otherwise the sublists are 
treated as constants after a warning message has been printed. 
Because more responsibility is placed in the hands of the 
user than in most packages similar to DERIV, it may be more 
difficult to get a DERIV program working properly. However, it 
is hoped that DERIV has been designed in a versatile enough 
manner to be of considerable use. Examples of programs written 
in DERIV are illustr~ted in 3.6. 
3.5 Testing and Debugging of DERIV. 
This task was found difficult to accomplish thoroughly 
since SLIP and DERIV together have about 150 different entry 
points. It was desired to test all these routines one by one, 
but this is virtually impossible because they use one another 
constantly. In order to test SLIP, the tutorial examples given 
in (1) and (2) were used. The primitives and recursion routines 
were tested and debugged individually. Since the examples which 
were used for testing purposes covered the routines of SLIP 
most frequently used, only s·ome of the high-level functions 
(63) 
remained to be checked. This could also be done by the use of 
examples, together with the LSTRCE routine and walkback: 
The reason for most errors was the conversion to a dif-
ferent node size in U-SLIP. In addition, there were a few typ~ 
ographical errors in the FORTRAN listings of SLIP in (1), from 
which U-SLIP was copied and modified. The grouping into sub-
routines with multiple entry points also caused some bugs which 
were difficult to detect. 
Ensuring that DERIV was error-free was more complicated. 
Large amounts of testing were required to discover programming 
errors and incorrect logic in ALGDIF and the I/O functions. The 
modular nature df the routines assisted considerably in their 
debugging since each module of the routines has a specific task. 
Walkback and the DERIV error messages (even while the routines 
·were still logically incorrect) were helpful too. The assemb-
ler trace (37) was useful on occasion. 
In order to test all aspects of the differentiation rules 
and· simplification procedures, a large number of expr·essions 
were differentiated using the pro.gr·am shown in 3.6 (example 1). 
Their execution times and core usage were also noted. 
3.6 The Capabilities of DERIV. 
3.6.1 Examples and Estimates of Their Efficiency. 
The examples mentioned below are listed, together with 
the printouts obtained, in Appendix D. 
Example 1 was used for extensive checking of the differen-
tiation rules in ALGDIF, as well as to obtain a rough estimate 
of execution times in DERIV. A total number of 122 expressions 
were differentiated for testing purposes. They were mostly very 
short and simple, their aim being to illustrate the correct 
working of the rules and any simplification performed. The 
total execution time was 66. 79 seconds. Hence the average .time 
per expression was 0.55 seconds. A realistic estimate of core 
and time requirements is difficult to make as ~heir usage is 
completely dependent not only on the length of an expression. 
but on its form. Roughly, using Ex. 1, it was found that the 
maximum nlli~ber of nodes needed for an expression varied from 
2i to 5 times its length. 
Example 2 illustrates how an expression may be diff eren-
tiated with respect to a subexpression; rather than a variable. 
The purpose of Example 3 is to indicate how core and time 
(64) 
.may be saved by breaking up a large expression into subexpres-
sions. The input expression is that which was differentiated by 
Hanson et al. ( (10), p. 355). The DE~IV output does not resemble 
... 
that of (10) because of a typographical error in that article. 
The order of outputting factors and their derivatives when mul-
tiplied together is reversed as well, but careful checkine 
established the equivalence of the derivatives. Unfortunately 
(10) does not give an estimate of the tL~e and core used by t~e 
derivative. In Table .3 examples 3 (a) to 3 (c) are compared. From 
there, it is seen that dramatic decreases in core and ti.me re-
quirements occur when an expression is broken up into subex-
pressions. This is obtained without much increase in the com-
plexity of the program. An additional advantage is that the ex-
pression is more readable and very likely of more significance 
when broken up·in this way. Exs 3(b) and 3(c) are similar and 
while they take the same execution time, the former uses con-
siderably less stor~ge as the print routine is called at the 
end of the program for all the expressions and they are deleted 
immediately after they are printed. In Ex. 3(c) each subexpres-
sion is printed as soon as it has been differentiated and thus 
has still to be retained since it is required as a subexpres-
sion of the last expression input. Although (c) is slightly 
more convenient to program, (b) is certainly more efficient. 
Example 4 was included to illustrate the partial differen-
tiation capabilities of DERIV. It has been programmed in two 
ways in order to show that a big saving in core requirements is 
possible if expressions not .needed any more by the program are 
deleted as soon as possible (see Table 4 and Appendix~). 
The progra~ shown in Ex. 5 was written to solve a problem 
encountered by E. Cairncross in the Chemical Engineering 
Depart~ent at UCT (see also (39) ). In order to obtain an ex-
pression for the velocity at any point in a fluid agitated by 
a flat disc spinning about its axis, the stream function has to 
be differentiated with respect to the two coordinates· in the 
plane being considered. The stream function for this problem, 
X1 , is a function of the orthogonal oblate spheroidal coordi-
nates, ,Sand~. It was differentiated by hand but the velocities 
obtained did not vanish a long distance from the disc. Since a 
mistake in the differentiation was suspected, DERIV was used to 
(65) 
Exercise: 3(a) 3(b) 3(c) 
:Average Execution Time (secs) 34.52 9.08 9.08 
Max. Core Used by AVAIL (words) 6822 1022 1686 I 
'Total Core Requirements (words) 29494 24524 24516 l 
Table 3. Comparison of Three Different Approaches to Example 3. 
Exercise: 4(a) 4(b) 
Average Execution Time (secs.) 10.33 9.83 
Max. Core Used by AVAIL (words) 2385 1521 
Total Core Requirements (words) 24546 24547 
Table 4. Comparison of Two Methods of Programming Example 4. 
(66) 
differentiate the function automatically~ The stream function 
was broken up into 13 subexpressions ·since this was how the 
problem was presented. The de~ivative was obtained in 33 sec-
onds. The maximum number of words of AVAIL used was 4482. If 
the expression had not been broken up but had been assembled 
by hand from all the functions specified in (39), it is cer~ 
tain that the maximum of 14K nodes possible in AVAIL (see .3.6.2) 
would have been insufficient. Even assuming there were enough 
storage available, it is unlikely that the sol·ution would have 
been intelligible. 
3.6.2 Inefficiencies in Core and ~ime Utilization. 
As illustrated in Ex. 1 of 3.6.1, for a ~imple DERIV 
program to read i~ an expression, differentiate it and print 
the derivative, a.rough estimate of the core requirements for 
the program and subroutines is 22K, omitting the list of avail-
able space. Assuming that this leaves 42K words for AVAIL (core 
capacity on the 1106 is 65K), 14K nodes are available. This very 
likely means that for a successful run the length of a large 
derivative should not exceed 4K nodes in length, if the input 
expression is deleted before the derivative is printed. Break-
~ ' 
ing up an expression into sublists has the effect of reducing 
storage requirements about five-fold. The only disadvantage is 
that it has to be done manually before input to DERIV. 
One way of reducing heavy storage needs is to change 
ALGDIF so as to be nonrecursive. In this .case, an expression 
would probably require little more storage than its own length 
in the differentiation process. However, the.programming com-
plexity would have increased greatly, especially with the use 
of a list processor. An approach such as that described in (15) 
may just as well have been used then, precluding the use of a 
list processor. The simplification techniques introduced in 
ALGDIF may also be a mixed blessing since they require the 
temporary storage of several parameters at each recursive entry 
into the program. The modules in ALGDIF have been written in 
such a way as to delay the necessity of saving parameters as 
much as possible. Every possibility is explored to avoid such 
waste of storage by examining the operands at each stage in the 
recutsion ?arefully. Storage is also needed by the pushdown 
stack .of return addresses. 
If I1'J"FORD had been programmed non..,.recursively, the storage 
( 67) 
requirements of the output routine would·have been considerably 
reduced. If an algorithm which is not difficult to program is 
found to convert pref ix to inf ix ordering in a non-recursive 
manner, this routine may be rewritten. A lot of nodes should 
then be saved for use by expressions rather than as temporary 
storage. 
Another possibility for increasing core capacity if it is 
critical is to rearrange the grouping into subroutines of the 
SLIP "library" ,. which presently occupies about· 19K. If this can 
be effected in such a way that some of the subroutines are 
omitted from an executable program, as many as a thousand more 
nodes will be available for use by DERIV. This task is difficult 
since no entry po~nt wit:t;i.in a grouping of functions may call 
another in the same group. Furthermore, most of the routines of 
SLIP are used in some way or another within DERIV. 
A third way of. lowering core requirements is if the size 
of a U-SLIP node can be reduced to two words. This is impos-
sible at present. If DERIV had been based on a list processor 
such as LISP 1.5 (38), it is possible that core requirements 
would have been les·s. However, LISP functions are difficult to 
·'!' 
debug and the dynamic storage retrieval in that language is 
completely out of the hands of the user, whereas SLIP gives a 
programmer more alternatives in handling heavy core usage. 
Time-wise SLIP is a relatively slow list processor. At-
tempts have been made to cut down on this time waste in DERIV. 
However, the modular nature of the routines, simplifying their 
debugging, has not been sacrificed. #here possible, extra sub-
routines have been avoided and the necessary coding inserted 
directly in the routines, but the desirability of extra routines 
in order to avoid duplication of coding and to enhance the sim-
plicity of the routines had to be taken into account. 
SLIP has some advantageous features. Since lists are sym-
metric, their deletion is £ast and independent of their length. 
The dynamic storage retrieval scheme of SLIP has advantages 
over LISP garbage collection. Whereas the latter occurs at reg-
ular intervals, SLIP garbage retrieval only takes place when 
absolutely necessary. 
Searc~ing is a factor which increases execution times in 
DERIV .. There are frequent searches in both READEX a.nd ALGDIF 
(e.g. to identify operators). Although this is unavoidable, 
(68) 
these tables have been arranged in such a way that operators 
occurring more frequently in common algebraic expressions are 
placed before others in the operator table. This is difficult 
to assess, but +,<e-, *, and ! appear first in the table. An ex-
ample of the searching necessary: if there is a variable in.the 
temporary variable buffer of READ:BX, it has to be checked a~ 
gainst the entire operator and reserved word tables before it 
is recognised as an ordinary variable. Furthermore, every sym-
bol read in is checked against a set of symbols not allowed in 
DERIV. This is necessary in case an input expression has been 
mispunched. 
The sublist mechanism reduces the time taken for a DERIV 
program, as may be seen in Ex. 3 (see 3.6.1). The execution 
time in that example was reduced by a factor of four when the 
expression to be differentiated was divided into subexpressions. 
Although DERIV ·has· inefficiencies and is unsophisticai;ed 
in the simplification introduced, it is hoped that it will be 
of use in practice. Since· it is based on FORTRAN, it is easy 
to improve, and if the demand at UCT for analytical differen.:.. 
tiation by' computer increases, such extensions and improvements 
as are necessary may be implemented. 
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I\ ET l_i I·~ 1·1 
(----------------------------------------------------------------------
E ;n 1n p () rJ IW T ( K ) 
C 1([~10VE llOTTOM t-:UDF OF LIST I< f'. ;-<f:TlJH:.J. I TS DATUM 




C f< E t/i 0 VE TO f' N 0 0 F: 0 F L I ST K /i, R r:: TU f( N I TS DATUM 
F Ii I\= f) E: LET E I UH'. I~ ( CU\! T I L N KI{ ( L 0 CT ( K l' l l l ) 
I( LT U ;, il 
(---------------------~------------------------------------------------
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c llDDl~ESS OF NODE HF:Lc JN L.NKL FIELD OF :r1QRf) l OF HEA!.>ER NOIJF. 
FNA =CONTILNKL(CONT!i<) )+2) 
1~t TU fl M 
(----------------------------------------------------------------------
[ iH H Y S E i~ L L ( l , K l 
C Z JS A SE~UEN(ER APPOINTED FOR A LIST & K A FLAG 
C 1·1 O VE T 0 NO 1) E TO LEFT 0 F TH,\ T P 0 I NT ED T 0 8 Y Z 
L = L 1-i i< L I Z l 
c ADJUST z Tu POIMT Tu N[;'; NOOE 
Z=COtH IL l 
c Fl l T w; N c (H! T u~ T s 0 F f~ E '.':' c E L L T H A \/ E !~ s E [) 
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Ef~T1n SU~LI~ ( Z t I<) 
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c----------------------------------------------------------------------
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C 'J :_\ T J\ l N T H [ I 1 f\ H K 0 F L I 5 T K 
Hiil =LOCTCl\l 
I) lJ I~ y = r; F: T d ;~ K ( u.J KF? ( K l l 
I( I:: T lJ i·: d 
(-------------------------------------------------------~--------------
[ rJ T f~ Y L ST Pf< 0 I M , N l 
C I'~ I S A I< E:: /1 DE r'i • f'I A D f\ TU i"I \'II H I CH I S A l I S T N AME 
~'IF-. X T =~I 
C IS LOFRDR OF READER CELL A LIST NAME? 
J IF (Lr~!( L ( M r_x T + 2 l • E 8. UI KR ( h l l G 0 T 0 q 
C CO~SIOEH NEXT LO~ER CELL 0F READFR STACK 
i~ E Y T = L N K H ( tJ EX T l 
C 11/i I/ E R U1 C H E 0 u 0 T T 0 M 0 F r~ E A D E R 5 T A C K Y E T ? 
IfHIEXT,NE.Ol GO 'TO 3 
C liAVE REACHED AUTTOM OF READEk STACK ~ITHOUT A REFERENCE TO M 
FM~ =-1 
RE Tl.JtHI 
C HAl/l FOUND A REFERENCE IN REAOER S~ACK TO LIST Mt I.E. 
c RFAuER HAS T~AVERSED THROUGH THAT LIST TO GET To HERE 
1-1 FllR =O 
RETUr<N 
(----------------------------------------------------------------------
[ iJT !iY L V L H VT I K l 
C ~ IS THE REAOER OF A LIST 
FNB =K 
C I F LI~ K R CJ F f< EA DER CELL Z ER 0 • A RE A T B 0 T T 0 M 0 F RE A D E f< S TAC K AND 
C H E ; J C E I t J r,1 A I M L I S T S 0 R E T U R N 
S I F I Ui K I~ I C 0 N T I F N B + 2 l l • E (,) • 0 l R E T I J R N 
C ! i 0 V E 0 0 < t'J R E A D E H S T 1\ C K 
L=LNi<.RCCOrJT!Fr-18 ll 
C P 1) P UP THE fff ADER ST ACK 
0 UM Y = S TR I ND I C 0 !·J T I L l , F i'J e 
DUMY=STRINDCC0Nf{L+2ltFNe +21 
(A5) 
C .I\ LI_ ;-1 C f. L L ! L l 
c c 0 fH 1 fl l) f I) f LET I N <i TH f~ J~ l:: /) r) n: ("LL Ls 
G'l TP 5 
c----~-----------------------------------------"----------~------------r: rJ T f1' Y L V Li< V l ! '< l 
C K I 5 HI t RE A !J Er\ 0 F 1\ L I S T 
FiJe =K 
C IF i\ T 8 (ITT 0 fl 0 F RE A fl f H 5 TAC:< CA !JN 0 T 1-\ EV!-_ RS E i3 AC i< /1 LEVE l JM HIE LIS 1 
C S TR iJ C T U f\ E. A 5 A L H f-_ A D Y I ~I f'l A I N L l S T c H E N C E R E T U R ~! 
1 I F C L t,i K R C C 0 N T ! F l~ 1~ + ?. l l • E ~ • U l R E T U R hi 
C ~10 1JE OO>'rl READO? STACK 
l=LN~R(CONT<F~B l l 
C t'J ()? UP T i I F. JU·. A IJ I-~ 1~ 5 T A CK 
0 U M Y ::: S T f~ I ND ( C 0 i·J T ! L l , F H 8 
l) UM Y =ST f~ I IHl ( C Cl 111 T ( L + 2 l , F N f, + 2 l 
CALL RCELL!Ll 
1-11:: T IJ f< l\i 
(----------------------------------------------------------------------£ i..i TR Y M A D A T 1< ! A T , l S T J 
C OBTAIN THE UL FIELO OF LIST LST 
LSTDES=LN~L(CONT(LNKLCLSTl+2l l 
C 1) OE S L I S T L 5 T I-! A VF: A D L ? I F N 0 T D L F I FL D 0 F HE A DER I S Z E f~ 0 
IF!LSTOES.EQ.01 GO TO 7 
c f•1;;.oct:EO TO TOf-' OF DL 
FNR =LNKR<CONTILSTDESlJ 
C I <.; Lil K L P 0 5 I T I V F ? T ll F. N A R E A T H E A [) E H 0 F u l A G A I M . 
(., IFCCONTIFNfl ).(~E::.OJ GO TO 7 
C IF ATTRIHUTE OF NODE CURRENTLY BEING INSPECTED ::: AT, RETURN 
C ~ACHINE ADDkESS OF THIS NODE 
I f ! I i~ H I\ l T ( F M l~ + l l • E Q • I N T G E R ! .. A T 'l J f~ ET UR!~ 
C CONTINUE SCAN OF OL ~ODES 
nt t) = L N KR ( C CJ NT ( F NB l l 
GO TO 6 
C f,J n D L A T T fl. C t-i ED T 0 LS T 
7 Fi~ R = - l 
k ET U f< ~; 
(----------------------------------------------------------------------ENTHY MAuLFTIKl 
C VALUE IS ADOHESS OF NODE TO LEFT OF K 
F NB = L!·i K l ( C 0 i-J T ( L N K h' ( K l l l 
C IS NOOE A HEADER? 
I F ( I D C F IH:) l • N E • 2 l I~ E T U f~ N 
C IF NODE A HEAnER RETURN LIST NA~E IN NAME FORMAT 
CALL SETDIR!-1,FNu,FNB,FNBl 
f< ET IJ I< N 
c--------------------------~-------------------------------------------
E 1-Jl R Y t1i /\ D N IH ( K , N l 
C CHECK TH~T LIST K EXISTS 
L==LOCT (Kl 
C FIND N-TH NODE FROM ~OTTOM OF K 
D 0 8 I= l , IJ 
B L==LNKLCCONTCLI l 
C IF NODE NOT A HEADER RETURN MACHINE ADDRSSS 
IFIID!Ll.NE.2l GO TO 9 
C IF NODE A HEADER RETURN LIST NA~E 
CALL SETDIRC-1,L,L,Ll 
C RETURN ADDRESS OF NODE L IF ABOVE INSTRUCTION SKIPPED 
(A6) 
9 F (.j ~~ :-: L 
"' t. ru :: ~: 
(-----------------~--------------~---~---------~--------~-------------· 
E fJ T II Y h i-1 () '\j TI' ( i'~ , \I I 
c il5 'l'\O~l•\T /\,~'.JVF 'l!JJ .11\l'JT ·\)-TH NCDE Ft~Or~ Tor OF L JST K 
L=LOCT(Kl 
f' t 1 l Cl I = l , ~! 
lf• l..=LNKPCCUiJT(LI l 
IFIJD(Ll.!JF.2l GO TO 11 
C./\LL SE.TIJIR!-1,L,L,Ll 
ll nrn =L 
RETtlf·.'i! 
(-------------~--------------------------------------------------------
c AS !1ADLFT AuOVE llUT 1\EcJ~,UIHE hACHif\JE l\DDRESS nF i';ODE TO fi!GHT OF I\ 
Fi'J!< = L f,J KR C C (!!'IT ( Li'I!;: F\ ( K I l l 
IF! ID!FNrJ ) .f\•[.2) ixETURN 
c f• L L s r:: T [) I R ( - l • F i\I b • F N 13 I F f\l 13 ) 
P. E: T ll ;~ f I 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------ENTRY MRKLST!M,Nl 
C SFT ~ARK OF LIST N TO M 
Fili3 =LOCT ! N l. 
() IJ M Y =PU T M ;~ K ( l·i , L f·J K I~ ( f·J l l 
i<ETU'JtJ 
(-----------------------------------------------------------------~----un1n MTL I ST ( K) 
c E~rrv ALL NODES OF LIST K TO AVAIL EXCEPT LIST HEADER. 
C Cill'.:CK TH/IT r; EXISTS· 
L:LOCT<KI '.\· 
C lS THE LIST K FMPTY /\LREADY? 
IF!I!,JH/\.LT(Kl.EP.liJHALT(LNKR!CONT<Kllll GO TO 12 
C l I ST NOT E 11 PT Y • L [( & LL P 0 I MT TO F I RS T & LA 5 T 0 F CELL 5 T 0 ~ t: I~ EM 0 VE D 
L r~ = L fl I< I~ ( C. 0 ~.J T ! L l l 
L L = L ''J K L ! C 0 hi T I L l l 
C il /\KE HE A DER 1JO l' E P 0 I 1\j T T 0 I TSE L F 
CA l L SF. T I 'JD I - l , L , L , L I 
c 1\ fl Ju s T A vs L ( (.) u A s I rJ A r1 E 0 F A v A I L ) s 0 I T I N c Lu D Es c ELL s B E I f\J G f? FT IJ f~ 1~ E f) 
C To AVAIL ~ LINK IN TH~ CELLS TO AVAIL 
CALL SETPJD(-J ,-l ,LR,LNKL(A\/SLl) 
CALL SETUHl!-l ,LL,-l ,/1VSLI 
C'\LL SETJIJDc-1,-1,0,LNKL<AVSLl l 
C t"E TU i-rn L IS T NA 11 E 
12 F"JB=L 
h: ET U I< l•J 
(----------------------~---------------~------------·-----------~------OITfn '~AMEDL ( K J 
C ACCESS CONTENTS OF DL FIELD OF HEADER OF LIST K 
FN8 =LNKL(LOCTCKl+2l 




F U t~ C T I P N F hi C ( D ' ' M H Y l 
C T ii E . '+ h ll I 1 T HIES F 0 LL ti;• Ui\.i ll SE IJ LI Y THE II (j \I Ml Cl R 0 ti T PH" S L I STE:_! ~, F. L 0 ,., 
til.TLll·~IJ 
(-----------------------------------------------------------------------u lT k y f\ [l v L L ( L ti I J I I( ) 
c L fi f\ fi' E /\ n FR • J t K 1 H E I\ L TE R r~ /\ T I \I E I I) ' 5 0 3 J E c T r I/ E:: N (l n E i'1 "· y t1 1\ v F 
c (LR IS f\J)[)J;;EsS OF TOr' NODF. OF HEADER STACK 
C U: I S A D IHn S S 0 F I. F. L L T 0 l. E F T 0 F T H A T R E A D E R I S C U '? H;: N T L Y 
C f-' 0 I :n I N !.:i T 0 
1 l K = L f·j K L I C 0 N T ( L !'I K L I C L ft l l I 
C/\i'IO=f~El1LJ\lfl ( LK l 
C All.JUST C LR T 0 PO I ~; T T 0 U~ 
C/ILL SfTLJJP(-J,LK,-1,CLRl 
C 1 S L l< THE. HE !1 0 F. R N 0 1) E 0 F THE L I ST ? 
JF(JDICANOl,EQ,2) GO TO 3 
C 15 I lJ OF l_K 1-S.T ALTERNATIVE RE~W l RED? 
IF<IO!CANDl.EQ,Jl GO TO 2 
C I S I 0 0 F L K 2- N Q ALT Er~ NAT I VE RE Q U IRE 0 , IF fll 0 T CONT I n U E 5 CAM 
IFIJD(CANOl,NE.KJ GO TO 1 
C ~AVE FOUND 08JECTIVE NOOE 
?. FNC =f!,O 
GO T 0 li 
C TEST HAS FAILED AS ENCOUl\ITEHEO HEAOER OF LIST BEFORE FIHOIPG 
C OPJECTIVE NODE 
3 n;c =-1.u 
C ADJUST TOP CELL OF READER TO POINT TO CELL FOUND 




C COMMENTS AS FOR ADVLL ABOVE BUT READER TRAVERSES DOl!N LIST HERE 
C L R = C (HJT I L R l 
S LK=LNKRICONT(LNKL<CLRll) 
C /\ N 0 = f? E A U J 0 ( U: l 
CALL SETDIR(-l ,U~1-l .CLRl 
IF<ID!CAMDl.F.:Q.21 GO Tn. 7 
·r F' In ( c AN I)) • E (~.JI G b T n 6 
IFIID(CANDl.NE,Kl GO TO 5 
t-. F f,f C =fl. 0 
GCJ T 0 P 
7 FrJC =-1.0 
l.l D U M Y = S T I< I t~ 0 I C L R , Lf~ I 
f~ ET lJ h' ti 
(-----------------------------------------------------------------------
( IH HY ADV S l I L • ,J , K I 
C L IS A R~ADER, J & K ALTERNATIVF. TYPES OF OBJECTIVE NODE 
' C T 0 S E A b! C 11 F 0 f~ 
C R HAS ADDRESS OF TOP NODE OF READER STACK 
f-<=COfJT ( L l 
C CANO IS AnDRESS OF NODE l~AT READER CURRENTLY POINTING TO 
CAND=RFALNO<LN~L<Rl l 
C IS TH IS CELL A SUB LI ST NOOE? 
IF(ID!CANDl.EQ,ll GO TO lU 
C EXAMINE NEXT NODE TO THE LEFT ON LIST 
9 LCP=LNKLICONT<CANDl l 
C PUT THIS NODE ADDRESS INTO LNKL FIELU OF R SO R FORMATTED 
(A8) 
C !1 S ':. iJ !H) l 0 F TCW (ELL 0 F f~ F fd) ER ST AC i\ 
C.'\LL SETUIRC-1.LCP,-J ,l?J 
C MJ iJ =fl F >\ L N 0 r LC P I 
c l s T If [ f\j r .. c [ L L T H E L I s T ' s I I E A n [ R ? 
I F < I D l C A ~i D l , E r: • ? I G O . T O l l 
C T 5 i~ t: '.': Cf~ LL 0 NF 0 F A L TE F< i\l A T I V f 0 h J EC T I VE C ELL S 1.1 E I ~1 \; 
C ~iOUCilfT? 
I F ( ( I f) ( c /\ l'J f) ) • E Q •• J l • 0 r~ • ( I f) ( c I\ r l f) ) • E !,/ • K ) l (. 0 T 0 1 3 
C I S /\I E .,.: C F L L A S U I \ L I S T N 0 i) E ? I F :rn T C 0 IH l M U E L E F T '::> C /, h! 
IF(I!l(CAIJD),f.JE.11 GO 10 9 
C C E L L F X A f-! I N I-~ !) '' I• S A S l l fj L J S T 1'1 0 D E • T A I\ E N E 1.Y C E L L F R 0 : : A 'J /1 1 L 
l () M=tJIJCELL I 0\Jt;y l 
C F U S H C FL L 0 1-l T 0 P 0 F l? E A D E R S T A C I\ Ir~ I T i I C 0 11 T E N T S I) F A 0 D R E 5 S HJ 
C P I N \1.' 0 fl I) 1 0 F T H E C E L L 
D U M Y = S T R I iHJ ( f( , M I 
C •, n fW S 2 & 3 0 F IJ E "' H E AD ER C EL l C 0 P I ED FR 0 M 0 L D 'r. ELL 
D U M Y = S T H I N I) ( C 0 t.J T I L + I l , 11 + l I 
0 UM Y = 5 TR It! I) ( C 0 NT I L ·I- 2 I , M + 2 l 
C u L D T 0 P 0 F 11 E Arl ER S T A C K H A S L CIH R I NC R E /\ 5 E D & L 0 F R 0 R N 0 . J 
C ~0INTS TO HEADER OF SUBLIST ENTERED 
CALL SETINDC-l,TNHALT(LCP+2>,LCNTR<Ll+l,L+2l 
c I\ DJ I) s T R T 0 p 0 I rn .. T 0 j.J u~ T 0 p . 0 F Ii E A D E R s T A c K 
C ,'<. LL S E T IJ I R C - I , .- I , t1 , R I 
C CAN D I S r~ r\ i~ E 0 F S tJ SL I ST T 0 3 E E tH ERE D S 0 P 0 INT S T 0 HE A I) ER 0 F 5 U;..; L I ST 
CAND=CONTILNKL<Rl+2) 
C CONTINUE SCAN OF NODES 
GO TO 9 
C lift.VE REACHED HF.:A[)ER OF LIST BEING TRAVERSED.IS JT MAIN LIST? 
11 IF(LCNTR!Ll.NE,Ol GO TO 12 
C LIST IS iif\IN LIST SO TERMlNATE ADVANCE 
F 1-l C =-I • D 
GO TO llf 
C 11 A V E R E 1\ C H E D n.1 D 0 JI?. . 5 U (.} L I S T ~~ I T H 0 U T F I f\J D I N G 0 B J E C T I V E , 
C 50 POP UP READER STACK 
l 2 l K = L N K J~ I I~ ) 
!?=CONT ( LK l 
DUMY::;:STHifJD(CONT!LK+2l ,L+2l 
c CA~n rs ADD~ESS OF f\JODE ~HERE DESCENT INTO SUBLIST STARTED 
CANO=REALNO(LNKL(Rl I 
C :~ E 11 0 V E R E fl D E R C E L L 
CALL RCELLILKl 
C CONTINUE SCAN THROUGH LIST STRUCTURE 
GU TU 9 
C HAVE FOUMD 0'3-JF.CT I VE NODE 
I 3 n1 C = 0. U 





C COMMlNTS AS FOR ADVSL ABOVE dUT READER TRAVERSES RIGHT~ARDS 
f'(=COMT IL l 
Cl\ND=REALNO < UJKL ( R)) 
I F I I D < C A N D l • E f·l • 1 l 'r, 0 T 0 l 6 




lf:(J\J((f,ilill.f: 1;.l.) r;o TO J/ 
! f- ( { I : J ( C A l·i D l • f..: r,i • J l • 0 R • ( I D ( C /\ hi D l • t:.: t'.) • K l l r; 0 T O l 9 
l ~- ( I i 1 I C 1\ I JP I • I Jr:: • I l G 0 T 0 l S 
I f:, ~·I ::: ~I li c t: L L ( ll II ~,, y ) 
n U M Y = <, T ~ I ~; D ( f I , ~1 l 
I) lH1 Y =ST R l 'i I) { C 0 IH I L + l l , t1+ l i 
Du t1 y = s T f~ I I~ I) I c 0 f\I T ( L + 2 ) I M + 2 ) 
c /\LL s ET I Mn c - 1 , r '" 11 ALT < L ct~+? 1 , L c NH' 1 L l +,il , L +?. l 
c i\ l. L s r_:: T u l R ( - l ' - l ' M I i\ l 
C/\ND=CONT(LNKLCRl+2) 
GO TO 15 
l 7 I F I L C r.1 T f< C L l • "1 E • 0 l G 0 T 0 l H , 
. F i'l C = - l • (i 
<; 0 T 0 ?. ll 
l '; L K = U~ !". f~ ( R l 
I\ = C 0 l·iT ( L K l 
DUMY=STRI~D(CONT(LK+2l,L+2l 
CAN D = ;~ r:: AL i,J 0 CL N KL C fU l 
CALL· HCELL ( LK l 
GO TO 15 
1 '-l F '·I C = 0 , U 
.z o n 1u: v = s TR 1 1~ o 1 H , L > 
(----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
1-:rHRY DELETE< Kl 
C IS NODE ~ A LIST HEA~ER? 
I F < I D ( rt l • ~l E , ? l G 0 T 0 2 l 
C C A N N 0 T n f:. L E T E. ll Eli D E R N 0 0 E T H I S •1 A Y 
C f\ L L T I~ C 0 F F 
p I\ I NT CJ 0 l 
901 FORMATl'lATTEMPT TO DELETE LIST HEADER DISREGAROEO'l 
FNC ::O.O 
IH. TUJ\N 
C RETURN DATUM OF CELL TO BE DELETED AS VALUE OF FUNCTION 
21 FNC=CONTIK+2l 
C POINTERS TO CELLS ON EITHER SIDE OF K 
LL=LNKL (CONT< I< I l 
L 11 = L t.J K R ( C O l'I T ( i< I ) 
C LINK TOGETHER CELLS ON EITHER SIDE OF REMOVED NODE K 
"' CALL SETIND(-l1-l1U11LLI 
CALL 5ETIND(-1,LL1-l 1LMl 
C I< I::: T UR ~I CELL K T 0 I\ V i\ I L 
CALL FICELLIKl 
i~ ET U f< N 
(----------------------------------------------------------------------· ENTt<Y EQUAL!f\181 
IFU-P.l 22123122 
<;: A NOT =b 
22 FNC =-1,0 
fH TUHN 
C A=B 




Fu t.1 C T' l 0 fJ F tl D ( f) lJ f1 t·i Y l 
!"\l TUI\ "i 
(---------------------------------------~------------------------------· 
E~ITRY ADVl..l::.LIL.R,Al 
C /\fJllf\1'JCE LJrlt:t\R CLEMEf'1T LEFT USlf'!C:i· READEH LR, FLAG .A 
C LE F T L 1 NE f\ R f\ fl V A '''Cf r.! 0 U T I NE C /1, LL ED T 0 SE A RC H F 0 ii 0 B J EC T I VE 
C CELL i1' I TH I 0 = n 
A=AOVLL I Lh', 'J, 0 l 
C ~AS ADVANCE SUCCESSFUL? 
IFIAH.S(f1l.G[.O.ll RETURN 
C A D If l\ f'l C E S U C C [ S S F U L - R E T LI R N D A TU M 0 F C E L l T H /\ T L F: N 0 : P 0 l M T S T (1 
F!.lf) =l~CC:D I LR) 
1~ E nm ~'i 
(----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
ENTHY ADVLNLILRtA) 
C A D \' A l'l C E L T N t:: A R N Ml E L E F T : S E A R C H F 0 R 0 8 J EC T I V E C E L L ~ · I T H I D = 1 
A=ADVLL(L!-111, 1 I 
IF!A~S(Al.GE.O.ll RETURN 
FfW =REEOILRI 
1~ t:.: T lJ I'~ i-l 
(-------------------------------------------------~---------------------
EHTRY ADVU'iLIU~tAl 
C /1 D V MJ CE L I N t AR ·;·UP 0 LEFT : S £ARCH F 0 R 0 B J EC T I V E CELL 11 .. I TH I D 0 Ci R I 





c THE rnLLOWlNG 3 ROUTINES AS THOSE ABOVE BUT TRAVERSAL IS TO THE 
C HICiHT 
E1HRY /\DVLEf~ (LR t Al 
A=/\DVLR<LH,OtOl 
JF!A8S<Al.GE.O.ll RETURN 






FIJD =REED I LR I 
PETURN 
c------------------------------------------~----------------------------
EIJT rn AD v L w H ( L p t A ) 
A=ADVLf{ I LR, l, IJ l 
IFIABSCAl.GE.O.I l RETURN 











C AOVANCE STRUCTURAL NAME LEFT: SEARCH FOR OBJECTIVE CELL nF IfJ l 
(All) 
fl=i'DliSL ( u:, J, I l 
J I- ( I\ I'. S ( /1 l • (; f • f1 • l l I( ~: TU P i\J 
H ! [) == ld-J. D ( L t~ l 
f~ t. T I! F I'! 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
f l\J T fl Y ,\ D V S ~·'I. ( L :? • /\ l 
c A I) v Ml c E s T i~ u c T u iOI L ;,. 0 R D I_ E F r : s [ A R c H F 0 R 0 f' .j E c T I v E c F L L 'i r T I j 
C If'J:::fi OR l 
fl=ADVSL(LF,j,U) 
I F ! A 11 S ( A l • G t • (1 • l l I< E T U R ~l 
F .JD =HEED ( Lii l 
HlTlf;~i; 
(------------------------------------------------------------~----------
c Hi [ F 0 LL(), .. HJ G 3 rm u T I NE s .I\ s TH 0 s F AB 0 v E 8 u T TR Av r.:: f( s /\ L I 5 T 0 
C f~E F\l<iiiT 
E~TRY ADVSER<LR1Al 
fl. = A i.J \/ S r~ C L P , 'l , fJ l 
IF ( AF1S ( /\ J .GE .U. l l f'?ETl.IRfJ 
FNO ::i·<t.t::O ( LH) 
HETU I? f.J 
c------------------------------------------------------------~----~-----·E 1,1 TR Y /I D V SN R t L F , A J 
/\ = A D V S ~ I L R , 1 • l l 
IF!AIJ?S!fll.GF.:.n.11 HElURN 




A=AD\151\ ( U?, I, 0 l 





FoJr.:c. Tl or~ FMi.:: ( [)tJ'.'li'IY) 
l iJ T Eci FI~ F fl~~ 
f?ET1J1;n 
(---~----------------------------------·--------------------------------
E "l T 1< Y r H 1\ 1,: D n t K 1 
C K IS A f~EAlJf.k TIJ f~F.: EF?ASEO 
C :ff T I Jr\ N V A L U [ 0 F L t=: V E L C fJ U N T E I' () F K 
F'iE =LCtJTqlKl 
ri =K 
C /.J I S A f' 0 T N T E " T () ~! E X. T L 0 ~ 1 1 E I' E L E f1 E N T 0 F R E A !) E f~ 5 T I\ C 1~ . 
I N=LNKR{CONTPill 
C PUP UP RE~D~k STACK 
CALL RC ELL< ill 
c If ,\ ') ;:rn T TO M 0 F H E A !) E I( s T A c I<'. n E E N R E A CH E [) ? 
IF{N.EQ.Ol ~ETURN 
C C 0 i.JT I N U E D E L E T I t\l G N 0 D t: S 0 F 11 E A D E R S T A C K 
~1 = M 
GO TO 
c--------------------~--------------------------------------------------
E rJ T f~ Y I T S V A L I f\ T • L S T l . 
C 15 T'1E OL FIELD OF LIST LST ZERO? 
I F I L N K L I C 0 t~ T t L S T + 2 l l • t: P • 0 l G 0 T 0 2 
C F I N D M A C H I ·~ E 1\ D D h' E S 5 0 F A T T H I R U T E A T 0 N D L 0 F L S T 
M = '1 lq) A T 11 ( A T , L 5 T l 
C DOES THE ATT~IGUTE NOT EXIST ON THE DL 
I F ( M • E I~ • - 1 l G 0 T 0 3 
C RETURN VALUE CORRESPONDING TO AT 
FNE =INrlALTtM+2) 
RE TU H ~.1 
C !\ 0 D L A T T A C H E D T 0 L S T S 0 P R I N T E R R 0 R M E S S A G E 
2 C A L L D E R 1rn R I L S T l 
:.:\ FNE =0 
Rt. TURfJ 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
1:.: r~ T R Y L I S T t K: l 
C OJTAIN NE~ CELL FROM AVAIL - ITS ADDRESS RETURNED AS VALUE 
F f'J £ = i·J 1,1 CELL I I) tr MY l 
C CHANGE VALUE OF FUNCTION TO LIST NAME FORMAT 
CALL SETDIR!-l1FNE,FNE,FNEl 
C SET UP HEADE I{ N 0 0 E I i'J' CELL 
CALL SETIN0(21FNE1FNE.FNEl 
IFIK.EQ.9l RETURN 
C IF KNOT EQUAL 9, LCNTR OF.NEW EMPTY LIST SET TO l 
CALL SETtND1-l,-l,l1FNE+2l 
C ~ETUkN LIST NAME IN FUNCTION ARGUMENT 
K=FNE 
RE TU 11 hi 
c------------------------------------------------------~----------------ENH~Y LRDRCP (Kl 
C COPY READER K INTO A NEW STACK 
C NE~ CfLL. TAKEN FROM AVAIL FOR TOP CELL OF READER & THIS RETURNED 
C AS READER NAME 
FNE :NUCELL<DUMYI 
C 'NE~R• POINTS TO INITIALISED POSITION IN COPIED READER 
NE'IJR=F ME 
C 'NO~• POINTS TO INITIALISED POSITION IN K STACK 
~~OW=K 
(Al3) 
C C ('1 PY ' N l ., .. ' I 'IT q ' h E . .' i~ • 
'l D IJ MY= S Tti I i'i D < C 0 f\l T ( IJ 0 •1: I , 1'1 I: ;d• l 
OUMY=SH·:JtlO(CUf!T(~,011'+! l ,N[1'IR+l l 
D '.J ~.1 Y = S T H I ~! 0 C C 0 ~· 1 T C f.J 0 ';Y, + 2 l , NE 1  r? + 2 i 
C nnTAIN PO!rJTLR TO NEXT ELEMENT [)OVIN K STACK 
I J 0 \'I = L i\I K R ( c 0 ~·I T ( N 0 ,:1 ) ) 
C fl/IS Lf\ST CELL OF K STACK BEEi~ COPIED AU!EADY? 
I F C N 0 '·• • E (~ • (J I f? f T ll H N 
C Nf~ CELL OUTAI~ED FOR REl\DER-COPY 
N E ''.i = N U C E L L ( 0 lJ M Y l 
C LINK CURkENT CELL IN COPIED STACK TO NEW CELL OHTAINEO 
Cf\ LL $ET I rJ D C - I , - I , NE. _;1 , NE~. ~ ) 
C CONTINUE COPYING P~OCESS 
N E :•: f? = M F t•li 
GO TO 1t 
(---~--~----------------------------------------------------------------
E N Tf~ Y L R f] f?O V C K l 
C APPOINT READER FOR LIST K 
C Cf? EAT E iJ E '." CE l L F 0 R RE ADER & RE TU H N I TS A 0 DRESS AS Rf ADER MA II E 
FNE =NUCELL!DUMYI 
C SET UP FIELDS OF REAUER tELL SO .THAT IT POINTS TP HEADER OF K 
CALL SETINDl3·,LOCTCKI ,Q,FNt:l 
C ALL S ET I t·I D ( - 1 , K , 0 , F 1\J E + 2 l 
f~E TUIHJ 
(---------------------------------------------------------------------·-· 
E ~JT R Y M TD L S T ( K l 
C EMPTY OL OF LIST K 
n1F.: =I< 
C 0 f:. TA 
1
1 N I) l - F I f. L IJ 0 F HE f\ DE R 0 F L I ST K 
M=LNKL<CONTILOCT<K1+2l I 
C IF OL-FIELD ZERO, DL DOES NOT EXIST ANYWAY 
IF<M.E0.Ul f<ETURi'i 
C CREATE N/l~E OF DL IN NAME FORMAT 
CALL SETDIR<-l1MtM1Xl 
C EMPTY DL 
I 0 UM= IH L I ST ( X l 
r<i:.: Tu 1rn 
c-------------------------------------------------------------~--------· 
EH TRY NE·~eor ( K 'L l 
C PLACE DATUM K ON BOTTOM UF LIST L 
FNE =NXTLFT(K,LOCT(Lll 
f~ f. TU f~ ~J 
(-----------------------------------------------------------------------ENTRY NE~TO~(K,Ll 
C PLACE DATUM K OIJ TOP f')f LIST L 
FNE =NXTRGTIK1LOCTILll 
;~ETURN 
c----------------------~---------------~-----------~--------~-----------ENTRY NOATVLIAT.LSTl ·.\:· 
c O l3 T A I N M I\ CH I f·J E A f) D RESS 0 F A TT R I B lJ TE A T 0 N L I S T LS T 
M=MAOATRIAT,LSTl 
C H/IS THE ATh"'.liJUTE tlOT SEEM FOUND'? 
JFIM.E~.-ll GO Tu 5 
C RETURN ~ITH VALUE CORRESPONDING TO 'AT• 
tNE =INHllLTIM+2l 
C DELETE CELL ·~HICH CONTAINED ATTRIBUTE & CORRESPONDING VALUE 
DUMY=DELETEIMl 
RETUFU-l 
C ATTRIBUTE NOT FOUND 










F \JI~ C T I fl i-J i:· f'i !~ ( D t J rH1 Y l 
l 'dt:c,r.R FtJG 
:;·rru:i:tJ 
c-------------------------------------------------~---------------------E ;J T I? Y L I 5 T A V < ~~ l 
c c 1n= !\ TE 1\ L I 5 r '.: I TH L c l\J TI~= f) ·'!. f? ET u I~ N I Ts N At'1 E 
F r-i G = L I S T ( 9 l 
C I~ UT ADD I~ ES S 0 F TH I S . L IS T I N D L F I ELD 0 F L I ST M 
CALL SETIN0(-1,L~KR(FNG 
I~ ET U I~ H 
(-------------------------------------------------------------------~---
EIHRY HAKEDL ( L, M) 
C 01 PT Y 0 L D D L 0 F L I ST M & IF IT D 0 ES hJ 0 T EX IS T 1 7 E f\O !-"ET U 1~ IJ E {) 
FttG ::~TnLST<~1l 
C CHECK TH/H fliE LISTS L & :"1 EX I ST 
r·J = L 0 C T ( •'l l 
t~=Ll!CT CL l 
C rl t\ I~ E L I S T L A Pl 0 F L I ST M 
CALL SET I~! D ( - 1 , K , - 1 , N + 2 l 
C I 1~ C R E A S E T H E L C N T !~ 0 F n L L 
CALL SETI~D(-1 ,-l,LCNTR(Ll+l.K~2l 
HE TIJ rm 
(--------------------~-----------------------------~--------------------EN TRY ~:HK LS S < L , M l 
C G I V E L I S T i1 i'. A L L J T S S U f1 L I S T S T 11 E M 1~ R K L 
FflG =M 
C MARK LIST M ~ APPOINT A READER LR FOR M 
L H =I.RD R 0 V ( M ri KL ST < L , M I l 
C JRAVERSE LIST STRUCTURE M SEARCHING FOR REFERENCES TO SUBLISTS 
1 X =ADV S ~JI~ ( l. R , K I 
C HAS THE SCARCH BEEN COMPLETED? 
IFCK,Nf,U) GO TO 2 
C r1 A f~ K THE SUBLIST REFERRED T 0 IN THE SUB l IS T N 0 DE ENC 0 UN TE RE 0 8 Y LR 
IDUM=MRKLSTCL,LNKRCXI I 
C CONTINUE THE TRAVERSAL 
GO TO 1 
C SEARCH COMPLETED - HENCE DELETE THE READER LR 
7 CALL HCELL <LI~ I 
RETlJf-(N 
c---------------------------------------------~-----------------------~-: ENTRY NULSTL<L,Ml 
C ALL CELLS TO LEFT OF L REMOVED FROM LIST M & PLACED ON NEW LIST 
C CREATE LIST ~ITH LCNTR OF 0 
FNG · =LISJ(9) 
C IS CELL FROM WHICH SPLITTING IS TO TAKE PLACE THE LIST HEAbtR? 
IFIID<Ll.NE,21 GO TO 3 
C H~ADER NODE OF EMPTY LIST FORMED 
CALL SETIND(2,FNG,fNG,fNGI 
f~ETUflN 
C POINTER TO TOP OF LIST M (NODE' TO RIGHT OF HEADER) 
; 
3 LTOP=LNKRCCONT<M>l 
C POINTER TO CELL TO RIGHT OF SPLITTING OBTAINED 
LSUC=LNKH<CONTILl l 
C JOIN TOGETHER CELLS OMITTED FROM THE SPLIT 
CALL SETIND1-l,-l,LSUC,M) 
CALL SETIND<-1,M ·-1.LSUCI 
C CREATE.HEADER NODE OF NODES TO BE REMOVED FROMM 
(Al6) 
c .; LL ·s ET r i'-i ri 1 2 , L , Lr or) , F 1~ G > 
C ,.JO li'-i R £:: M 0 \/EL) IW U ES T 0 N ['; HE ADE I? C ELL 
C/\LL 'iETIHD(-1,-l ,Ff\!G,L.> 
Cll! .. L SETIND(-l1Ft'~G.-J 1LTOPJ 
RETUPN 
c-------------------------------~----~--------------------~-------------ENTRY NULSTR<L,MJ 
C AS NULSTL AHOVl BUT SPLITTING IS TO RIGhT OF L 
FNG =LIST<91 
IFCID!L l.NE.2J GO TO '1 
CALL SETIND!21FNG,FNG,FNGl 
HETUr~N 
'1 L00T=LNKL<CONT(Ml I 
LP RE= UJ K l ( ((1 Mr ! L ) l 
CALL SF.:TINDC-l 1LPF1E1-l 1MI 
c A L L s E T I I~ D ( - 1 ' - l I M ' L p R E ) 
CALL SETIND(21LBOT1L 1FN~l 




E NT RY N X TL FT ( M , ,L) 
C T~KE NE~ CELL FROM AVAIL & INSE~T TO LEFT OF CELL L ~ITH 
C A DATUM VALUE OF M 
IL=NUCELLIDUMYI 
C RETURN ADDRESS OF NE~ CE~L CREATED 
F l·IG. =IL ' 
C LL IS POINTER TO CELL CURRENTLY AT RIGHT OF L 
LL=LNKL(CONTCLNKRCLll l 
C CH/\NGE POINTERS OF CELLS SO THAT NtW CELL LINKED INRETWEEN L & LL 
CALL SETIND(-1,-1,JL,LLI 
CALL SETINDC-l1IL1-l1LNKRlll l 
CALL SETINOCD1Lfi'.1LNKRCl.l 1lll 
C IS THE DATUM REING INSERTED A LIST NAME? 
IF(NAMTSTCMl.NE.Ol GO TO 5 
C DATUM IS A LIST NAME SO GIVE NE~ CELL ADDED IN ID=l 
CALL SETIND(l,-1,-1,ILl 
C I t IC i~ EM E l'J T LC NT R 0 F L I S T 1,, H 0 SE L I ST NAME l S 0 A T lJ M 0 F t4 E Ii CELL 
CALL SETIND(-l ,-l ,LCNTRIMl+l 1M+21 
C INSEkT DATUM INTO THE NEW CELL TO LEFT OF L 
5 DUMY=STRINO(M1Il+2l 
RETurrn 
c-----------------------------------------------~-----------------------· ENTRY NXTRGTCM,Ll 
C AS NXTLFT ABOVE EXCEPT THAT NE~ CELL IS ADDED Ta RIGHT OF CELL L 
I f?=NUCELL C DUMY l 
FNG =IR 
LH=LNKRCCONT(LNKR(Ll) I 
CALL SETIND<-1, If<,-1,Ll~l 
CALL SETIND1-1,-1,1R,LNKR<Ll I 
CALL S~TINnco.LNKR(LltLR.IR> 
I F ( NA 11 TS T < M l • NE • 0 I · G 0 T 0 6 
CALL SETINDcl,-1,-1,IRl 
CALL SET I ND ( - 1 , - 1 ,·LC NT R C !4 l + l , M + 2 l 
6 DUMY=STRIND<M,IR+2l 




'r UN CT I 0 N F NH ( DU M l'IY l 
C 0 M t'IO ~I ISL I PI •.11 I 1 n 1 l , J1 V 5 L 
I~ ET Uk ;\J 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------ENTfn f'Ar-<MT2(/\,Bl 
C I; U S 11 A /', f3 D 0 1·1! N 0 N F I f{ S T T 1'11 0 P U fl L I C L I 5 T S 
I 0 ll M ::: N !-_ ;u T 0 P ( A , 111 C 1 ) l 
IUllM=NP~TOP<B.~<21> 
F r~H =A 
Rt:Tur1N 
(----------------------------------------------------~-------------------
f.: N TR Y P fl i~ MTN ( V A. I~ 1 N ll M l 
DIMENSION VAL< ll 
C CHECK THAT MORE THA~ 100 PUBLIC LISTS NOT BEING USED 
IFCNU~.LT,l.OR,NUM,GT,100> GO TO 2 
D 0 1 I ::: 1 , I~ U M 




C NUM OUT OF RANGE 
2 Cl\Ll THCOFF 
TO 100 ERROR MESSAGE 
Pf~INT 899 
A99 FORMAT<• SECOND ARGUMENT OF CALL TO PARMTN NOT AN INTEGE.R IN THE R 
-ANGE 1 TO lUO•/t - NO STORAGE OF VALUES ON ~<II & PARMTN SET TO~ 
-ERO• l 
FNH =D.O 
RE T lJ I< I~ 
c---·--~------------------------------~-----------------------------~----Er·~ t RY RDLSTAIZl 
C CRDLlUF IS RUFFER INTO WHICH CAHO IMAGES ARE INSERTED 
DIMENSION CRD8UF112l 





I 'HEGER "I 0R11 • 8 L Ii N K , SY MB 0 L , LP , RP , PL AC£ 
C LP1 KP, BLANK ARE RIGHT JUSTIFIED FIELDDATA. CONSTANTS 
DATA HLA~1K ,LP,RP/' '•' (•,• )'/ 
9 0 0 F G R I~ A T C 1 2 A b l 
901 FORMATC1Xtl2A6l 
C CREATF A STACK LIST TO ~EEP TRACK OF LIST STRUCTURE TO BE INPUT 
I OIJM:::L IS T (ST ACK l 
C If~ IT I AL I 5 F. CH A f~ ACT ER C 0 UN T. WHEN I T RE ACHES 6 A N 0 DE HAS BEEN 
C FILLED WITH SIX FJ~LDDATA CHARACTERS. 
IS= l 
C INITIALISE VARIA~LE WORD TO BLANKS 
v: 0 R D = 8 L A N K 
K 0 U i·J T :: ll 
P L A C E = 0 L MJ K 
c ••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• · 
C kEAD & P~INT A CARD IMAGE 
S READ 900,CRDGUF 
PHINT ?01,CRDBUF 
C I~ IS CARD UUFFER WORD COUNT, IC THE CHARACTER COUNT FOR EACH 
C 8 U F F E R \,., 0 R D 




~ IC= 1 
c f x T lu\ c T c H '"~fl c TE r~ F f<O i1 I c ... TH ,., 0 r.;; I T I IJ r~ 0 F 1VO rm I ": () F c ~.flt) ti I.IF FE f'( 
c A INSERT IT RIGHT JUSTIFIED I~ A ALANK wo~o 
7 SYMHOL=JNTGF:R<r;!'JIN(CPIAl.tS(.')0UTCCP( ICI tCRDBUF( IWI l ,PLACF.J l 
C IS THE LETTER A 61.AMI<? 
I F ( S Yt1 H fJ I. • F. Q • H L A N t~ l G 0 T 0 I 7 
C J c; THE L E T TI:: ~ A LE F T P Ar~ E N THE 5 I ~ ? 
IFl5YHROL.EA.LPJ GO 10 10 
~ rs TH£ LETTER. A RIGHT PARENT~ESlS? 
I F I SY 118 0 L • E Q • RP ·l G 0 T 0 I 8 
Ci O T 0 l '! 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• · ••.• ·• • · .••••••••• 
C H 1' S 13 U F F E I? C H A H A C TE R C 0 U N T R E A C H ED E N D 0 F A W 0 RD 7 
A IF!IC.ECL6l GO TO 9 
C INCREMENT CHARACTER COUNT· 
IC=IC+l 
C CONTINUE CHARACTER SCAN FROM CARO BUFFER 
GO TO 7 
C HAS ~HOLE BUFFER BEEN SCANNED. - IF SO READ ANOTHER CARO 
9 IFCI~.EQ.121 GO TO 5 
C GO TO NEXT WORD OF CARO BUFFER 
r t;;c I W + J 
C CONTINUE CHARACTER SCAN 
GO TO (, 
c • • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
C I~ LEFT PARENTHESIS WtilCH WAS ENCOUNTERED THE FIRST OF THE LIST? 
C IF NOT GO TO STATEMENT 11 
In IF(~OUNT.NE.Ol GU TO 11 
C CHEATE NEW LIST l PUT REFERENCE NODE TO IT ON STACK 
. I f) t I M = N X T R G T ( L 1 S T I N E W ) , c; T A CK I 
KOUNT=l 
C REENTER ROUTTNE RECURSIVELY 
OUMY=V1SJTl$A,-l I 
C ON RETURN TO THIS LEVEL OF RECURSION REMOVE TOP REFERENCE ON ST~CK 
c & RETURN QATUM STORED THERE cnHICH POINTS DIRECTLY TO LIST STRUCTURE ' 
C CREATfDI. 
FNH =POPTOP<STACKl 
C DELETE THE STAC~ 
.l DU M =MT l. I ST ( ST A CK l 
CALL RCELLISTACKI 
RETURN . . 
c ••.•••••••.••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••.••.••.•••. ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l 
C LEFT PARENTHESIS ENCOUNTERED SO NEW SUBLIST REQUIRED I 
l I IFl~OHD.EQ.BLANKl GO TO 12 . 
C LEFT JUSTIFY CHARACTERS ALREADY IN WORD BEFORE L.P. ENCOUNTERED 
C & INSERT AT TOP OF LIST REFERRED.TO AT TOP OF STACK 
IDUM=NXTLFT1LANORMCWORDl,TOPISTACK)I 
C RFJNITIALtSE WORD & Is,· 
~1: O R D = B L fl N K 
IS= 1 
C RfCU~SJVELY REENTFR ROUTINE AT STATEMENT 13 
I? OUMY=VISJT($13,•l> ! 
C fJN RETURN FROM DEEPER RECURSION L'EVEL POP UP STACK, RF.:VERTil~G A LEVELi 
C I tJ THE I. I ST ST PUC T IJ f-( E 
JDU~=INTGER(POPTOPCSTACKll 
C CONTINUE SCAN 




c CRFf\TE t!L' LISf & INSERT ITS Ni\i1E J\T TOP OF LIST RF.r[frnEu TO AT 
C T (JP 0 F c; T 1' CK 
. I 3 · I 0 U i1 = l'J X TL FT < L I ST ( N n.· I , T 0 P I 5 T JI, Cl<: l I 
C 1 fi 5 £!,; T (,J E>11 L IS T NAME 0 N T 0 P 0 F ST ACK 
I [) I J 1"1 = N X T I< <; T ( N E :n , S T A C K l "1· 
C C01H I ~JUE SC/\hl 
GO TO fl 
C 5YM30L ENCOUNTERED SO PLACE IT IN WORD ON LEFT SHIFTING 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ' •••••••••••• ~ •••.••••••••• 
C CHARACTERS ALREADY THERE LEFT~ARDS 
l 'l \'.I 0 HD= I NT Gt: R ( SH I N ( 6 , S Yi'1R 0 L t ;·rn R 0 l l 
C I S t' (JR f) F II LL. Y F. T 7 
. IFI IS.EQ.6l GU TO 15 
C CONTINUE SCAN 
IS=IS+l 
GO TO 8 
C •.'! 0 R D I S f lJ L L S 0 P U T I T 0 N l I S T S T R U C T U R E & R E I N I T I A L I S E I T 
lS IS=l 
16 IOUM=NXTLFT(LANOHMl~ORDl,TOPISTACKll 
;·, 0 R D = a l A N I< 
C CONTINUE SCAN 
IS= 1 
GO TO i1 
c • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
C BLANK ENCOUNTfRED AS DELIMITER SO CONTI~UE SCAN IF ~ORD EMPTY 
17 IFC~ORO.E~.BLANKJ GO TO 8 
C •'ORD NOT EMPTY SO INSERT IN LIST STRUCTURE 
GO TO 16 
c • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
C RIGHT PARENTHESIS ENCOUNTERED 
l8 IF(WORD.EQ.RLANK) GO TO 19 
C INSERT CONT~NTS OF ~ORD (LEFT JUSTIFIED> ON TOP OF LISTREFERREO 
C TO AT TOP OF STACK 
I D U M = q X TL F T ( L Al-JO R M ( VJ 0 R D l , T 0 P ( S T A C K l ) 
C I{ E I N I T I A L I S E. t \'! 0 R D ' & • I S • 
'VO RD= 13 LANK 
I 5= 1 
C ASCEND A LEVEL. I~ THE RECURSION 
19 CALL TERM(Z,-1) 
(------·--------------------------------------------------------~--------ENTRY SUBSRT<DAT,LSTl 
C SUASTITUTE DAT FOR OATUM IN NODE AT BOTTOM OF LIST LST 
FNH =Sl.JhST!DAT1LNKLICONTCLSTl ll 
i~ ET URN 
(------------------------------------------------~--------------~-----~-
E~TRY SUGSTP!DAT,LSTJ 
c SUBSTITUTE DAT FOR UATUM IN NODE AT TOP or LIST LST 






C 0 Mf10 N I S L I P I \.\ ( ·1 U 1 l , A V S l 
I i 1 TE C. E f~ Fr~ I 
(-~------------------------------------------·---------------~-~---------ENTRY LSSCPY ( L1' l 
C APPOINT REAOER FDR LIST LA, CREATE NEW LIST, SAVE THE NA~ES ON PURLIC 
C LISTS & ENTER DEEP~R LEVEL OF RECURSION 
FNI= INTGER<VISIT($lOO,pARMT21LRDROV<LNl ,LISTl9l l I l 
C ON RETUl~N TO OUTERMOST LEVEL OF RECURSION TERMINATE PROCESS 
f~ ET URN 
C LC 15 NAME OF LIST STORED ON TOP OF ~(2l 
ll"lll L.C=INTGERITOP<1r1(2l J l 
C L~ IS NAMF OF REAOER STORED ON TOP OF Will 
LR=INTGERITOP<~Cll ll 
C AOV/\tlCE LINEARLY TO RIGHT SEARCHING FOR NON-HEADER MOOE 
1 X=ADVL"JR (LR, Kl 
C l"AS TARGET OF SEARCH FOUND? 
IFCK.E~.Dl GO TO 2 
C TAf~GET NDT FOUND SO POP UP READER 
CALL RCELLCLRJ 
C TERNINATE THIS LEVEL OF RECURSION, POP UP PUBLIC LISTS ~ RETURN l~A~E 
C OF LIST LC TO CORRESPONDING VISIT FUNCTION 
CALL TERMC~C1RF~TORl2ll 
C TARG~T FOUND. JS IT A SUBLIST NODE? 
2 JF<NA~TSTIXl.EQ.Ol GO TO 3 
C COPY TARGET FOUND TO BOTTO~ OF NE~ COPY OF LA 
IOUM=NE~BOT(XeLCl 
C CONTINUE READER SCAN'OF LIST STRUCTURE LA 
GO TO 1 
C HAVE SU~LIST CELL. CREATE READER FOR SUBLIST & CREATE A NE~ LIST 
c F 0 R c 0 p y 0 F s u BL Is T. s Av E v AL u E 5 0 N p u BL I c L I s Ts & HEE NT ER rm u TI rff 
C ~ECUHSIVELY. ON RfTURN TO THIS LEVEL OF RECURSION PLACE NA~E OF 
C COPY OF SUBLIST AT BOTTOM OF COPY OF OUTER LIST 
~ ID UM= NE ;c,i f.l 0 T ( V IS IT ( $ 1 0 0, PA HM T 2 ( L.R D f~ 0 V C X I , L IS T ( 9 l l l , T 0 P I W C 2 ) l J 
C CONTIN~E SCAN OF LIST STRUCTURE 
GO rn lO(J 
c-------------------------------------------------------M------------~--ENTRY LSTEQL<LA,LBl 
C APPOINT HEADERS FOR LAe LB LISTS , SAVE THEM ON PUBLIC LISTS 
C & ENTER DEEPER LEVEL OF RECURSION 
FNI =INTGEH!VISIT(~200,PARMT2!LRDROV!LAI tLROROVILBI ll l 
C CJN RETtll<N TO OUTERMOST LEVEL .OF RECURSIOM TERMINATE .PRdCESS 
liETUflN 
c Lf(/\ & urn AH E NM! Es (J F THE R E A I) ER s 0 F L I s Ts L A & L f) 
2un LRA=INTGERITOPIW!l) I) 
L k 8 = I t J T G E R < T 0 P I t11 ( 2 l l I 
C ADVANCE 80TH READERS LINEARLY TO RIGHT SEARCHING FOR NONHEADER NODE 
q XA=ADVL~RILRAeKAl 
X~=ADVLWRILRBeKAJ 
C ;, /\ S T I\ R (, E T 0 M L A F 0 UN I)? 
IFCKA.EQ.Ol GO TO 5 
C :AS TARGET ON LR FOUND? 
IFIKBl 6,716 
C TARGET ON LA FOUND. ~AS TARGET ON LB FOUND? 
5 IF!KD.NE.Ol GO TO 7 




IFCINT<i[l~IXAJ.EQ.INTGE:RIXHll GO TO 't 
C IS TARGET ON LA A SUBLIST CELL~ 
IFINAMTSTIXAl~NE~Ol bO TO 7 
C IS TARGET ON L8 A SU~LJST CELL? 
IF IN l\tl TS T ( X F\ l • NE • 0 l f; 0 T 0 7 
C SUUL I ST CELL FOUl'JD SO APPO I MT HEADERS FOR SUP.!- I STS , SAVE THE:1 · & 
C ENTEK DCEPER LEVEL OF RECURSION 
FNI =INTGERCVISITl1200,PARMT2CLRDROV!XAI ,LROROV!XBI l ll 
C IF T (ST \\' /\ S SUCCESSFUL C 0 NT IN U E SC AN 0 F THE LISTS 
IFIFNI l7.2on,7 
C POP UP HOTH i(Ef\DERS 
6 CALL RCELL!LR/\J 
CllLL RCELL(LRf1l 
C TE irn I N A T E C lJ HREN T LEV EL 0 F REC IJ R S I 0 N & RE TUR r.J 0 T 0 C 0 RR ES .P ON 0 I fl G 
C VISIT FUNCTION INDICATING SUCCESSFUL TEST ON LISTS 
CALL TFRMIO,RESTORl2l l 
C POP UP POTH RfAD!RS 
7 CALL RCELLCLRA) 
C /1 L L R C E L L C L R R ) 
C TERMINATE CURRENT LEVEL OF RECURSION & RETURN -1 TO COR~ESPONDINf 
C VISIT FUNCTION INDICATING THAT LIST STRUCTURES NOT EGUAL 
C A L L T f Im C - I , fff S T 0 R ( 2 l l 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------1 . . ENTRY NE~VAL<AT,VALtLSTl 
C FIND MACtiINE ADDRESS OF ATTRIBUTE AT ON DL OF LIST LST 
M=MAD/\ Tl~ (AT, LST l 
C ~AS ATTRIBUlE FOUND? 
IF!M.EQ,-1) GO TO 8 
C IF FOUND SUOSTITUTE VAL FOR VftLUE CORRESPONDING TO AT ON OL 
C RETURN OLD VALUE AS VALUE OF FUNCTION 
FNI =INTGER<SUBST<VAL,M•2ll 
r~ETUHN 
C AT NOT FOUND ON DL SO AT ~ CORRESPONDING VAL LOADED ON DL 
8 IDUM=LDATVL<AT,VAL,LSTI 







FU t.! CT I 0 IJ F N ,J <DU II MY l 
I ~.1TEGEJ~ FNJ 
• f< ET U fHI 
c---------------------~-------------:-7--------------·------~~----------ENTRY LDATVl(ATtVAL.LSTJ 
C IS DL FI EL!J OF HE.ADEr{ OF LI ST LST ZEHO? 
IF<LNKL<CONT<LST+21l.NE.OI GO TO l 
C DL FIELD ZERO SO CREATE .DL OF LIST LST & RETURN ITS NAME 
FNJ =LISTAV<LSTl 
C PU T A r J E ~'i C ELL 0 N T 0 P 0 F THE D L 
1 MADR=NXTLFT(01L~KL<CONT<LST+2l l I 
C ALTER LNKL FIELD OF CELL TO BE NEGATIVE 
lTEMP=-LNKL(COMT<MADRJ) 
CALL SETIND<-l1ITEMP,•l1MADRl 





C APPOINT REAflER K FOR LI ST' LST 
K=Lf<DROV < LST l 
C INITIALISE COUNT 
FNJ =O 
C ADVANCE DO~N LST STRUCTURALLY SEARCHING FOR NON-HEADER NODE 
2 Y = A D V 5 ·'!I' ( I< , J l 
C HAS TARGET BEEN FOUND? 
3 IF<J.NE.Ul GO TO q 
C IS TARGET NODE SUBLI~T CELL? IF NOT CONTINUE SCAN 
IF (NAM Ts T ( y ) • NE • 0 I G 0 r·o 2 
C HAS LIST POINTED TO BY CELL ALREADY BEEN TRAVERSED TO GET TO THIS 
C CELL? IF NOT CONTINUE SCAN 
IF<LSTPRO(Y,Kl.NE.Dl GO TO 2 
C LIST HAS ALREADY REEN TNAVERSED THROUGH 
C FINO ADDRESS OF NOD~ POINTED TO BY HEADER 
L=LPNTR(l<I 
C ADVANCE ALONG LIST LINEARLY 
Y=AOVLWR(K,Jl 
C DELETF SURLIST CELL POINTED TO BY K 
OUMY=DELETE<Ll 
C INCREASE DELETION COUNt <FINAL VALUE RETURNED AS VALUE OF FUNCTION 
FNJ .=FN~ +l 
C CONTINUE SCAN OF SUBLIST 
GO TO 3 








C fRASE LIST K & kETURN ITS NODES TO AVAIL 
C CHECK THAT K EXISTS 
L=LOCT!Kl 
C I-< E D UC E L OJT R 0 F K rH 0 i'J E 
C 1\ L L S E T I N D ( - l , - I , l C I J T R I L l - l , L + 2 ) 
C h f. T IJ I< N L C fJ T R A S V A L U E 0 F F U N C T I 0 N 
I f~ALST=LCNTR IL I 
C I S L E V I: L C 0 U ~4 T f 1-i: Z E R 0 ? I F N 0 T L I S T I S S T I L L R E F ER E NC E D A S A S U R I. I S T 
C ~ HE l•J CE C A N !~ 0 T BE D t. L F TED I M Vi f D I A TEL Y 
IFllRALST.NE.0) ~ETURN 
C Et1PT'f LIST K 
1 D U r\ :: 11 T L I 5 T ( K I 
C N HA~ CO~TENTS OF DL FIELO OF K 
f·J = L N K L I C 0 M T I LI l K F< I L ) + 2 > ) 
C IS THERE. A DL ATTACHED TO K? 
IF(N.EQ.Ol GO TO l 
C OHTAIN NE~ CELL FROM AVAIL 
N E 11.1 = N U C E L L I 0 U M Y l 
C SET UP NE~ CELL AS SUDLIST CELL REFERENCING DL 
CALL SETI3(-l,-1,1,-1,-1,-1,N,NtNE~l 
C PUT SUBLIST CfLL REFERRING TO DL frN AVAIL SO THAT NODES OF ~L CAN 
C aJ E US EU HY ST 0 RAGE' f~ EC l AM AT I 0 N i~1 HEN NEC E 5 SARY ( LC NT P 0 F [J L Z ER 0 l 
CALL HCEL L (NEW l 
C DELETE HEADEH OF K 






F U M C T I () N i-IU CF.. L L < D U M M Y l 
C 0 ~' r1 0 H I S L I f-' I 1,:·1 ( 1 U 1 l , A V S L 
C M IS PUINTEk TO TOP OF AVAIL 
.M = Ui I< ii' I A V S L I 




LIST OF AVAILAALE SPACE 
HAS ZERO U·JKH FI ELO 
(AVAIL> EXHAUSTED IF NEXT CELL OF AVAIL 
PI~ I t:J T 9 0 l 
901 FORMATl'l LIST OF AVAILA~LE SPACE EXHAUSTED.') 
C /\. L L \i l K 8 C I< ( l l 
C l S Cf: LL T A K E ~! 0 FF A V A I L A REFERENCE T 0 A 5 UBL I ST ? 
l IFtlO(Ml.NE.ll GO TO 2 
C C f~ L L IA' A S SU B L I S T R E F E RE fJC E S 0 A P P L Y I R A L S T T 0 D E L E T E L I S T R E F E R E ii C ED 
C OH TO DECREASE NUM8ER OF REFERENCES TO IT AS THIS SUBLIST NODE HAD 
C 8EEN RESTORED TO AVAIL 
IDUM=IRALST!CONT!M+2ll 
c· REAUJUST LIMITS OF AVAIL TO PRECLUDE CELL TAKEN FROM IT 
2 CALL SETDIR(-1,-1,LNKR(COl\JT(Ml l tAVSLl 
C ZEROISE NE~ NODE BEING DELIVERED FROM AVAIL 
DUMY=STRIND<STRIND<STRJNDIOtMltM+lltM+2l 












l. I S T I NG 0 F A S 5 E tt.·g L E R - C 0 D E D P R I ;·1 I T I V E R 0 U T I f.! F S 
---------------------------------------------
• NOTE: INDEX REGISTER ~11 IS US~D TO CARRY OVER THE AOnRESSES OF 
OF THE ARGUMt~TS OF A FUNCTION CALL FROM FORTRAN & THE 
RETURN ADDRESS, SINCE THE ASSEMBLER EQUIVALENT OF A FUNCTION 
OR SUBROUTINE CALL .IN FORTRAN IS: 
LMJ x11.xxxxxx 
+ ADDRESS OF ARGl 
+ ADDRESS OF ARG2 
+ AOOHESS OF ARGN 
+ ~ALKBACK WORD 
U P 0 N E N T f~ Y I i~ T 0 X X X X X X , X 1 l H A S I N I T S H 2 F l E L D 
TtlE l\DDF?ESS OF THE ll4STRUCTION FOLL0:1.!If\IG THE Lr1J1 I.E. IT 
CONTAINS THE ADDRESS OF THE FIRST ARGUMENT OF THE FU~CTION 
CALL. THE RETURN ADDRtss FROM·THE CALk" IS THAT Of THE 
INSTKUCTION FOLLO~ING THE WALKBACK ~ORDt I.E. THE AODRFSS 
IN THE MODIFIER CH2l FIELD OF XII PLUS M+lt ~HEREM IS 
T H E rm M B E R 0 F A R G u M E N T s 0 F T H E F u N c T I 0 !~ c A L L ~ H E N c E f\ Ju M p 
T fl M + l AS M 0 D IF IE 0 8 Y X 1 l IS R.E Q U IRE 0 T 0 RETURN FR 0 M Hf E 
F UMC TI 01\1. 
ACCUMULATOH REGISTER AO <WHICH OVERLAPS ~:ITH X9l IS· USED 
TO CARRY ~ACK THE VALUE OF A FUNCTION CALL TO THE 
CALLING PROGRAM, SINCE IF THE LMJ HAD BEEN EQUIVALENT 
TO A FUNCTION RATHER THAN A SUPHOUTINE CALL, THE JNSTl~UCTlON 
F 0 l L 0 'VI N G . T H E \'!A L K 8 A C K W 0 R D W 0 lJ L 0 B E A S T 0 R E I N $ T P lJ C T I 0 N 
T 0 S T 0 R E T HE C 0 N T E N T S 0 F A 0 S 0 M E W H E R E I N T H E C A L L I ·NG 
PlrnGIHM 
--------------------~-----~------~-----------------------·------------AXR$ \.. 
INFO "I 2 • LINKAGE TO $(2l,BLNK RES BLANK COMMON 
$(QJ,REGS RES '+ .. TEMPORARY 1-?EG I STER STORAGE 
:~18 + •PRMTVS• • WALKBACK 
+ 0,$-$ PACKAGE 
TEMP + () • TEMPORARY STORAGE 
--------------------------------·---------------~---------------------. . till.CONT• NOP AO, !J • CONT, INHALT i DEM T.l CAL 
INHALT• LA1H2 MJ,U,Xll • LOAD ADDl{ESS C 0 N T A I l·J E D 
LA,H2 AD.CJ,AO AS lST /\RGUMENT·INTO AO 
LA A fl , U , A 0 • LOAD CONTENTS OF ADDRESS 








2 • x l 1 
• LOAD 'FLAG• FIELD OF ADDRESS 







2 • x 1 l 
• LOAD •HALF• FIELD OF ADDRESS 
---------------------------------------------------------------------) GETMRK• LA1H2 Ao,u,x11 
LA .t-·12 
L .~, 52 
J 
(A27) 
i\ 0 ,() ' A (J 
/\U.J oAO 
/,XI 1 
• L 0 AD ' MARK ' · FI FL D 0 F A :J !H~ F SS 
---------------------------------------------------------------------LA,H2 
L fl , H 2 





? .X 1 I 
, LOAD •ID• FIELD OF AOD~ESS .. 






J\ 0 .tJ 
A0,01Xll 
l\fJ,O,AO 
2 I X 1 1 
• HJ T GER I RE{\ urn r, RE IDE rn I c ,, L 
, L 0 A 0 T H E P 1, I'< A tl F_ T E H 
l tJT 0 . REG J ST Er-i I\ fl 
, RETURM 'T-/IT!i VALUE IM AU 
------------------------------------------------------------------~--LANOR!'H LA,H2 An.o,x11 . LOAD I\ L P H A :1 E H I C WORD 
L /\ A0d11AO INTO REGISTER AU 
TNE A 0, I ' • l IF WORi) IS FILLE.D 
J 2 • x 1 1 ,,, IT Ii 8 L /\ ~j K 5 I RETURN s /\ /\l1REGS . SAVE REriISTER 
" 1 SA AD.TEMP • LOOP: S l 011 E 'H 0 f~ D 
LA,51 Al.TF.Mf-' • LOAD RIGHTMOST CHARACTEH 
TE Jl.lt!US> • IF THIS A !'.'.\LANK 
J $'+3 EXIT FROM LOOP 
LSSC Afl,6 • CJHCIJLAR SHIFT CHARS, LEFTV:ARO 
J $-S • CONTINUE LOOP 
LA fo. I 1REGS • OU_T OF LOOP: RESTORE A 1 





"n, u, AO 
2 t x 1 1 
• LOAD lST PARAMETER INTO AO 





AO t 0 I AO 
2 I X l l 





A 0 •. 0 I A 0 
2 Ix I I 
, OBTAIN LNKR FIELD OF AO .. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------M ADOV • LA,H2 
J 
A 0 , 0 t X l 1 
2 t X I l 
.• OBTAIN ADDRESS OF PARAMETER 
, RETURN WITH ADDRESS IN AO 
---------------------------------------------------------------------PUTFLG• LA,H2 Alltl,Xll • LOAD ADDRESS CONTAINED 
L/\,H2 A1j,o,Ao AS 2ND ARGUMENT INTO AO 
SA Al,REGS • SAVE CONTl::NT OF A 1 
LA,H2 At.o,x11 • LOAD lST ARGUMEIH 
LA Al.Cl,/\l .. INTO REGISTER A 1 
SA,53 Altl,AO • STORE IN 'FLAG• FIELD 
LI\ AleREGS RESTORE A 1 
J 3 t x l l • RETURN 




LA AltOtAl . . 
,. \ 




f.. I , 1 , A IJ 
•\ l 1 fff GS 
3 ' }.. l 1 
• STOHE 11'1 '1tfil.F"• FIF.LD 
---------------------------------------------------------------------PU H1H!\ + L. A, H2 Atl.1,Xll • SIMILAR TO •PUTFLG' 
U\,H2 A fl • u • A 0 
SA Ale REGS 
LA,H2 AJ,n,x11 
LA A l , (I , A l 
SA 1S2 AJ,I,AO • STORE IN 'llAHK• FIELD 
LA A 1 , REGS 
J .., .x l 1 
----------------~----------------------------------------------------SETOJH• LAeH2 AO,J,Xll . LOAD If TH PAHAMETER (Af)DRE55> 
ENTI SA Al.REGS • SAVE REGISTER'AI 
LAeH2 Altl.Xll LOAD IIHO REC1ISTER A 1 
LA Al1U1Al .. SECOl\JD PAHM1ETER 
TE flt,(-1) •.\:· IF -1 DO NOT STORE I T . 
SA.HJ Al,O,AO • STORE IN 'LNKL' OF ADDHF.SS 
LA1H2 Al,2,Xll . THIRD 
LA AltlJ,Al • PARAMETER 
TE Al,(-JI 
SA,H2 fd101AO • STOf~E IN 'LNKR• OF ADDRESS 
LI\ t H 2 A1.o.x11 • FIRST 
LA Al,O,Al PARAMETEI~ 
TE:. 111,(-1) 
SA,Sl AltleAO • STORE IN ' I D ' OF A OD RESS 
LA Ale REGS RESTORE REGISTER Al 







• LOAD ~TH PARAMETER 
CINOIRECT ADDRESS> 
• PROCEED TO CODING AT ENTl 
---------------------------~-----~-----------------------------------SETD3• L/\,H2 A018tXll • LOAD 9TH PARAMETER <ADURESSI ENT2 SA AleREGS SAVE REGISTER A 1 
LA1H2 Al,(J,Xll • LOAD INTO HEGISTER A 1 
LA 111.0.111 FIRST PARAMETER 
TE Altl•ll • IF -1 DO tJOT STORE IT 
SAtHl 111.0.110 STORE IN 'LfllKL• OF ADDRESS 
LA,H2 AltltXll • SECOND 
LA Al,Q,Al PARAMETER 
TE Al.C-ll 
SAeH.2 Al,O,AO • STORE IN 'LNKR• OF ADDRESS 
LA,Hl Alt2tXll • THIRD 
LA Al,O,Al PARAMETER 
TE Ald-11 
SA • S l AltltAO • STORE IN • ID' OF ADDRESS 
LA1H2 Al~31Xll • FOURTH 
LA AltOeAl PARAMETER 
lE Al.C-ll 
SA152 AltleAU .. STORE IN 'MARK• OF ADDRESS 
LAeH2 Al1 1t1Xll FIFTH 
LA 111.o,A1 PA.R AME T ER 
TE Altl•ll 





LA JI I ·, U , A l PARAMETER 
TE Altl-ll 
SAoH2 AJ,J,AU • STORE IN 'HALF• ·oF ADDRESS 
LA1H2 Al.IJtXll • SEVENTH 
L /\ Al,U,/'1 PARAMETER 
TE Al , I - I l 
S/\1Hl Ale2.AO • STORE IN 'LPNTR• OF AOJ>RESS 
LA,H2 Al171Xll • EIGHTH 
Li\ Al1D1Al PARAMETER 
TE Al .(-1 l 
SA;H2 Al,2,AO • STORE IN 'LCl'HR• OF A iJ'DRE SS 
l II AJ,REGS • RESTORE REGISTER A 1 
J 10.x11 • RE.TURN . 




A 0, lJ, AO 
El'lT 2 
• LOAD 9TH PARAMETER 
!INDIRECT ADDRESS) 
PROCEED TO CODING AT fNT2 
--------------------------~------------------------------------------SHIN• LA1H2 110.o,x11 • L 0 AD !ST ARGUMENT LA /\O,O,AO INTO REGISTER AO 
SA AO.TEMP • SAVE ARGUMENT 
LA1H2 110.2.x11 • LOAD 3RD ARGUMENT 
LA /\D,U,AO INTO REGISTER AO 
LSSL AO,•TEMP • SHIFT 3RD AF~ G • LEFT ' N • BITS 
SA Al.REGS • SAVE s I\ f121REGS+J REGISTF.RS 
SR R2,REGS+2 USED 
LA11-12 Al1l1Xll LOAD 2ND ARGUMENT 
LA Aldl1Al INTO RE<; I STER Al 
sz A2 OBTAIN BITS 
DSL Al 1•TEMP TO 8E INSERTED 
SA A2tAl IN THIRD 
LSSC Al,•TEMP ARGUMENT 
LA J\2.C-0) • OBTAIN MASK 
LSSL A2,«TEMP FOR 
S ~J A A2,TEMP INSERTI,ON 
LA A21TEMP 
LR R2,A2 • INSERTION 
. Mlll AO.Al PROCESS 
SA Ale/10 
LA Al 1REGS • RESTORE 
LA A2.REGS+2 REGISTERS 
LR R2,REGS+2 USED 
J 't.Xll HE TURN 
--------------~-----------~-----~----~--------------------------~~---SQ I fH LA,H2 A0101Xll . LOAD IST ARGUMENT 
LA AO,O,AO INTO REGISTER AO 
SA Al.REGS • SAVE SA A2,REGS+l REGISTERS 
SR R2,REGS+2 USED 
sx X61REGS+3 
L X, U. XI.> t 0. • SHIFTING OF, 2ND ARGUMENT LA;U A l , 1 DETERMINED FROM MASK: 
AND A I , A 0 
TE , lJ A210 ; TEST FOR TRAILING ZERO BIT 





















"n • l 
$-5 







AU, 0, A 0 
AO,Al 







• CONTINUE LOOPI~G 
• COUNT OF Nn. OF BITS TO SHIFT 
••• 1. ~ L 0 A D & L E F T S H I F T 
SECOND 
ARGUMENT 









----------------------------------------------------------~----------SfWlJT•. Ll\,H2 AIJ,Q,Xll • LOAD MASK 
LA AO,G,AO INTO REGISTER AO 
SA A l , REGS. . SAVE 
SA A2,REGS+l REGISTERS 
sx 'X6 tREGS+2 USED Lx,u X6t0 • COUNT TRAILING ZEROS 
LA,U A l , 1 OF MASK. 
/\ND Al •A 0 
TE1U JI 2 • 0 TEST FOR TRAILIMG ZERO HIT 
J $+Lf • EXIT FROM LOOP 
Ax,u x 6. l 
SSC A 0 , l 
J $-S .·CONTINUE LOOPING 
sx X6,TEMP • COUNT OF NO. OF BITS TO SHIFT 
LSSC AO,•TEMP • LEFTSHIFT MASK BACK AG.A IN 
LA,H2 Altl.Xll • LOAD 2ND ARGUMENT 
L fl Al,U,Al INTO REGISTER .Al 
I\ 140 Al,/1.0 • OBTAIN FIELD SPECIF•D BY MASK 
SSL A2,•TEMP • REMOVE TRAILING ZERO BITS 
SA A2tAO • RESULT IS VALUE OF FUNCTION. 
L A Al.REGS • RESTORE 
LA fl 2, HEGS+ 1 REGISTERS 
LX X6tf~EGS+2 USED 
J 3 .x 1 l • RETURN 
---------------------------------------------------------------------STROIR•. SA Al.REGS SAVE REGISTER A 1 
LA,H2 /\ltl1Xll • LOAD PAR, 2 (ADDRESS> INTO A 1 ENT3 LA1H2 AD.o,x11 • LOALl FI HST 
LA AO, 0, A 0 PARAMETER INTO AO 
SA AO t lJ I A 1 . STORE IN ADDRESS. 
L I\ Alt REGS • RESTORE REG I S·TER A l 
J 3 t x 1 1 • RETURN 








• SAVE REGISTER Al 
• LOAD PAR. 2 <ADDRESS) 
. • INTO Al !INDIRECT> 
• PROCEED TO CODING AT ENT3 
---------------------------~-----------------------------------------SLJ TON$ • SWITCH ON 
•. '-1 
(A31) 




l , X l I 
• SrITCH OFF 
ASSEMBLEF? TR!\CE 




LX Xll1l1AO WALKBACt< 
SA Al,$+2 
SLJ MERR$ 


















------------------• SEE DESCRIPTION OF HEcur~sION ROUTINES IN SECTIOtJ 2.3.?..6 OF Tt.x.r 
---------------------------~-----------------------------------------AX ;~g; 
I f\I F 0 
i-121 tBLNK HES 
SLIP INFO 
<t < 3 > , x· RES 
$ I 0 I , :v T E R M + 
+ 


















b L f\ N K C 0 M ~10 h 
, LINKAGE TO IHMED C011M0f'l SLIP 
WITH PU~LIC LISTS ~ AVSL 
~ WALKRACK PACKAGE 
FOR SU~ROUTI~E TERM 
, WALKRACK PACKAGE 
F 0 R FU f~ CT I (HJ V IS I T 
, T E Vi P 0 R A R Y S T 0 I~ /\ r, E T 0 S I\ V E f\ l , 
, ST 0 R AGE F 0 f? J lJ 11 p I r~ S TR UC T I 0 N 





















3 .x 1 1 
, TERMINATE RECURSIVE CODING 
~ALKAACK REGISTER-SAVE 
, E~UJVALENT 
TO FUNCTION CALL 
POPTOPIXt 1011 l 
, SAVE VALUE OF POPTOP CALL 
, LOAD l ST ARGUMENT 1'.H I CH IS 
VALUE OF CORR, VISIT CALL 
, LOAD RETURN ADDRESS INTO XII. 
RESTORE FROM CORR. VISIT CALL 
RETURN JO CORN. VISIT CALL 
---------------------------------~---------------~----------~--------! . V I S I T " SA AleTEMP SAVE REGISTER A 1 
sx.H2 Xl 11.VVISIT+I • WAl,.KBACK REGISTER-SAVE 
LA ( j A1,o.x11 STORE LABEL OF RECURSIVE RLOCK I I SA A I , JUMP OF CODING TO BE ENTERED 
LA,U II l , !'/ V J S I T + l LOAD RETURN ADDRESS AND I ' 
SA1H2 Al,$+2 STORE IN CALL ON NE \'JT 0 P 
LMJ Xll,NEWTOP EQUIVALENT TO 
+ n THE FUNCTION CALL 
+ X+IOO NEWTOP<RETURN ADDRESS, + $ - 3 , '.~ V I S I T • XClOll> 








,SllflROUT I NE SRB 
COMMON /SLIP/ X(IOlltAllSL 
f~ ET U f? N 
. . . 
(---------------------~~-------------------------------------~----------E I JT R Y [) E R R 0 R ( N ) .,
1
. 
C ERROR MESSAGE ROUTINE FOR DL ROUTINES 
C 1\ L L T R C 0 F F 
I' ,, I N T 9 0 0 , N 
Pi~ INT 9 0 l 
f\ETURN 
900 FORMAT(///' LIST-NAME= '•012/l 
901 FORMAT!• ATTHIBIJTE-VALIJE LIST REQUIRED Bl.IT NnT FOlJND'l 
c·-------~-----·-----------------------------------------------~-------· ENTRY INITAS!M,Nl 
C INITIALISATION ROUTINE OF SLIP 
C X ARRAY HOLDS NAMES OF PURLIC LISTS, AVSL THE STORAGE LIMITS OF 
c AVAIL. \:\: ARHAY HOLDS HEADER NODES OF PUHLIC LISTS & M rs THE AR~AY 
C DIMENSIONED N TO HOLD THE LIST OF AVAILABLE SPACE, AVAIL 
DIMENSION tf.1(30Jl1Mlll 
C CREATE THE PUBLIC LISTS & THEIR NAMES 
DO 1 I=lt!Ol 
J=3•I-2 
DUM=STRDIR(STR~IR<STRDIR<STRDIRIO,X!Il ltWIJl lt~CJ+lll1Wl·J+2ll 
CALL SETDIRC-1,MADOV<W<Jl ltMADOV<W<JlltXllll 
1 CALL SETD3(MADOV(~(Jl)1MADOVIWIJ)),2,-1.-1.-1.-1,qo9s,W(J)) 
C ZEROISE THE M ARRAY 
oo 2 I=l1N 
2 M<Il=O 




C LINK TOGETHER AVAIL FROM M ARRAY, LAST 3 ~OROS OF M REMAIN ZERO 
c so THAT HAVE END MARKER TO INDICATE THAT AVAIL rs EXHAUSTED 
DO 3 I=l1K13 
3 CALL SETOIR<-1 ,-1,MADOV<M< !+31 l tMI I)) 
C SET UP AVAIL LIMITS IN AVSL, THE QUASI-NAME OF AVAIL 
CALL SETDIR(-1,MADOV<M<N-2111MADOV(M(lll 1AVSLl 
RETURN· 
c------------------------------------~---------------·------------------ENTRY RCELLCCELLI 
C RETURN NOOE OF WHICH CELL IS THE ADDRESS TO AVAIL 
C LINK CELL To BOTTOM OF AVAIL 
CALL SETIND(-l,•l1CELL,LNKL!AVSLll 
C CHANGE AVSL TO INCORPORATE CELL IN AVAIL LIMITS 
CALL SETOIR(•l1CELL1-l1AVSL) 







S U I:\ R 0 IJ T I N E S lff 





lF(LNKRCil.EQ.Ol GO TO 2 
I =MADfHiT ( l l. 
K=K+l 
GO TO 1 
2 PHINT 799,K 
799 FURMAT<'O LIST OF AVAILABLE SPACE CONTAINS •,15,1 NODES'I 
HETURN 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------ENTRY LSTRCE(LSTeLSTNAMtNI 
c PRINT our NODES OF LIST LST IN OCTAL & ALPHAMERIC FORMAT'' 
C IF N=O QCTAL FORMAT ONLY 
C IF N~J HEADER & SUBLIST NODES IN OCTAL & REMAINO~R IN AL~HA FORMAT 
DIMENSION ICONTl31 
800 FURMATl/lH ,60(•,-t)) 











Pf< I NT A 02 
.J=LNKRCLl 
00 3 K=lt3 
3 ICONTCKl=INH~LTIJ~K-11 
PRINT 80't1J,ICONT 
·'t J=MADl~GT ( J l 
C H4VE REACHED LIST HEADER YET? 
IFllDCJl.EQ.21 GO TO 7 
DOS K=l13 
OF NODE'!> 
C PµT CONTENTS OF NODE (3 WORDS> INTO ARRAY ICONT 
5 IC 0 NT I K I =IN Ii AL T'I J + K - 1 I 
C IS NODt TO BE PRINTED IN ALPHAMERIC FORMAT? 
IF<N.EQ.l.AND.JO(Jl.EQ.Ol GO TO 6 
PRINT aoq,J,ICONT 
GO TO 't 
6 PRINT 60J,J1ICONT 
GO TO 't 
7 PHINT 800 
RETUHN . 
c----------------------------~--------------------------------------~---ENTRY PRESRV(Nlt 
C PUSH THE VALUES STORED ON TOP OF FIRST N PUBLIC LI~TS AGAIN ON 
C TOP OF THEM 








c ouTLST IS LIST TO BE PRINTED. FORMAT OF OUTPUT ts SPECIFIED BY 11 
EI~ U IV f\ LE I~ CE ( K 0 UT • 0 UT ) 
C/\LL THCOFF 
900 FOHMAT(21Xel0HAEG1~ LISTI 
901 FORMATl21XebHEND LISTI 
9U~ FORMATl21Xellql 
903 FURMAT!21Xel3HBEG1N SUBLIST) 
901.f FORMAT<21XtllHEND SUBLISTI 
905 FORM/\T(21XeAbl 
9U6 FORMATt21XeF10.l.fl 
907 f0RMATl21Xtl3HEMPTY SUBLIST) 
PRINT 900 
C A PP 0 1 N T t~ E A D E R LR F 0 R 0 lJ TL S T 
LR=LROROVCOUTLST) 
LEVEL=O 
C ADVANCE STRUCTURALLY DONN OUTLST 
20 X=ADVS~RILReKl 
C HAVE REACHED HEADER NOOE Of MA'IN LiST YET? 
IFCK,NE.01 GO TO 110 
C COMPARE •LEVEL• & THE ~EVEL IN STRUCTURE ~T WHICH LR IS 
30 IF<LEVEL-LCNTRCLRll 1qo.qo,100 
C IS THE NODE POINTED TO BY LR A SUBLIST NODE? 
l.fO IFCNAMTST!Xl.NE.O> GO TO 60 
C IS THE LIST REFERENCED BY SUBLIST NODE EMPTY? 
IFILISTMT<X>.~E.O> GO TO 50 
C EMPTY SUBLIST 
PHINT 907 
C CONTINUE TRAVERSAL OF OUTLST 
GO TO 20 
SO PRINT 903 
C DESCEND A LEVEL IN THE OUTLST LIST 
LEVEL=LEVEL+l 
C CONTINUE SCAN 
GO TO 20 
C NODE POINTED TO BY LR A DATUM NOOE. PRINT OUT DATUM IN APPROPRIATE 
C FORMAT & THEN CONTINUE SCAN 
60 ifCJJ.LT.1.0R.tI.GT.3)· 11=3 
GO TO C7U,80190) d I 
70 OUT=X 
PH I IH 902,KOUT 
GO TO 20 
80 OUT==X 
Pf~ I iH 90SeKOUT 
GO TO 20 ' 90 PRINT 906eX. 
GO TO 20 
C READER HAS ASCENDED OUT OF A SUBLIST 
JOO PRitlT 90"1 
C PRINT END OF SUBLIST ~ESSAGE & DECREMENT LEVEL 
LEVEL=LEVEL-1 
C CHECK IF RACK IN MAIN LIST YET <STATEMENT 30) 
GO TO 30 . 
C HAVE REACHED HEADER OF' MAIN LIST. CHECK IF END OF SUBLIST MESSAGES 
C BALANCE BEGINNING OF SUALIST MESSAGES 
110 IF(LE'.VEL-LCNTR(LR)l 11.f01130el20 
C STILL HAVE END OF SUBLIST MESSAGES TO PRINT OUT 
120 PRINT 90't 
() 
I . 
", . ' 
APPENDIX.B 
· DER IV: FORT RAN LISTINGS 






C QIFFERENTIATION ROUTINE. SfE FLO~CHART IN APPENOIX C. 
C FLOWCHARTS OF Sl11PLIFJCAT10N PROCEDURES OF aASIC OPERATORS 
C GTVEN IN Fl~URES 11 THROUGH 15 OF TEXT 
c 
C LST IS LIST NAME OF EXPRESSION TO BE OIFFERENTI/ITED 
C DIFVAR 15 HOLLEHITH NAME OF VARIARLE OF DTFFEHENTJATION 
C IJAMEDF IS HOLLERITH TAG TO BE ATTACHED TO DEtHVATIVE LIST 
c 
C CP AHRAY HOLDS MASKS FOR ~IXTH FIELDS OF A WORD 
C OPRS IS THE OPERATOR TABLE 
C IPTR & LNGTH ARRAYS HOLO POINTERS & LENGTHS OF OPERANDS 
C OF OPERATOR AT ANY STAGE 
C ICAT ARRAY HOLDS •CATEGORY' OF. OPERANDS~ If 1 A CO~STANT 
C IF 2 THE VAHIA8LE OF DIFFERENTIATION & IF 3 AN EXPRESSION 
COMMON /SLIP/ ~(100) 
COMMOIJ I I OD I FN/CP I 6 l, DUMMY ( 221, OPRS ( '+0) 
INTEGER OPRStlOPRS/32/ 
D J.M ENS I 0 N I PT R ( 2 l , LNG TH·, 2 l , I CAT f 2 I 
C lNOOE IS POINTER IN INPUT EXPRESSI-ON LST 
l~ODE=LNKRCLOCT(LSTl) 
C CREATE DERIVATIVE LIST, RETURNING ITS NAME AS FUNCTION VAL0E 
ALGOIF=REALNOIL~STILSTDIFl) 
C lNODED JS POINTER IN .OERINATIVE LIST 
I NODED=UIKH ( LSTO IF) 
I=LNl<'.P.li"v( 100)) 
C SEARCH COLLATOR LIST FOR TAG OF DERIVATIVE LIST 
S l=M/IDRGTll) 
IF(IDII).Eq.21 GO TO 6 
IFINAMEDF.EQ.NDATCill GO TO 7 
Gll TO 5 
C TAG NOT FOUND ON COLLATOR LIST 50 ADD A NODE TO IT 
6 I=NEWNOD(Q,Q,NAHEUFtll 
GO TO 8 
C TAG ALREAOY ON COLLATOR LIST 50 OVERWRITE CONTENTS OF THIS NOOE 
7 DUMY=STRINDCNAMEDF,I+2l 
C INSERT POINTER TO DERIVATIVE IN RELEVANT CELL OF COLLATOR LIST 
8 DUMY=PUTHAF ( 1 NOOEO, I I 
C INSERT VARIABLE OF DIFFERENTIATION & POINTER TO DERIVATIVE 
C IN THE DL OF LIST LST 
IDUM=NEWVALCDIFVAH,JNOOEOtLST) 
C START SCAN THROUGH LIST LST 
INODE=MADRGT!INODEl 
C ENTER ROUTINE RECURSIVELY 
DUMY=VI5ITl$10,-1) 
C EXIT FROM FUNCTION UPON RETURN TO THIS LEVEL OF RECURSION 
RE.TURI'! 
c------------------------·---~--------------------~------~--------------
C RECOGNITION 110DULE 
C IS NODE POINTED TO ~y INODE OF UNIT LENGTH? 
10 IF<NCQf)E(INODEl,NE.01 GO TO 19 
C SEARCH OPERATOR TABLE.TO FINO POSITION OF -OPERATOR FOUND ON LST IN IT 
D 0 l 1 I D A T = 1 , .J 0 P ~ 5. 
IFCNDAT!INOOEJ,EQ.OPRSCIDATll GO TO 12 
11 CONTINUE 
C OPERATOR ENCOUNTERED IN LIST THAT I~ NOT ON OPRS· TABLE: ERROR 
CALL WLKBCK!3l 
.. '.1] ;..._ .. 
(B2) · 
C DELI~IEATE OPERANDS OF OPERATOR ENCOUNTERED, ASSIGNING. THEIR 
C POINTERS, LENGTHS AND 'CAT·EGORIES• 
12· ilEMP=INOD[ 
DO 13 IK=l•2 
IPTH<IKl=HADRGT<ITEMPI . 
13 CALL HANDLEIIPTR<IKl,ITEMP,LNGTH<IKll 
IUUM=NE~TOPllTEMP,W(99i·> 
DO 16 IK=l•2 
IF(LNGTHCI~l.GT.11 GO TO 15 
I CODE=NCO[)E (I FITR (I Kl l 
IFIICOOE.EQ.'t.AND.NDATIIPTRIIKil.EQ.INTGER(DIFVAR)I GO TO l'l 
IFIJNTGERIGETHAFCIPTRIIKlll.NE,01 GO TO 15 
ICATIJKl=l 
GO TO 16 
J'f ICAT<IKi=2 
GO TO 16 
15 ICATIIKl=J 
16 CONTINUE 
C I S 0 P E R A T 0 R A t I J M A R Y • F U NC T I 0 N W I T H C 0 N 5 T A N T .Cl P E R A M D '? 
IFINPREC( IPTRl2l l .EQ.B,AND. ICATl2l ,ECJ. l I .GO TO 17 
GO TO 120,q6,70,190,lSO,J30,3SD,370~390,'tl01'tl01'tSO,'t90,5301SSO, 
-570,590,610,630e65016701690,7101730,7S0,780,A10,830,8S0,870,890, 
- 9001.IDAT 
C UNARY FUNCTION WITH CONSTANT OPERAND SO DERIVATIVE ZERO 
1 7 I N 0 0 E D = NE ~1 N 0 D ( l , 0 , 0 , I N 0 0 ED ) 
INODE=INTGF.~IPflPTQP(!/\11991 ll 
C ASCEND A LEVEL IN THE RECURSION 
CALL TERMl8.0,-ll 
c-------------------------------------~--------------------------------~ . . c UNIT LENGTH OPERAND MODULE 
19 INODED=NDIFllNODE,INOOED,OIFVARI 
CALL TERM<0.0,•11 
c---------------··--~------·•---~-~-----------·---------------------~--· c AODITIOM MODULE 
20 IFllCATll).GT.ll GO TO 26 
IFIICATl2l.GT.1l GO TO 22 
I NO[)EO=NE'':NOO I l, 0, 0, I NOD ED l 
G 0 TO '+ S 
22 IFIICATl2l.GT.21 GO TO 't'f 
INOOED=NE~NODll10tl1INODEDl 
GO TO l.f 5 
26 1FllCATlll.GT.2l GO TO 30 
IFllCATC2l.GT.ll GO TO 28 
I NODED=NEWNOD I 1, 0, l, I NOD ED l 
GO TO 'tS 
28 IFIICATl2l.GT.2l GO TO .l't 
INODED=NEWNODllt0,2~INODEDl 




IF(ICATl2l.GT.ll GO TO 32 
I rm= l 
GO TO 36 











.IJ o '+ n I K = I , 2 
I D U M = N E W T 0 P ( 1 P T R C ·I K ) 1 ~I ( 9 9 ) ) 
'+ (l I Du M =ME w T 0 p ( Lt~ GT H ' I K ) I VJ ( 9 9 ) ) .. ,, 
I DUM=NEWTOP (I PM 111' ( 99 I l 




DO '+2 IK=21l1-l 
LMGTHI IKl=lNTGERIPOPTOPIVH99l I I 
'+2 IPTRl1Kl=lNTGER(POPTOPIW1991ll 
IF<IND.EQ.11 GO TO '+5 
IF(IPM.EQ.21 GO TO '+5 
'f'+ IPM=2 
GO TO 38 
qS INODE=INTGERIPOPTOPIW(~9lll 
CALL TERMI0.01-ll 
(----------------------------------------------------------------------- . C SUBTRACTION MOOULE · 
'+6 IFllCAT(ll.GT.l,l GO TO SO 
IFl1CAT(2l.GT.ll GO TO 'fB 
'+7 INODED=NEWNOD(l10101lNODEDl 
GO TO 66 
'+8 INODEO=NEWNODC01't10PRSC2l1lNOOEpl 
INOnED=NEWNODl3101lH#1INODEDI 
GO TO 6'+ 
50 IFllCAT(ll.GT.21 GO TO 5'+ 
I F I I C A T I 2 I • G T • I l. Ci 0, T 0 ·5 2 
lNODED=NEWNODll101l1INODEDl 
GO TfJ 66 
52 IFIICAT<2l.GT.2l GO TO 56 
GO TO '+7 
S'+ IF<ICATl2l,GT.ll GO TO 55 
IMD=l 
GO TO 58 





DO 61 IK=lo2 
I U U M = N E l!I T 0 P < I P T R ( I K I , 111 ( 9 9 l I 
61 lDUM=NEWTOP<LNGTH( IKl 1Wl99) I 
IDUM=NEWTOP11PMoW(991 I 




OU 62 IK=2'1o-l 
LNGTHl1Kl=INTGERIPOPTOPIW199) II 
b2 IPTRI IKl=INTGERCPOPTOP(VJ<99l 11 
IFIINO,EQ.ll GO TO 66 





GO TO 60 
6 (., I !·l 0 D E = I N T <i E R I P 0 P T 0 P < W I 9 9 I I > 
CALL TERM1n.o.-1) 
( -------------------------~----------~----------~---------------~-------' ' 
C MU LT 1 PL l CAT I 0 N M 0 n IJ L·E 
70 I SW= fl -.1:· 
IFCICATCll.<iT.11 GO TO 76 
IF<ICATl2J.<:iT.ll GO TO 72 
INOOED=NE~NODCI.o.o.1NOUEDl 
GO TO l'tO 
72 JFCICATC21.GT.2> GO TO 130 
INODED=lOPCPYCIPTR<lltLNGTH(ll•INODEDl 
GO TO l'tO 
76 JF<TCAT<ll.~T.?.l.GO TO 82 
IF<JCAT(2l.GT.l> GO TO 78 
INODEti=IOPCPYIIPTRl2l•LNGTHl2ltlNODEDl 
GO TO J'tO 




GO TO l'tO. 
80 ISW=l· 
GO TO 87 
82 IFIICAT<2l.GT.ll ~OTO 8'f 
INO=l 
. GO TO 89 
8'f IFCICAT<2>.GT.2l GO TO 86 
ISW=2 
GO TO 87 




GO TO (39 
87 JND=O . 
. I NODED=NEWNOD ( 0, 3, OPRS ( 1) •I NOOED l 
89 JPM=l 
IFIISW.EQ.ll GO TO 125 
90 I~ODED=NE~NODI01S10PRSl3J,JNOOEDl 
INOOC=IPTRI lPMI 
DO 110 IK=lt2 
IDUM=NEWTOP( IPTRIIKI ,1/'1(991 l 
110 IOUM=NEWTOPILNGTHllKleWl991) 
IDUM=NE~TOPCIPM ,n(99)l 
IOUH=NEi'JTOPI INO,V1'(99l I 





DO 120 IK=7e l e-l 




JFIINO.EQ.ll GO TO l'tO 
'] 
. (B5) 
IFCIPM.EQ.21 GO TO 1qo 
130 •IPM=2 
IF<ISW.EQ.2) GO TO 12$ 




C EXPONEIHillTION MODULE 
150 I 511'.'=U 
IF<·ICAT(ll.GT.ll GO TO 160 
IDAT=NDATIIPTR(lll 
IF<IDAT.NE.O.AND.IOAT.NE.11 GO TO 152 
151 INODED=NE~NODI 1,o.o.1NODEDI 
GO TO 188 
152 1FtlCATl21 .• £Q.ll GO TO 151 
IFIICATl2l.GT.21 GO TO 183 
IF<NDATIIPTR(lll.NE.IHEI GO TO lS't 
INODEU=NE~NOD(Q,7,0PRS<SlelNODEDl 
DO 153 IK=l12 
153 INODED=IOPCPY< IPTH( IKI tLNGTHI I Kl tINOOEDl 
GO TO 188 
JS't lS\1t=2 
GO TO 183 
160. IFllCATlll.GT.21 GO TO 170 
IFllCf\Tl2l.GT.11 GO TO 166 
IOAT=NDATI IPTRl2l l 
IFCIDAT.£Q.Ol GO TO 151 
lF(lDAT.NE.11 GO TO 162 
I NODED=NEWNOD C 1t0, l t I NOD ED I 
GO TO 188 
I 62 IS\~= 1 
IND=l 
GO TO 17't 
166 IFCICf\TC21.GT.2l GO TO 1613 
INODED=NEhNOD(01S10PRSC311lNOOEDl 
JNOOED=NEWNOD<017eOPRSISl1lNOOEDI 
DU 167 IK=le2 . 






GO TO 188 
168 ISW=l 
GO TO 173 
. 170 1FCICAT<21,GT.ll GO TO 172 
IND=l 
GO TO 17'1 
172 IFIICATl2l.GT.2l GO TO 173 
ISW=2 
173 IND=O . 
INODED=NEWNODIO,J~OPRSlllt.INODEDl 
17q INODED=NE~NODIOtStOPRSIJ),JNODEDI 
INODED=IOPCPY< IPTRC2l tLNGTH<211 INODEDI 











.JNODF.:D=IOPCPYI IPTHC 11eLNGTH<1 l, INODEDI 
IFINCODEIIPTRC211.NE.ll GO TO 177 
I tJO DE D =NE \'JN 0 [) ( l , 0 , ND AT ( I PT R ( 2 I I - 1 , I N 0 DE D I 
GU TO 17'1 
177 IFCNCODEIIPTRl211.NE.2l GO TO 178 
INODED=NEWN00(2,U,REALNOCNOATI IPH~l2l I 1 .. 1.0t JNODEOl 
GO TO 179 
178 INODED=NE~NO~I01~10PRSl211INODEDI 
I r-.i 0 D E D = I 0 P C P Y ( I P T R I 2 I , L N G T H ( 2 I , I N 0 0 E D l 
I N 0 D E D = N E\fi N 0 D ( l , 0 , l , I N 0 D E D ) . 
179 IFllS~.Era.11 GO TO 182 
IIWDE=IPT~I l l 








DO 181 IK=21l1•l 
L N G T H ( I K I = I t IT G E. R I P 0 P T 0 P ( W I 9 9 l I l 
181 IPTRllKl=JNTGERIPOPTOPCW(99lll 
182 JFIIND.EQ.l) GO TO 188 
183 INODED=NE~NOD(O,S.OPRSl31tINODEDI 
INODED=NEWNOOI01710PRS<SltINODEDI 
00 l8't IK=l12 
18'+ INODED=IOPCPY < IPTR< IK) 1LN6TH< IK I 1 INOOEOI 
IF<NDAT( IPTRllll.EQ.lHEI GO TO 186 











c-----------------------------------------------~---~--------------~----C DIVISION MODULE 
190 ISW=O 
INODED=NEWNOD!Ot610~RSl'tl1lNODEDI 
IF<ICATlll.GT.ll GO TO 196 
IDAT=NDATllPTR!lll 
IFCIDAT.NE,01 GO TO 192 
191 INOOED=NE~NODll•01D1INODED> 
I D lJ M = 1 NT GER ( DELETE ( MAD L FT I 1 NO.DE D l I l 
GO TO 250 
192 IFIICATl2l.EC~.ll GO TO 191 









I N 0 0 E I) = N E ~:1 N 0 D ( 1 , 0 , 2 , I N 0 D £ D I 
GU TO 250 
l9'l 11JD=2 
INODED=NE~Noo10,q,opRs121 tlNODEDI 
r r~ 0 n ED= NE \JN 0 D ( 3 • 0 • l H # • I N 0 DE D I 
INOOED=NE~N00<01S10PRS<311INODEOI 
GO TO 252 
196 IFIICAT<ll.GT.21 GO TO 200 
IFllCATl2lo<iT.II GO TO 198 
INOOED=NEWN-ODll101l1INOOEOI 
INOD~D=IOPCPYIIPTRl.211LNGTHl211INODEDI 
GO TO 250 
19R IFtJCATt2),EQ,2) GO TO 191 
ISW=l 
GO TO 206 
200 IFllCATl21.GT.11 GO TO 202 
JNO=t 
GO TO 252 
2 0 2 IF ( I CAT C 2 I •GT• 2 I G 0 T 0 2 0 't 
ISW=2 
GO TO 206 
20't IFCJEQOPDIIPTR,LNGTHl.EQ.01 GO TO 191 . 
206 INODED=NEWNODIQ1't10PRSC211INOOEDI 
IPM=I 
lFClS~.EQ.1.1 GO TO 232 
210 INODED=NEWNOD1n.s.0PRSC311INODEDI 
INOOE=IPTRC IPMI 
DO 220 lK=l,2 
IDUM=NEWTOP!lPTRIIKleWC99)l 






DO 230 IK=2tl1-l 
LNGTHC II< l=lNTGERIPOPTOP(W(991 I> 
230 JPTRC II< l=INTGER(POPTOPIW(991 l) 
232 JPM=MOD'1PM,21+1 
.INODED=IOPCP~IIPTRCJPMltLNGTHCJ~MltlNODEDl. 
IFCIPM.EQ.21 GO' TO 23q . 
IPM=2 
.IFIJSl'.'.E!~.2l GO TO 232 




25G INODE=INTGERIPOPTOPC~C991l I 
CALL TERMIO.n,-11 
252 INODE=IPTfflINDl 
DO 25~ IK=l,2 '\! 
I D U M = N E l'l T 0 P I I P T R ( I K I , W I 9 9 I I 




DO 256 IK=21l1•l. 
,.., 
• '. j 
(B8) 
L NG T H ( I K l = I N T G ( R ( P 0 P T 0 P ( \'I I 9 9 l l ). 
7.56 'lPTR< IKl=TNTGER(POPTOP(\1!(991 l I 
IFIIND.EQ.1) GO TO 258 
lNOOED=IOPCPYIIPTR·(l)eLNGTHflleINODEOl 
GO TO 23'f 
7.58 I NOD ED= I OPCPY I I PTH I 2 l, LNG THC 21, I NOD ED l 
GO TO 250 
c--------------------------------~------~---~~---------~----------------C NATURAL LOGARITHM MODULE 







































DUMY=VISITf $10,-1 I 
INODE=INTGtRIPOPTOPfWf9911) 
CALL .TERM<O.D,-1) 
c------------~-----------------·------~------·-~---------~--------------· C TANGENT MODULE 
'flO INODED=NEWNODIOt5tOPRSC3l1INOOEDl 
INOOEO=NEWNODC01710PRSCS>1INODEDJ 


































IFILSEC.EQ.10) GO TO qso 
LSEC=lO 


















IFILCSC.EQ.lll GO TO 520 
LCSC=ll 







' .  
1. 
I 




.""J •.\'.• - ' 
(BlO) 
INODED=NEWNOD<o.1.oPRS(S)tJNODEOI 
·I NODED=N~:WNOD I 0, lf, OPHS I 2) t I NODF.D I 
I rm () f n = N E \'JN 0 f) ( I ' 0 ' 1 • I N 0 D E 0 ) 
INODEO=NE~NOQC0,7,0PRSISJ,INOOED1 
INOOE=IPTRC2l 
I NODED= I OPCPY I I MOIJE, LNGTH I 2 l, l NODED I 
INOOED=NE\'/MOn11.o.2.1NOOEDl 




c-------------------------------~-----w·--~----------~-----------------· C· ARCCOStNE MODULE 




I N 0 D E n = N F.VJN 0 IJ I 1 , 0 , l , I N 0 D ED l 











c-----~------------·~--~--------------~-~----------~~-------------------C ARCTANGENT MODULE 
570 INODED=NE~NODI01S10PRS<Jl1INODEDl 
INODED=NEWNOO(Q,6,0PRSC'fltlNOOEDl 




























'CALL TER~H0.0, .. 11 . 
c---~------------------------------------M----------~~-----------------· C ARCSECANT MODULE 
610 . I NODElhNHi'NUO ( 0, S 1 OPRS ( 3), I NODED l 
INOOED=NEWNOOI01610PRS(q),JNODEDl 









IN 0 DE 0 = I 0 PCP Y ( IN 0 lJ E , U~ GT H ( 2 ) , IN 0 DE D ) 
I N 0 0 E f) = N E ~~ N 0 D I l , 0 , 2 , I N 0 0 E 0 I 
INODEO~NE~NODll101l oJNODEDI 

























c----------------------------~-----.--~------·---------------------------C ABSOLUTE VALUE MODULE 
650 P~INT 660,INOOE 
660 FORMAT<' ATTEMPT TO DIFFERENTIATE DISCONTINUOUS FUNCTION, MOD, DCC 
-URRING IN NODE '1061• OF LfST•) 
CALL WLKBCK!3l 
.. 










1 I IW f) E = I NT GER ( P 0 PT 0 P ( \~ ( 9 9 I I I 
CALL TEHM<n.n.-11 




I N 0 D E = I P T I~ I 2 I 
I NODED=·I OPCPY I 1 MODE, LMGTH C 2 It I NOD ED I 
DU~Y=VISJT(i10,-1J 
lNODE=INTGER<POPTOP<Wl99Jll 
CALL TERM1n,01•ll . . 
c------------------------------~-----------~----------------~---------~-C HYPERHOLIC TANGENT MODULE 
710 INODED=NEWNODI01S10PR5(311INODEDl 
INOnED=NE~NOD(0,710PRS(Sl1JNODEDl 




INODED=NE\JNODI 110121 INOOEDI 
D IJ MY= V I S I T ( $ 1 0 •. - 1 ) 
INODE=JNTGERIPOPTOP{W(99Jll 
CALL TERM<n.n.-11 






















IFILSECH.EQ.231 GO TO 770 
LSECH=23 








, 1 N o D En = N E "; N n D 1 3 , o , I H 11 , I No o E o > 




I tJO DE D =NE INN 0 0 < 3, 0 , 1H11 , IN 0 DE D ) 
INODED=IOPCPYIINODE1LNGTH(2),JNODEDl 
IF<LCSCH.EQ.2q) GO TO 800 
LCSCH=2q 




(------------------------------------------------------------------~---· C INVERSE HYPERBOLIC SINE MODULE 














c--------------~-------------------------------------------------------·· c INVERSE HYPERBOLIC COSINE MODULE 
830 INOOEU:NE~NODC0,310P~SCll1INOOEO> 
I N 0 D E 0 = N Eli N 0 0 I 3 , fl 1 l H # , r N 0 D E 0 ) 
tNOOED=NE~NODC015,0PRSC311lNOOEDl 
INODED=NEWNODI0,6,QPRS(q),JNOOEDI 
I NOOED=NEWNOD < 1, 0, 1, I NODED > 

















INVERSE HYPERBOLIC TANGENT MODULE 
INOOED=NEWNODI01S10PR5(3ltlNOOEDI 
l~ODED=NE~NOD!Ot610PRSCq1,JNODEDI 













•INOOED=NE~NODI I ,Q,2,JNODEOl 
DU MY= V I S 1 T I 11; 1 (I, - 1 l 
I f W D E = I IH G E R ( P 0 P T 0 P ( W ( 9 9 ) l l 
CALL TERM(0.01-ll 
c----------------------------------------~----------------~--~---------· 

































I NODE= I NTGER ( POPTOP ( 1~ ( 991 l l 
CALL TERMcn.0,-11 
t-~----------------------------------~--------------------------~-------· C INVERSE HYPERBOLIC COSECANT MODULE 
900 INODEO=NEWNOD(O,q,OPR5(2leINODEDl 
I NODED=NEWNOD ( 3 ,o, I Hu, I NO OED I 
INODED=NE~NODI01S,OPRSlll1INOOEDl 
JNODEO=NEWNODI01610PRS(q),JNODEDI 















INOOED=IOPCPYI INODE1LNGTH<21 ,JN.ODED) 
















. ., ,2) 
.'] 
(Bl6) 
I F u N c T l 0 N F N s ( D u M 11 y I 
I !HEGER FNS 
RETURH 
c------------------------------------------------------~----------------ENTRY IEQOPDCIOPNDS1LNGTHS> . 
C TEST IF THE T~Q OPERANDS WITH STARTING ADDRESSES IN JOPNDS 
C ARRAY & OF LENGTHS 510HED IN LNGTHS ARRAY ARE IDENTICAL 
DIMENSION IOPND5(211LNGTH5(2) 
C ARE THE OPERANDS OF EQUAL LENGTH? 




C SCAN OPERANDS RIGHTWARDS COMPARING THEIR NODES FOR EQUALITY 
l IFCINHALTII+ll,NE.INHALT(J+l)I GO TO 3 
IF< JNHALT< 1+2) ,NE. INHALT(J+2) I GO TO 3 
K=K+l 
IFIK.GE.LNGTHS(l)l GO TO 2 
I=MADRGT<I> 
J=MAORGT I JI. 
GO TO 1 
C OPERANDS ARE EQUAL 
2 FNS=O 
RETURN 




C ACCESS CONTENTS OF CODE FIELD OF ~ObE POINTED.TO BY JNOOE 
FNS=INTGERCGETMRKIINOOEll 
RE TU I\ r~ 
c------------------------------------------------------~---------------~ ENTRY NDATCINODEI 
C ACCESS DATUM FIELD dF NODE POINTED TO BY INODE 
FNS=INHALTC1NODE+2) 
HE TURN 
c---------------------------------------------M-------------·--~~~------. . . ~ 
ENT~Y NEWNOOIICODE1IPREC1IOAT,JNOOEl 
c· INSERT ARGUMENTS IN CODE, PREC & DATUM FIELDS RESPECTIVELY 
C OF A NEW NOUE INSERTED NEXT TO THAT POINTED TO BY JNODE 
C HETU~N ADDRESS OF NEW NODE AS FUNCTION VALUE 
FNS= NXTRGT(IDAT1JNODEl 
I F ( I C 0 D E • Ii E • - 1 I DU M Y = P U T M R K I I C 0 D E , F N S ) 
IF ( l PREC. ME, -1 I DUMY=PUTFLG CI PREC, FNS I 
f~ETUHN 
c------~--------~----------~~--~--~~~-----·--·•-------~----------------~· ENTRY NPRECllNODEI 








. ' . 'J' 
'· 
,• 




l !HEGER FtJT 
RETUl\N . . . 
c------~--------------~----------------~----------------~--------------· ENTRY HANDLE ( NBEG, NEND, LENf;TH J .. v. • 
C THIS SUBROUTINE FLONCHARTED IN APPENDIX C 
C N8EG IS STARTING ADDRESS OF POLISH PREFIX ORDERED OPERAND TO BE 
C DELINEATED. 
C UPON COMPLETION OF PROCESS, NEND liOLDS ADDRESS OF LAST NOOE OF 
C OPERAND & LENGTH THE NUMBER OF NODES tN IT. 
c KOPTH IS COUNT OF NUMBER OF OPERATORS IN OPERAND AS IT Is SCANNEn 
C & KOPND IS COUNT OF NUMBER OF NODES IN OPERAND THAT ARE NOT 
C OPERATORS AS IT IS SCANNED RIGHTWARDS 
C MOPND JS TOTAL NUMBER OF UNIT LENGTH OPERANDS REQUIRED IN PREFIX 
C OPERAND AS IT IS SCANNED. THIS INCREASES WITH EVERY OPE~ATOR IN 






IFCNCODE<NTEMPl.EA,01 GO TO~ 
KOPND=KOPND+l 
GO TO 3· 
2 KOPTR=KOPTR+l 
rrnr ND= N 0 p ND+ 1 





GO TO 1 
c--------------------------------------~-------------~------~-----------i r 
ENTRY IOPCPYC IUNDIF1LENGTH, IDIFl 
C COPY OPERAND OF LENGTH •LENGTH• STARTING AT NOOE POINTED TO BY 
c •IUNOIF• INTO NEW NODES INSERTED TO RIGHT OF THAT POINTED ·ro BY IDIF ! 
I=IUNOIF I 
DO 5 J=ltLENGTH 
IDIF=NE~NOD(NCODE!Jl,NPRECCil1NDATCiltlDIFl 
OUMY=PIJTHAF ( GETHAF (I l, I 0 IF l 
S I=MADRGTCll 
C VALUE IS THE LAST CELL OF THE COPIED OPERA'ND 
FNT =IDIF 
RETURN 




6 IFCKO~TR+t.(T.KOPNOl GO TO 9 
I=MADRGTIIl 
IFCIDCil.EQ.21 GO TO B 
IFCNCODECil.EQ.Ol GO TO 7 
KOPND=KOPND+l 
GO TO 6 
7 KOPTr~=KOPTR+l 















't N T E G E R F NU 
COMMON /SLIP/ WllOOl 
RETUHN 
(--~-----------------------------~-------------~-------------~~---------ENTRY INFOROILSTJN,LSTOUTl 
c CONVERSION OF POLISH PREFIX LIST lSTJN "TO INFIX LIST TO BE CREATED 
C WITH NAME LSTOUT 
C THIS ROUTINE ADAPTED FROM FLO~CHART IN ~IG. 9 OF TEXT.EXCEPT • 
C THAT LISTS RATHER THAN ARRAYS ARE USED. 
c 
c r IN rs POINTER TRAVERS.ING ·INPUT LIST.tour 15 POINTER IN OUTPUT 
C LIST. Wl99) IS USED AS PUSH DOWN STACK. THE POINTERS TO THE 
C OPERANDS AT ANY STAGE ARE DETERMINED BY THE HANDLE ROUTINE·& ARE 
C STORED IN THE IPTR ARRAY, 
DIMENSION 1PTRl2l 
IFIISYNTXILOCT<LSTINll.NE.Ol GO TO 135 
IIN=MAORGTILNKRILSTINll 
C CREATE LIST FOR OUTPUT INFIX ORDERED EXPRESSION 
IOUT=LNKRILISTILSTOUTl) 
FNU=LSTOUT 
· IF<NCODE<IINl.EQ.Ol GO TO 10 





00 30 I=l t2 
IPTRI I J=MADRGT( ITEMPl 
30 CALL HANOLEllPTR<Ilt1TEMPtIDUMl 





60 IFI IND.EQ,21 CALL TERMIO.Ot•l l 
I MD= 2 
IIN=MADLFTIIPTRllJJ 
IOUT=IOPCPYCllNtltlOUTl 
GO TO 50 
70 IFINPRECINODEl.GT.NPRECIIINll GO TO 110 
IOUM=NDAT< I JNl 
lFINPRECINODEl.LT.NPRECIIINll GO TO 80 
IFllDUM.EQ~lH+.OR.IDUM,EQ.lH•l GO TO 110 
IF<IND.EQ.l I GO TO 110 
.80 IPAR=l 
IOUT=NEWN00(0t2tlHltlOIJTl 
110 oo 120 1=1•2 
120 IOllM=NEV'TOPI IPTR< I 1 tlfll991 l 
IDUM=NE~TOP<INDtWl99ll 
IDUM=NEWTUP( IPARtWl991 l 
IIN=NOOE 








~O TO 60 . 
135 P~INT 901,LSTIN 




C DELETE EXPRESSION l'1ITH LIST NAME •NAtlE• 
C THIS IS AS IRALST OF SLIP BUT INFORMATION ON COLLATOR LIST 
C RELATING TO THE EXPRESSION IS ALSO REMOVED 
NHOR=LNKR!NAMEI 
I=LNKR!l'I( 1001 I 
1qo· I=MADRGT!ll 
I F ( I D ( I l • E Q • 2 l G 0 T 0 1 ·5 0 
IFCINTGER!GETHAF!Ill.NE.NHDRl GO TO 1qo 
DUMY=OELETF.:CII 
150 FNU =IRALST!NAMEI 
RETUIHI 
ENTRY NDIF!INOOE1INODED1DIFVARI 
C THI.S IS THE DERIVATIVE FUNCTION FOR AN OPERAND Of SINGLE LENGTH 
C SEE FLOWCHART IN APPENDIX C. · 
C I N 0 D E I S P O I N T E R T O 0 P E R A N 0 T 0 B F.:..,. 0 I FF E R E N T I A T E 0 . 
C INODED IS POINTER TO BOTTOM OF DERIVATIVE LIST 
C DIFVAR IS HOLLERITH NAME OF VARIABLE OF DIFFERENTIATION 
C IS DATUM A NULL .OP£RAND? 
IFCNDATCJ"JODEl.EQ.•t1•> GO TO 170 
C lS OPERAND THE VARIABLE OF DIFFERENTIATION? 
NC=NCOOE!INODEI 
IFCNC,EQ.q.AND.NDAT!INODEl.EQ.INTGfRCDIFVARll GO TO 160 
C IS THIS A SUBEXPRESSION NODE? 
lFCINTGER!GETHAF!INODEll.NE.D> GO TO 180 
C NODE IS NONE OF ABOVE SO A CONSTANT - DERIVATIVE JS ZERO 
155 FNU =NEWNOO!l1 o.o,JNODEDI 
RETURN 
C NODE IS VARIABLE SO DERIVATIVE IS. 1 
160 FNU =NEWNODClt 0,1,INODEOJ 
RETURN 
C NODE IS NULL OPERAND SO DERIVATIVE IS AS WELL 
170 FNU =NEWN00(3, O,NOATCINODE> 1 INODEDI 
RETURN 
C NODE IS SUBEXPRESSION REFERENCE: OBTAIN ADDRESS OF SUBEXPR, HEADER. 
180 LSTOIF=INTGERCGETHAF!INODEll I 
C CONVERT TO NAME-FORMAT 
c ALL s ET 0 IR ( - 1 t Ls TD IF • Ls TD IF • L S'T DI F I 
C SEARCH DL OF SUBLIST FOR AJTRIBUTE DIFVAR & RETURN CORRESPONDING. 
C VALUE WHICH IS DERIVATIVE OF LSTDJF If IT EXISTS, 0 OTHERWISE 
LSTOIF=lTSVALCDIFVA~tLS~DIFI 
C HAS SUBEXPRESSION YET BEEN DIFFERENTIATED? 
IFCLSTDIF.E~.01 GO TO 200 
C SEARtH COLLATbR LIST FOR TAG CORRESPONDING TO POINTER TO DERIVATIVE 
C OF SUBEXPRESSION 
I=LNl<RCWC 100) l 
190 I=MADRGTlll 
IFCIDIIl.EQ.2> GO TO 200 
lfCINTGERIGETHAFCll).NE.LSTDIFI GO TO 190 
, . 
(B21) 
C NE~1 NOOE ON DERIVATIVE LIST HAS TAG & POINTER OF DERIVATIVE OF 




C SUBEXPRESSION REFERE~CED IN INOOE NOT YET DIFFERENTIATED: ~RHOR 
20n NNME=NDAT(INODE) 
PRINT 902,NNME,DJFVAR 
902 FORMAT<' THE· REFERENCED SUBLIST •,Abt' HAS ~OT BEEN DIFFERENTIATED 
- WITH ~ESPECT TO VARIABLE •,A6l 
GO TO 155 . . 
c~------~-------------------~------------------~-----~---~--~-----------ENTRY PREORDCLSTIN,LSTOUTI 
C THIS FUNCTION ADAPTED FRO~ FLOWCHART IN FIG 8 OF TEXT EXCEPT THAT 
C LISTS RATHER THAN ARRAYS ARE· USED 
c 
C IIN IS POINTER TRAVERSING INPUT LIST 
C lOUT IS POINTER JN OUTPUT LIST 
C \\i(991 IS USED AS THE PUSHDOWN STACK 
C LSTIN IS INPUT INFIX ORDERtD LIST. LSTOUT IS NAME OF LIST TO 
C HE CREATED FOR OUTPUT POLISH PREFIX EXPRESSION 




C INSERT PARENTHESF.S~AROUNO INPUT EXPRESSION 
IDUM=NE~NODC0121lHC,IINI 
IDUM=MADLFTC I I Ml 
IDUM=NEWNODC01ltlHl1IDUMI 
220 IIN=MADLFTCIINI 
IFINCODECIIN>.EQ.Ol GO TO 230 
IOUT=NXTLFT(NDATI I INI, TOUT> 
DUMY=PUTFLGINPRcCIJINJ,IOUTJ 
DUMY=PUTHAf(GETHAFC I INI, IOUTJ 
D U M Y = P U T t1 I{ K ( NC 0 D £ ( I° I N > , I 0 U T I 
GO TO 220 
230 IF(NOAT(llNl.NE.•>•l GO TO 250 
2•0 IDUM=NE~TOP<IIN1Wl99l I 
GO TO 220 
250 IFCNPRECCIINl.GE.NPREC(TOPIW(99llll GO TO 260 
IDUM=INTGER(POPTOP(~(99l 11 




GO TO 250 
260 IFINDATIIINl.NE.•r•I GO TO 2qo 
IFC NDATITOPIWl991>1.NE.'l'l GO TO 2•0 
DUMY=POPTOPIWCQ9ll 
IFILISTMTIWl99ll.NE.Ol GO TO 220 
IDUM=LMKRCLSTINI 
C DELETE PARENTHESES INSERTED AROUND INPUT EXPRESSION BEFORE ALGORITHM 






c; lJ £\ R 0 U T I M E P H M T F. l( I L S T I r-.1 , I () E L I 














I N T E G F. R L P ( 3 I , R P I 3 I , f.~ L A N K , ~': 0 R 0 , B l J F F E R < 3 I , I B U F < 3 I 
P!HFHJF IS THE OllTf'IJT f\UFFER OF l 26 CHARACTERS 
CP IS ARRAY OF MASKS TO ACCESS THE SIXTHS OF A WORD 
RUFFER IS THE TEMPORARY VAJ~ I ABLE BUFFER 
InlJF IS USED IN CONVERSION OF NUMAERS TO HOLLERITH FORMAT 
LP .& RP AH E THE TI\ BL ES 0 F ALTER NAT I VE TYPES 0 F PARENT H.E SES 
AtL O'!lED 









l=LNKRPV! 1001 I 
l=MADRGT!II 
IF<IOIIJ.EQ.2) GO TO SS 









no 2n l=J .21 




no 30 J=I.3 






c-------------------------------------~~---------------------------~----C RIGHTWARD SCAN OF LIST 
~O NEXT=MADRGT(NEXTl 
IFCIOINEXT>.NE.21 GO TO 60 
JRET=I 
GO TO 70 
C TERMINATION 
SO PRINT 90n,PRTBUF 
PRINT 902 
ss 









CALL WLKACK(7) I 
c-----------------------------------~-----------------------------------c 
60 
. . , 




c ls NOOE A BASIC OrERATOR NOnE? 
'IF I IC 0 DE• E Q • 0 • AN!) • ( NP~ F. C I NEXT I •GE. 3 • AND.NP REC ( MEX Tl •LE ~ 7 J I G 0 T 0 
C IS NODE /\ LEFT Pl\REIJTHES JS NOOE? 
I F ( I C 0 D E • E (.) • 0 • I\ t.J D • NP !~ E C I N E X T l • E Gl • 2 I G 0 T 0 l 3 n 
C · 15 N6DE A RIGHT PARENTHESIS NOOF.? 
IFllCODE.EP.n.AND .• NPRECINEXTl.EQ.l) GO TO 150 
C I~ NOOE A SURLIST REFERENCE? 
IFI INTGEHIGETHAFINEXTI I .NE.01 JSUBL=l 
C. NODE MUST HAVE OROINARY ALPHAAETIC OR NUMERIC ITEM 
GO Tn 170 
I 
1 1 0 
c----------------------·-------·-----·--··----~------~--------~-~------- . C INSERTION INTO PRINT BUFFER 
10 IFINUMRE~.GT.LEFTl GO TO 200 
80 NUMBER:NUMRER-1 
00 90 'l =O, NUMBER 
IWS=l/ll+l 
IS=MODI I tbl+l 
ISYM=INTGERCSQOUTICP( ISi ,BUFFER! J·NSI H 
PRTBUFI IWl=SQJrJ<CP( I Cl t ISYMtPRT.BUFC I.WI I 
IC=IC+l 





1)0 JOO I=l.3 
ion ~UFFERIIl=BLANK 










- . I 
c-----·----------------~---------~------------·------~--~----·---~-------c N 0 D E H fl f) 0 N E 0 F T HE B I N A R Y 0 PE R A T 0 R S . . . i0~9 ·1 
lln IFCBUFFERCIJ.EQ.BLANKl GO TO 120 
C EMPTY VARIABLE BUFFER INTO PRINT BUFFER 
IRET=2 
12n 
GO TO 70 
AUFFERlll=NOAT<NEXT) 
r·JU M 11 E R = 1 
IDELIM=l 




c-------------------------------~----------------·---------~-·------~~--· . ' l C NOOE HAn fl LEFT PARENTHESIS 1· 
J3n IFCAUFFERCll.EA.BLANKl GO TO l~O I 
c EM p Ty \I AR I A ALE Ru Ff ER INT 0 p RI NT Bu FF ER I 
Il~ET=3 
GO TO' 70 
KPAR=KPAR+l 
I=MODIKPAR12l+l 
BUFFER< l Ji:;LPC I I 
NUMFIER=l 
IDELJM=l 







(---------------------------~--------------------------~--~---~----~---~ C NODE HAD A RIGHT PARENTHESIS 
lSn JF(BUFFERCJ).EA.BLANKI GO TO l~O 
C EMPTY VARIABLE BUFFER INTO PRINT BUFFER 
IRET='t 
GO TO ·10 
16n t=MODIKPAR,21+1 
BUFFER< 1 l=RPC I I 
'KP AR= KP A I~..:. l 
IJU11A ER= l 
IDELIM=l 
GO TO l.fO 
(B24) 
c-~-------------------~-.--~~-----------~-~-----·-~~----~-·-----------~-C NODE HAO AN ALPHANUMERIC OATUH 
17n JFCBllFFERCil.E0.8LANKI GO TO IBO 
C EMPTY VARIABLE BUFFER INTO PRINT DUFFER 
IRET=S 
GO TO 70 
\An IFCIDELIM.E~.ll GO To 181 




GO TO 70 
181 IFIISURL.EtLOI GO T0·190 
C IF NODE A SURLIST NOOE INSERT $ INTO PRINT BUFFER 
NUMBER= I 
BUFFER I l 1=1H$ . 
.Jf~ET=7 
GO TO 70 
19n ~ORD=NDATCNEXTI 
IFINCODECNEXTl.EG.11 GO TO 193 
IFINCODEINEXTl.EQ •. 21 GO TO 191.f 
IST=l 
NIJMAER=O 
C INSEHTION OF CHARACTERS OF NOOE DATUM INTO VARIABLE BUFFER 
C _COUNT OF THEIR NUHAER MAINTAlNEn 
I 9 I IS HI= I NT c:; ER I SQ 0 UT ( C P I IS Tl 1W0 RD 1·» 
IFIISYM,EQ.51 GO TO' 192 
NUMBER=NUMBEH+l 
JST=IST+l 
lFllST.LE.61 GO TO 191 
19? AUFFERlll=WORD 
GO TO 199 
C DATUM IS INTEGER SO ENCODE INTO HOLLERITH CHARACTERS 
191 ENCODEC18e9011IAUF,NUMBER> WORD 
GO TO 195 
19q R~ORD=REALNOCWOROI 
C D.ATtJM IS A REAL NUMBER SO ENCODE J NTO HOLLER.I TH CHARACTERS 
ENCOnEC18e901eIBUF1NUMBERI RWORD 





DO 197 I=OeNUMBER 
N•'IS= I/ 6 + 1 
NS=MODI I t6l+l 
ISYM=INTGERISQOUTICPCNSl1IAUFINW~l)I 
IFIISY~.NE.51 GO TO 196 
LESS=LESS+l 















GO TO Lfr.I 
c------------·-----------------------------~------------------------~---C EMPTY THE FULL PRIMT BUFFER & REINITIALISE 
2on PRINT QQO,PRTBUF 
. 21n 
t •I.I: I 
IC=l 
LEFT=126 
00 210 1=1·21 
PRTBUFlll=REALN01BLANK> 






C THE DERIV INPUT ROUTINE 
c 
C Cr IS THE ARRAY OF MASKS IJSED TO ACCESS ALL THE SIXTHS OF A 'iORD 
C LP ~ RP ARE THE LEFT & RIGHT PARENTHESIS TAAL~S, ALLOWING FOR VARlOu51 
C TYPES. DELIM IS THF TABLE OF ALLOWABLE DELIMITER SYMBOLS. 
C OPRS IS THE OPERATOR TABLE. RES IS THE TABLE OF RESERVED WORDS 
C: ISilCH AS •PI• l. N.l\LL IS THE TABLE OF SYMBOLS WHICH ARE NOT ALLOWED 
C ON A CARO, HERE REPRESENTED ·IN OCTAL CODE. 
C CRDi3UF IS THE CARO BUFFER OF 78 •COLUMNS•. 
c 
C 0 M M 0 N I S L I P 1 1•1 { 1 n 0 l 
COMMON /lODIFN/CP1LP,RP.1ALAN1<,0F.LIM10PRS1RES I 
DIMENSION CPl6l/077000000000n·,o77U0000000,07700non.o.0110000.011no,1 
-o771.~ALLllq)/003~ooq,oqq,oqA,Q5210S310Sq,osA.os7,07z,073,076,077/1 
0 I M E r-J S I 0 N C R D f~ U F I l 3 I I 




I NT EGER LP I 3 I I 1 H I , l H < , 1 H Cl , RP I 3 l I 1 H l , l H > , 1 HJ I t BLANK/ l H I , l EN 0 I 1 R ii)/ I . . 
-,SYMOOLeWOR01PLACE,DECPTQ1AUFFER(3l I 
IM TE GER DEL JM I 1 's l / I R t I R + • 1 R .. • 1 R • • 1.R I , 1 R ! , 1 RI , 1 R < t 1 R (, 1 R l , 1 R> , 1 R J/ I 
nATA IOPRSeIRESeINALL1lOELIM/321q113tlq/ 
!'\99 FORHATf l 
90n FORMATl13A6.1X,A11 
901 FORMATC1H tl3A6l 
C CREATE TEMPORARY LIST FOR INPUT INFIX EXPRESSION 
IHDR=LNKRCLISTCSTACKll 
















DO 10 I=l.3 
l 0 R \JF F E R I ll = B L A N K 
c-----------------------------------------~---~~~-~--~~----·~-~---------C FILL CARD RUFFER FROM A CARD 
~O READ 9001CROBUF1ICONT 
JFIIPRT.NE~9l GO TO 30 
PRINT 9011CRDBUF 
C Iw COUNTS WORDS OF CARD BUFFER THAT CURRENTLY CONSIDERING 
C IC COUNTS SYMBOLS OF EACH WORD OF THE CARD BUFFER 
3 0 I ''I: 1 
'JO IC=l 
(B27) 
c-------------------------------------~----------~---------------------· C . S <": A.N N I NG & R E C 0 G N I T I 0 N r1 0 f) l IL E 
5 0 IS Y M =INT GER l SQ 0 UT ( C P I IC I , CR D II lJ F ( l J l I I 
IFIISYM.EQ.JENDI GO TO 3~0 
IFILNA~E.EQ.Ol G-0 TO 55 
IFllSYM.NE.JNT<.iER!lR=ll GO Tn 55 
ISYM=DELIMI 11 
GO TO I 20 
~ 5 D 0 Ml I = 1 , I N fl L L 
IFIISYM.EQ.NALLllll GO To qoo 
CONTINUE 
DO 65 I=l,]f)ELIM 
IFIISYM.EQ,DELlM(ll l GO TO 120 
65 CONTINUE 
C RECOGNITION STAGE FOR ALPHAMERIC VARIABLES, REALS OR INTEGERS, 
C SEE FIGURE 16 JN TEXJ FOR FLOWCHART 
{ . 
IF( IS.NE. I. I GO TO 90 I 
TFCJSYM.EQ.INT~ERCIRS)) GO TO 70 (. 
IF< ISYM.GE. IRD.ANO, ISYH.LE.11191 NUMBQ=l ! 
IF< ISYM.EQ, INTGER< lR. l I OECPTQ=DECPTQ+l I 




·1 GO TO 150 
IFCNlJMBQ.ME.ll GO TO 120 
IFIISYM.GE.tRO.ANO.ISYM.LE.lR9l GO TO 120 
IFCISYM.EQ.INTGER<lR.ll GO TO 110 
I 
I ' . 
I 
NUMBO=O 
GO TO 12Cl 





C RECOGNITION OF DEL[MITERS 
12n SYMBOL=INTGERIS~INCCP(6J,ISYMePLACEI> 
ISYMnL=LANORHISYMBOL) 
JF(ISYMBL.Er,i.RLANKl GO TO 180 
00 130 1=1·3 
IFCISYMAL.EQ.LPIIJl GO TO 190 
IFIISYMBL.E~.RPCI>> GO TO 210 
lJn CONTllJIJE 
00 l'fO IOPTR=l1S 
IFIISYMAL.EGl.OPRS<IOPTRll GO TO 230 
l'fn CONTINUE . 
C NON-DELIMITER ENCOUNTERED 
GO TO 260 . . · · . 1· 
c-----------------~-------------------------------~---------------------. ' c CHECK FOR ENo oF woRo & ENO oF suFFER BErORE CONTINUING scAN I 
1sn JFIJC.EQ.61 GO TO 160 
IC=IC+l I 
GP To sn I 
I 6 n I F r I \'· • L T. 1 3 > G o T o 1 7 o I 
IF<IcONT.EQ.BLANKl ~o ro 380 I 
GO TO 20 '1 
1 7 n I # = I 1•1 + 1 
GO TO qo . : 
c--------------------------------·-----------~------------------~-------r C ALANK DELIMITER MODULE 




GO Tfl 300 
c-----~------~-----------------------------------------------------~----~ C LFFT PARENTHESIS MOnULE 
190 IFf~ORD.EQ.BLANKI GO TO 200 
IRET=2 
GO TO 300 
2on INODE=NEINOOC012t1Hf ,INOOEI 
KLP=KLP+l 
CiO TO !Sil l 
(-----------------------------------------------------------------~~----! C RJGHT PARENTHESIS MODULE 
21n IF(~ORD.EQ.8LANKI GO TQ 220 
I Rf T;:3 









. (10 TO 150 . . .· . I 
c---------------------------------~-------------------------------------1 C •RJNARY• OPERATOR DELIMITER 
2ln JF(WORD.EQ.BLANKl GO TO 2qo 
IRET:::lf 
.GO TO 300 . 
2t!n If( ISYMBL.Nf.:.OP.RSI ll .ANf'l. lSYMBL.NE,OPRSl2l l GO TO 250 
IFILISTMT<STACKl.EQ.01 ~O TO 2lf5 
IFCNPRECIMADLFTflliORll.LT.21 GO TO 250 
C + OR - ~AS UNARY: INSERT NULL OPERAND 
2q; INOOE=NEKNOD<31D1lHn,JNODEl 
KOPND=KOPNO+l 
C CREATE OPERATOR NOOE IN LIST 
2sn INOOE=NEWN0DfO,JOPTR+2,0PRSllOPTR)tlNODEl 
KOPTR=KOPTR+ I" 









c--------------------------------------------------~--------------------1 C SYMROL ENCOUNTERED. ADD TO TEMPORARY BUFFER •WORD'• 
C SYNTACTICAL CHECKS 




IFfDECPTQ.GT.ll GO TO q10 
GO TO 150 
2sn IF(NUMOQ.EQ.11 GO TO 290 
IF( IGNORE.EQ.11 GO. TO 150 
IGNORE=l 
GO TO qJo 
29n IFIIWS,EQ.3) GO TO q2Q 
AUFFERCIWSl=WORD 
\'J 0 R D = B l A N I< 
IS=O. 
IWS=IWS+l 
GO TO 270 
... 
c-------------~------------~--------·-----------------------------------1 C INSERTION OF TEMPO~ARY BUFFER INTO LIST . i 
JOn IFCLNAME.EQ.OJ GO TO 3oq 1 




GO TO 37!1 
3Qq 11.F (I SURL. £(j. 0 l GO TO 309 
C SUBLIST REFERENCE' INPUT: CHECK THAT SUBLIST EXI(jTS 
I=LNKR!'.l•l lOnl l 
rORD=LANORM!WORDl 
JOc; I=MAORGTIII 
IF(ID<Il.EQ.21 GO TO ~60 
IF(WORD.NE.NDAT<Ill GO TO 30~ 




GO TO 3711 . 
309 tF(NlJMBQ.EQ.11 GO TO 350 
00 310 IOPRR=6,[0PRS 
IFILANORMCWORDl.EQ.OPRSIIOPRRll GO TO 330 
3ln CONTINUE 
no 320 1=2tIRES 
IFIWORO.EQ.RESClll GO TO 3qQ 
32n CONTINUE 
' 
C CREATE VARIABLE NODE 
INOOE=NEWN001q.o.LANORMCWORD1.INOOEI 
G10 TO 3 70 . 
C CREATE NULL OPERAND & OPERATOR NODES CONE OF 'UNARY• FUNCTIONS 




GO TO 370 
C CREATE RESERVED WORD NOOE 
3qn INODE=NEWN0Df3,Q,LANORM<WORD11INODEI 
GO TO 370 
·C Nl!Mf\£R ENCOUNTE'REI) 
3 5 n A U F F E R f I W S l :: L A N 0 R M ( \'1 0 R 0 I 
IF<DECPTA.EQ.ll GO TO 360 
C DECODE JNTE~ER ENCOUNTERED & CREATE INTEGER NODE 
OECOr:JEI IST,q99,BUFFERI IDATt'JM 
INODE=NE~NOD<l10tlDATUM1INODEI 
GO TO 37n 
C DECODE REAL NUMRER ENCOIJNTEREO & CREATE REAL NOnE 










00 3'75 I=l •3 
37c; · RUFFER<ll=RLllNK 
KOPND=KOPND+l 
C RETURN STATEMENTS 
•,\'.• 
GO TO (150,200,220.2qo,J901.rRET 





C I~ TEMPORARY RUFFER EMPTY? 
3 8 n 11 F ( Vi 0 IW • F Q. • ~LANK l G 0 T 0 3 9 0 
C TrMPORARY AUFFER NOT EMPTY. SPECIFY RETURN & GO TO INSERTION MODULE 
IHET=S 
GO TO 300 
39n JFIKLP.NE.KRP> GO TO qqo 
IF(KOPTR+l.NE.KOPND> GO TO 450 
C CONVERT INFIX LIST TO POLISH PREFlX 
CALL PREORD!STACK1DUMY·> 
C RFTURN NAME OF PREFIX LIST 
READEX=DUMY 
C UPDATE COLLATOR LIST 
IHDR=LNKRCOlJMY> 
l=LNKRCWI 100) I 
391 I=MADRGTtJI 
IFCIO!ll.EQ.?.I (,OTO 392 
0
IFCINTNAM.EQ.NDATlll I GO TO 393 




C OFLETE TEMPORARY INFIX LIST 
IDUM=IRALSTCST~CK> 
RETURN 
c----------------------------~--------~--------------------------------~~ C ERROR MES~AGE MODULE 
1rno· PRINT eon.Ic;YM 
CALL WLKBCK I l) 
c+ln PRINT 801 ,WORD 
CALL i!!LKBCK I 1 > 
42n PRINT 802,AIJFFER 
CALL WLKBCK!ll 
PRINT 803eWORD 
GO TO 271 
'J'fO PRINT 80'+ 
CALL WLKBCKII> 
qsn PRINT AOS 
CALL WLKBCK(ll 
460 PRINT 806,~0RO 
CALL WLKBCK(l) 
son FORMAT(• ILLEGAL SYMROL ·~Al.• ENCOUNTERED IN EXPRESSION•> 
801 F6RMATI' MORE THAN 1 DECIMAL POINT IN NUMBER '1A6l 
~O' FORMAT!' NUMBER •,3A6t' HAS MORE THAN 18 CHARACTERS•> 
AO.~ FORMAT(' VARIARLE •'tA6,·, HAS MORE THAN 6 CHARACTERS - ·TRUNCATED• I 
., 
. ' , 
i 
. I 
aoq FORMAT!• EXPRESSION MISFORMEO: PARENTHESES Do NOT BALANCE•> 
AO~ FORMATI' EXPRESSION Ml~FORM~o: MISSING OPERANDIS> OR OPE~ATORISl•) 
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· , EXAMPLES OF THE ·USE OF DERIV 




C EXERCISE l 
c M--------· 
C USED TO TEST THE ALGDIF DIFFERENTIATION RULES. 
c 
C SET UP STORAGE FOR LIST OF AVAILABLE SPACE 
DIMENSION AVAIL<lOOO I 
C LINKAGE TO CORE EFFICIENCY MEASURE, NODUTL KEEPS COUNT OF THE 
C NUMBER 0 F N 0 DES CURRENTLY I N ll SE • M A XU TL M.A IN T A. I NS A COUNT 
C OF THE-MAXIMUM NO. OF NODES USED .IN A PROGRAM UP TO ANY POINT. 
COMMON /EFFIC/NOOUTL,MAXUTL 
READ 10.t1 
C SET UP AVAIL, ·SIZE M/3 NOOES 
CALL INITAS<AVAIL,HI 
C N IS THE NUMBER OF INPUT EXPRESSIONS TO 'BE READ IN 
RfAO lOtN 
10 FORMAT< I 
C PERFORM DIFFERENTIATION FOR EACH QF THE N INPUT EXPRESSIONS 
DO 20 t=l,t~ 
C REl\D ·EXPRESSION, ECHOING INPUT IMAGES I ARGUMENT IS 9) 
DUMY=REAL>EXCOI 
C DIFFERENT I ATE EXP.RESS I 0 N 11,1 RT VAR t ABLE X 
OIFFcALGDIF(OU~YtlHx,qHOIFFI 
C PRINT & OELETE INPUT EXPRESSlciN <ARGUMENT 2 IS ZERO) 
CALL PRNTEXIDUMY,Ql 
C PRINT & DELETE DER!VATI~E .. 
CALL PRNTEX<DIFFtOI 
PRINT 15,MAXUTLtNODUTL 
IS FORMAT<• MAX NO OF NODES USED c•,JS/' NO OF NODES STILL TO BE't 
-• RETURNED TO AVAIL =•1151 











;:iM11i>.s1 CALL UP THE COLLECTOR. 
MAP nQ23•09/16-ll:'tl 
' . LIB SLJP•SLIP. 
INSTRUCT COLLECTOR TO SEARCH SLIP "LIBRARY" FOR THE 
SUBROUTINES CALLED BY THE PROGRAM. 
ADDRESSES ARE ALL OCTAL NUMBERS. 
INSTRUCTIONS: DATA: 
AOORESS LIMITS 001noo O't 't 'f 07 O'tSOO.O 05733't 
STARTING ADDRESS O'f 'f325 
WORDS DECIMAL l 818 q IBANK 53'fl DBANK 
THEREFORE TOTAL CORE USED = 23525 WORDS 
SEGMENT MAIN 001000 0 'Pf'l 0 7 Ol.f 5000 057331.f 
NBnC\11'/F"OR6'f s o o 1 o n o .. 10 o· 1 I 2 s /. O'f 5000 0 l.J SD'f 2 NF'TV<J;/FOH y OIJtl,6 00 I l 50 
NCNVT't/FOR6'f s OU1151 001370 2 O'f5D't3 f)'t5137 CARSAD$/62 T .(101371 001573 O'fSl'fO O'f5567 ') 
CRl'.l 1\0$/6 2 E 00157'f 002071 2 O'f5570 O'f6222 NOllT r;; /FOR6 7•2 M 002072 00307~ 'J O'f62?.3 O'f625J. 
NIOfR'ti/FOR67•3 003077 003253 2 O'f 6252 0'16'H17 NI NP T 'li/FORbl.f R 00325'+ 001.f I 3't 2 Olf 6't 1 (1 0't6 103 
NFt.1T<r./FOR67-J 0 00lf135 005010 ?. Olf6lf 3't O't6510 NT A 13't/FOR u 2 O't6511 0 1t65'+7 FRtJt/1.7 T 
c;NnOPY/1'7 I 0050 I I 012'tl0 n 0 l.j 6550 01.f6607 N 2 O'f6610 052llf2 
NERR~;/FOR67-1 E 0121.fll 012777 2 052J'f3 057.322 
f\JSTOP<!:/FOR62 s 013ono 013023 ' 052323 052332 N05YM'!i/FOR67-1 0130,'t 013237 2 052333 052336 
~IFH$/FOR67-3 Ol32'f0 0 1 3 'f l 7 2 052337 052'f61 
Nlc;YM$/F'OR67·1 Dl3'f20 n13611 2 052'162 052 'f 65 
t~fNTr?<t;/FOR60 013612 013650 2 OS 2'f 66 05250'f . F' N ,1 l.113651 Od072 iJ D525(j5 051.525 s '2 8LAN~1iCOMMON 
SRF L l Ol't073 Ol't626 0 052526 05265'f I 3 SLIP ' 8LANK$COMMON p 052655 F' N f) l Dllf627 016'f3'f n 052665' 
& 2 8LANKSC0~1MON 
F'NH D 1 016'+35 0172'f2 n 052666 053001 E 3 SLIP ' BLANK$C01>1MON F' Ni. R Ol72'f3 020505 (1 053002 053032 
I 
' BLANK$COMMON NUC:El.L v 1 020506 020636 n OS303j 053057 
3 SLIP '- BLANK$COMMON 
'f EF'FIC 








' I ., 
(D3) 
F' N fl s 022130 02321'+ n 05311q 053125 
1 ') E\LANK$COMMON F' NT 
I 023215 023503 0 053126 0531'+7 
p ') Al AN I< 'Ii C 0 t1M0 M RECUR D23Sn'f 023531 0 053150 053155 
& 3 SLIP 2 PLANK'!iCOMMON FNT 023532 02 11206 n 053156 0532'1'f 
n'" 3 SLIP ') . · fJ L A N K $ C 0 ~11'1 0 M F'NK 
E 021t2n1 02'f377 0 053205 053226 
R ') 11LANK$COMMON lRALc;T 
I 021f'fnn 02'f517 0 053227 05321f 'J 
v ') ?.LANK '!iCOi1110N F' NII 1 02'-i520 0'2b00 7 0 0532Lf S 053355 
R 3 SLIP ') BLANK!J;COMMON F'NR 
0 1 026010 030213 n 053356 053'+0Lf 
u 3 SLIP ?. BLANK$COMHON 
T q EF'F'IC 
F' N c; 
I 1 03021q 030505 n 053'f05 053'+23 
N 2 B l. A N K $ C 0 11 M 0 N FNE .E 030506 031360 0 OS31f 21f 053L!Lf7 
s ' BLANK$COMMON PRMTVS 031361 031731 0 0531f50 0531f63 
2 f3LANK$COMMON PRNTfX 1 031732 033010 fJ 053q6q 05361 J. 
3 SLIP 2 8LANK$COMMON 
q IOOIFN 
ALC.D If" l 033011 0'+2360 . n 053612 05'f021 
3 SLIP. 2 BLANKs;COMMON 
... IODIFN 
TOOIFN I COMMON BLOCK I ns'+o22 05't137 REA DEX 1 0'+2361 0'+3731 n OS'fl'IO 05'+'+25 
3 SLIP '- .BLANK'FCOMMON 
tf IODIF'M 
SLTP lrOMMON BLOCK I OSlf '+26 05'+573 
SRR 0'+3732 ·0'f't32't n 05'+57'+ 055325 
3 SLIP '- BLANKSCOMMON 
q EFFIC 
EFFir: <COMMON RLOCKl 055326 055327 l'\LANK$COMMON (COMMON BLOCK! nSS33ll 055330 
NAr~E<i: 02t43?5 044lf07 I.I IJSS33J MSY33-tr-
3 EFFIC 2 BLANK$CQMMON 
MAIN PROGRAM 
SY<;!l.•RLIB$. LEVEL 67 
ENO OF COLLECTION - TI ME. 12,903 SECONDS 
(D4) 
START EXECUTION. INPUT. DATA : 
A = X!X 
MAX NO OF NODES USED = 3q 
FIRST CARD 1000 
SECOND CARD 2 
FOLLOWING CARDS TWO EXPRES+ 
SIONS. 
NO OF NODES STILL TO BE RETUR~EO TO AVAlL = 2 
A = X?LN X 
MAX NO OF NODES USED = 78 
NO OF NODES STILL TO BE RETURNED TO AVAIL m ~ 
~· 
(D5 ). 
C EXERCISE 2 
c ----------
C USED TO DEMONSTRATE DIFFERENTIATION ·~ITH RESPECT TO A SUBEXPRESSION 
c 
C DIMENSION.STORAGE FOR LIST OF AVAILABLE SPACE. 
DIMENSION AVAILf 2000 )· 
C . LINKAGE TO CORE EFFICIENCY MEASURE. 
COMMON /EFFIC/NODUTL,MAXUTL 
READ lOtM 
10· FORMAT( ) 
PRINT 15 
15 fORMAT!lHll 
C SET UP AVAIL, SIZE M/3 NODES. 
CALL INITAS(AVAILtMI 
C · READ IN A:A(X)_ WITH TAG A. LIST•NAME IS ALSO ~. 
A=READEX!91 
C READ IN O=ACAtX). 
B=READEX(9) 
C DIFFERENTIATE 0 WRT A, GIVING EXPRESSION C WITH TAG ALSO •c•. 
C=ALGDIFfBtlHA,JHCI 
C PRINT EXPRESSION C. ARGUMENT 2 BEING .NON•ZERO ~REVENTS THE LIST 
















MAX No 'or NQDES USED=' 96 
(D7) 
C EXERCISE 3fA) 
c ----~--------c USED TO TEST TIME & CORE. EFFICIENCY OF A LARGE INPUT EXPRESSION 
C WHEHE IT IS NOT 8ROKEllJ UP INTO SUBEXPRESSIONS. 
c 
C ~ESERVE STORAGE FOR LIST OF AVAILABLE SPACE 
DIMENSION AVAJL(7000) 




C SET UP AVAIL 
CALL INITAS f AVAILe70001 
C READ EXPRESSION INTO LIST A 
A=READEX(OJ 
C .DIFFERENTIATE A WRT VARIABLE 
DA=ALGDIF(A,J~I,2HDAJ 
C PRINT & DELETE EXPRESSION READ IN 
CALL PRNTEX(A,Q) 
C PRINT & DELETE DERIVATIVE.EXPRESSION 
CALL. PRNTEX<DA,Q) 
PR I NT 10 t MA XU.TL 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C EXERCISE 3(A) 
c ~---------·-~ 
C A5 EX. 3CAJ1 RUT LARGE EXPRESSION 'INPUT IS BROKEN UP INTO FOUR 
c SUBEXPRESSIONS. ALL INPUT IS PERFORMED FOLLOWED IN SE~utNc~ BY ALL 
C DIFFERENTIATION ANn PRINTING. 
c 
C SET UP STORAGE FOR AVAIL. 
DIMENSION AVA1L12000 ) 
C LINKAGE TO CORE EFFICIENCY MEASURE 
1 COMMON /EFFIC/NODUTL,MAXUTL 
C A ARRAY HAS THE NAMES OF THE INPUT EXPRESSIONS, DA THOSE OF THEIR 




C SET UP AVAIL. 
CALL INITASIAVAJL,2000 ) 
PRINT 20 
C READ TH~ INPUT EXPRESSIONS IN THE CORRECT ORDER. 
DO I I=le'f 
fd I l=READEXrOI 
C DIFFERENTIATE THE INPUT EXPRESSIONS WRT I. IN CORRECT ORDER. 
DO 2 I=J,q 
2 OAC I l=ALGDIFIA,( l I 1 lHI eNAHESC 1·1) 
C PRINT & DELETE THE INPUT EXPRESSIONS IN SEQUENCE 
DO 3 I=le'f 
'3 CALL PRNTEXCAllltOI 
C PRINT & DELETE THE DERIVATIVES IN SEQUENCE 
DO '+ I=l ,q 
'+ CALL PRNTEXIDA<IltOI 
PRINT lOtMAXUTL' 
10 F'·ORMAT<• MAX NO OF NODES USE({:. •,JSI 
, PHINT 20 
20 FORMAT(lHlJ 
END 
·-··- ---- T ,, ___ -~---- ~ -------. --~· --~-- ~----- -.-.-·-·---·-~-- 0 
A •<r.•SIN f>!?+<H•C~S 1>!2 
.• 














C AS EX, 318), BUT INPUT/OUTPUT AND DIFFERENTIATION ARE PERFORMED 





Pl~ I NT 20 
CALL INITASIAVAtL,20001 
DO l l=l.tt 
Al I l=HEADEXIOl 
DA<I>.=ALGDIFlA<I>,tHJ,NAMES<Jl) 
CALL.PRNTEX(A(J)~91 
CALL PRNTEXIDA(llt91 . 
• PRINT 10,MAXUTL 
10 FORMAT(• MAX NO ·or NODES USEO=••ISI 




























































EXERCISE 'HAI -------- .. -- .. -
PARTIAL DIFFER~NfIATION EXAMPLE, PRINTING ~F ALL EXPRESSIONS 
IS PERFORMED AT THE END OF DIFFERENTIATION. 
DIMENSION AVA1Ll3000) 
COMMON /EfFIC/NOourL.MAXUTL 
SET UP AVAIL, 
CALL INITASIAVAILt30001 
Pl~ I NT 5 
FORMATllHll 
READ IN A::A(X). 
A=READEXCOI 
DIFFERENTIATE A ' WRT X YIELDING AX= A/ X, 
AX=ALGOIFIAtlHXt2HAXI 
I 
C DIFFERENTIATE AX WRT X YIELDING AXX=. A/ x. 
AXX=AtGDIFIAX11HX,3HAXXI 
C· DIFFERENTIATE ·AX WRT Y YIELDING AXY= A/ X y, 
AXY=ALGDIFCAX,JHY.,JHAXYI 
C DIFFERENTIATE A TWICE WRT Y YIELDING AYY= A/ Y • 
AYY=ALGDJFfALGDJF(AtlHY12HAYl.tlHY,3HAYYI 






















































































































































































































































































-------- .. --- .. 
As Ex. q(A), BUT PRI~TING OF EXPRESSIONS IS PERFORMED 
IMMEDIATELY AFTER THEIR DIFFERENTIATION, ANO ·IF.THEY ARE NOT 














PRINT 10,MAXUTL .. 

































































































































































































C EXERC[SE 5 
c ------~---c LARGE DlFFERENTIATION EXAMPLE WHERE THE EXPRESSION IS BROKEN UP 
C INTO· 13 SUBEXPRESSIONS. THE MAIN EXP~ESSION HAS THE TAG CHII, 
C DfCHill/D(XIJ AND DCCHlll/DfETAl ARE REQUIRED, 
c 
DIMENSION AVAIL(5000) 
C LJNKAGE TO CORE EFFICIENCY MEASURE, 
COMMON /EFFIC/NOUUTL,MAXUTL 
C A ARRAY HAS LIST-NAMES OF THE INPUT EXPRESSIONS, DA THOSE OF 
C THEIR DERIVATIVES. NAMES tONT~INS THE TAGS OF THE DERIVATIVES, 
DIMENSION Al 13) tOAI 131eNAMESI13)/3HDMUt'+HOHSQ13HOF1°13HOF'2t3HOf31 
-3HDHle3HDlf2,3HDH3,3HOH'ftSHOBIGH,2HDG,2HDf,SHDCHl1/ 
C SET UP THE LIST OF AVAILABLE SPACE, 
CALL INITAS(AVAIL,5000) 
PRINT 20 
C READ INPUT EXPRESSIONS IN CORRECT SEQUENCE, 
oo 1 I= 1•1 3 
C ARGUMENT OF READEX CALL IS 9 SO INPUT IMAGES ARE ECHOED . 
C IN PRINTOUT THUS ELIMINATING NEED TO PRINT INPUT EXPRESSIONS 
C USING PRNTEX, 
ACIJ=f~EADEX<9L 
PRINT 2 . 
2 FORMAT<'lDIFFERENTfATE CHI! ~RT ETA•) 
C DIFFERENTIATE IN CORHECT SEQUENCE WRT ETA (ONLY HSQ & CHll 
C ARE FUNCTIONS OF ETA, SO THE OTHER SUBEXPRESSIONS DO NOT 
C HAVE TO BE OIFFEREMTIATED WRT ETA). 
pAl2>=ALGDIFCA(2.le3HETA1NAMESC2)) 
DA( JJl=ALGOIFf A( 131e3HETAtNAMESI13)) 




3 FORMAT('lDIFFERENTIATE CHll ~RT XI') 
C DIFFERENTIATE WRT XI IN CORRECT SEQUENCE, 
00 If I=le13 
'f 0A(Jl=ALGDlf(Afllt2HXltNAMESll)) 
C PRINT & DELETE DERIVATIVES IN SEQUENCE, 
00 S I=le13 
5 .CALL PRNTEX<DAflleOI 
PRINT 101MAXUTL 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INDEX OF FUNCTION ~ISTINGS 
routine page routine page routine ·page 
ADVLEL AlO INT GER A27 MADOV A27 
ADVLER . AlO IO PC PY Bl? MADRGT A6 
ADV LL A? IRALEX B20 MAKEDL Al5 
ADVLNL AlO IRALST A24 MRKLSS Al5 
ADVLNR AlO IRARDR Al2 MRKLST A6 
ADV LR A? ISYNTX Bl? MTDLST Al3 
ADVLWL AlO ITSVAL Al2 MT LIST A6 
ADVLWR AlO · LANO RM A27 NAMEDL ·A6 
ADVSEL AlO LCNTR A3 NAMTST A23 
ADV SER All LDATVL A22 NCO DE Bl6 
ADV SL .. ~A? LIST Al2 NDAT Bl6 
ADVSNL AlO '. LISTAV Al5 NDIF B20 
ADVSNR All LIST MT A3 · NEWBOT Al3 
· ADVSR AB LNKL A27 NEWNOD Bl6 
ADVSWL All LNKLP. A27 NEWT OP Al3 
ADVSWR All LNKR A27 NEWVAL. A21 
ALGDIF Bl LOCT A23 NOATVL Al3 
.BOT Al LOFRDR A4 NP REC Bl6 
CONT A26 LPN TR A4 NUCE LL A25 
DELETE A9 LPURGE A22 NULSTL Al5 
* DERROR A33 LRDRCP Al2 NU LS TR Al6 
EQUAL A9 LRDROV Al3 NXTLFT Al6 
GETFLG A26 * LSPACE A34· NXTRGT Al6 
GETHAF A26 LSSCPY A20 PARMTN· Al? 
GETMRK A26 LSTEQL A20 PARMT2 Al? 
* HANDLE Bl? LSTMRK A4 PO PB OT Al 
ID A27 LSTPRO. A4 PO PT OP Al 
. IEQOPD Bl6 * LSTRCE . A34 * PREORD B21 
* INFORD . Bl9 LVLRVT A4 * PRESRV A34 
INHALT A26 LVLRVl A5 * PRLSTS A34. 
* INITAS A33 MADATR ·A5 * PRNTEX B22 
INITRD A3 MADLFT A5 PUTFLG A27 
IN LS TL A3 MADNBT A5 PUTHAF A27 




routine page. routine page routine page 
'*ROELL A33 SEQ SR Al SUBS BT Al9 
RDLSTA Al7 * SETDIR A28 SUB ST A2 
READ EX B26 * SETD3 A28 SUBSTP Al9 
REALNO A27 * SETIND A28 * TERM A32 
REED Al ·* SETI3 A29 TOP A2 
* RESTOR A36 SHIN A29· * TRCOFF A31 
SEQ LL Al SQIN A29 * TRCON . A30 
SEQ LR ·Al. · SQ'OUT A30 VISIT .A32 
SEQRDR Al · STRDIR A30 * WLKBCK A31. 
SEQ SL Al ST RIND A30 
* These routines are subroutines rather than functions. I·~'.· 
,· 
